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Although the Azusa Street Revival, known for launching the modern Pentecostal 
Movement, was initially characterized by minority diversity in regard to leadership, it quickly 
splintered into three classic Pentecostal fellowships formed along racial lines. The research 
presented herein examines the racially segregated history of the Pentecostal Church in North 
America—acknowledging the need for the implementation of a biblically based theology of 
racial integration—and presents a four-step process in which minority leadership within 
individual Pentecostal churches is promoted, combatting the unbiblical ideology of a segregated 
body of Christ. The four steps include (1) the necessity for a strong visionary leader; (2) a 
committed team to help facilitate the work; (3) a workable strategy leading to accomplishment; 
and (4) the preservation of successful results by cementing them into the governing documents of 
the organization.  
The findings of this research point toward genuine progress as established leaders follow 
the four basic steps toward success, despite the setbacks of recent racial tensions within the 
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THE PROJECT INTRODUCED 
 
Introduction  
I was a son of God. I was the son of missionary parents. I was a son of the South. The 
combination of those elements made me a confused young adult. God called me to ministry. My 
parents told me to go to every nation, language, and people group. The South told me I was 
White. I was to focus, even limit, my work and ministry to those like me ethnically and 
culturally. I wanted to please God. I wanted my parents to be proud of me. I wanted to pacify 
those around me. I was perplexed. 
 How could I be true to the call of God, going into all the world, while limiting myself to 
those of my own ethnicity? How could I reach all people and simultaneously exclude everyone 
unlike me? My parents and my Bible slowly led me away from my prejudices and into a 
scripturally correct understanding of the power of inclusion in ministry.  
 My perplexity was compounded when I realized that the problem of minority exclusion 
in society and the church was much larger than my immediate surroundings. “The United States 
is a divided nation on many fronts; but race seems to be particularly divisive. This is not 
surprising since race is a construct created to divide the masses to be conquered by the few.”1 
Prejudice and discrimination were pervasive in the church. Research has substantiated the 
disastrous effects of minorities being deprived of opportunity for quality in education, social 
equity, financial stability, and professional success.2 The researchers concluded, “lower income, 
 
1 Alexis Jemal, Sarah Bussey, and Briana Young, “Steps to Racial Reconciliation: A Movement to Bridge 
the Racial Divide and Restore Humanity,” Social Work & Christianity 47, no. 1 (2020): 31.  
2 Dawne M. Mouzon et al., “Serious Psychological Distress Among African Americans: Findings From 
The National Survey Of American Life,” Journal of Community Psychology 44, no. 6 (2016): 765.  
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lower educational attainment, and lower self-rated health and childhood health are with higher 
levels of psychological distress among African Americans.”3 Worse, the church seemed 
complicit, “reasoning away” the obvious damage that prejudice and deprivation were inflicting 
upon Black and Brown individuals.4  
 As a young adult starting in ministry, I desired to see racial union. But I did not. Mostly, I 
witnessed minorities being denied opportunities to fill positions of leadership in classical 
Pentecostal fellowships time and time again. That truth formed a context in my thoughts and 
feelings. If I ever had a real genuine opportune moment, I concluded, I would make a sincere 
effort to do something to help.  
In 1996, I was elected to serve the Peninsular Florida District Council of the Assemblies 
of God as its Superintendent. In the Assemblies of God, a Superintendent is a hybrid of a 
religious Bishop and a corporate CEO. He or she is responsible for the spiritual health of the 
district and, at the same time, administration of all ministries and programs.   
 As Bishop, the first thing I noticed about Peninsular Florida was a disparity between the 
populations’ minorities and the leadership of the district. All the leaders of the district were 
White males, except a Hispanic individual from Miami, while the population on the Floridian 
peninsula was approximately 40 percent minority.  
 The balance was better in the ranks of credentialed ministers. There were several talented 
and anointed African American and Hispanic pastors in the district. But it was almost impossible 
for any of them to be elected to a leadership position on the local or district level. They were 
scattered among the sections, always outnumbered by White senior and staff pastors. 
 
3 Mouzon, et all, “Serious Psychological Distress.”  
4 M. Shawn Copeland, “Memory, #BlackLivesMatter, and Theologians,” Political Theology 17, no. 1 
(January 2016): 1.  
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 Many in Peninsular Florida saw the problem and lamented the lack of opportunity for 
minorities to advance to leadership. But nothing of substance had been done. “If justification 
does not renew and restore human relationships, it does not address the human condition.”5 It 
was not justice to leave the minority disadvantage unaddressed. Something had to be done.  
 Recognizing the need to address the aforementioned demanded the broadening of the 
research conducted for this project. The limitations of individual and personal experiences in a 
district needed to be expanded to include the national platform of the General Council of the 
Assemblies of God. The ensuing literary analysis and the examination of personal accounts at 
that level revealed that minorities have been prevented from attaining genuine leadership 
positions for most of the last 100 years in the context of the Assemblies of God. Nevertheless, 
there are exceptions to these statistics, and it is through the analysis of such exceptional cases 
that a hypothesis for rectifying the situation can be proposed.  
Though hope for a unified future dawns on the horizon, the obstacles discovered 
throughout the research process conducted for this study have, historically, outweighed the few 
opportunities offered minorities. The problem still exists, but it can be reduced going forward 
through the implementation of the findings presented herein.  
 
The Problem 
The problem addressed by this research is as follows: minority brothers and sisters in classical 
Pentecostal churches have not had an equal opportunity to succeed and lead. There have been 
constant barriers preventing their advance—barriers not placed on their White counterparts 
pursuing similar positions of ecclesial leadership. Researchers Kevin Flores and Gina Sue 
 
5 Michael J. Gorman, Becoming the Gospel: Paul, Participation, and Mission (Grand Rapids, MI: William 
B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2015), 224.  
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Matkin have said, “Minority leaders face workplace issues not experienced by White leaders 
including lack of support, discrimination, racism, and stereotyping.”6  
 I have, unfortunately, been a witness to the truth of the aforementioned numerous times. 
Capable, able, anointed, and qualified minorities have been denied opportunities to lead. They 
were not offered an opportunity, denied election, or simply ignored entirely in being considered 
for leadership. The desire to create a path to leadership for individuals affected thusly in ministry 
grew in my soul. When I was elected as Superintendent for the Peninsular Florida district of the 
Assemblies of God, I knew my desire had found its occasion. 
 Being a district superintendent has put me in senior leadership in Peninsular Florida and 
middle management at the national scheme. My goal of intentionally including those of diverse 
ethnicities in spiritual and church leadership has grown exponentially, and I continue to strive in 
that regard. The urgency of present need where racial equality is concerned has not been 
overemphasized. That face was illustrated for the entire world to witness through both the 
needless death of George Floyd and the ensuing summer of racial and political riots that plagued 
2020. The empowerment of the early church that took place on the day of Pentecost fueled the 
fire of the embryonic Christian faith. And the rebirth of Pentecost in modern times has changed 
the Church—and the world—again. Pentecost has entered its adulthood. The original 
multiculturalism of the infant Christian movement was energizing. A renewal of equality through 
totalitarian minority inclusion in all aspects of the contemporary Pentecostal church would 
reproduce that original unstoppable force. That realization, birthed in my spirit, was the genesis 
of this project and the reason for its significance to me.  
 
6 Kevin Lynn Flores and Gina Sue Matkin, “‘Take Your Own Path’: Minority Leaders Encountering and 
Overcoming Barriers in Cultural Community Centers,” Journal of Cultural Diversity 21, no. 1 (Spring 2014): 5.  
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 The present challenge surrounding the implementation of diversity in Pentecostal 
leadership can be traced to the founding revival on Azusa Street in Los Angeles in 1906. Its 
beginning looked promising as it pertained to racial inclusion. The leadership and congregation 
of the Azusa Street Mission were multicultural and diverse. The acknowledged pastor was an 
African American. Unity in the Spirit was the rule and reality in the beginning. However, racial 
tensions during the revival, fomented mainly by White staff members, motivated Pastor William 
Seymour to reverse his decision to include leaders form all minority groups and limit leadership 
to people of color.7 
 That racial stress continued after the revival and resulted in the formation of the Classic 
Pentecostal fellowships. Three primary groups formed after 1906. They were the mostly White 
Church of God, headquartered in Cleveland, Tennessee; the White Assemblies of God; and the 
Black Church of God in Christ. According to the cover page of the Church of God website, the 
fellowship originated in 1886, but there is no record of an organized meeting until its first 
International General Assembly in 1906.8 The Church of God in Christ formed in 1907 in 
Memphis, Tennessee, as a Black denomination.9 The Assemblies of God formed when White 
leaders of several small Pentecostal groups met in Hot Springs, Arkansas, and united in 1914.10 
 The culture of inclusivity predominant during the early phases of the Azusa Street 
Revival carried over for a while. Harvard theologian Harvey Cox has highlighted the beauty of 
that notion in stating that “Pentecostalism’s adaptability to any and every culture is one of its 
 
7 Darrin J. Rogers, “The Assemblies of God and the Long Journey Toward Racial Reconciliation,” 
Assemblies of God Heritage 28 (2008): 52.  
8 “A Brief History of the Church of God,” Church of God, accessed October 25, 2020, 
https://churchofgod.org/about/a-brief-history-of-the-church-of-god/.  
9 “Our History,” The Church of God in Christ, accessed October 25, 2020, https://www.cogic.org/about-
company/our-history/.  
10 “History,” Assemblies of God, accessed October 25, 2020, https://ag.org/About/About-the-AG/History.  
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greatest strengths and accounts for the rich diversity of the movements.”11 However, that great 
adaptability soon gave way to arguments and division. Cox notes that the early wounds in the 
body of the budding Pentecostals/charismatic movement were produced by minor disagreements 
over theology, personality, and racial and social tensions.12 While focused on missions and 
international evangelism, American Pentecostals failed to see the wrongs in their treatment of 
minorities in the homeland. After the miraculous beginning at Azusa, “Pentecostals rather 
quickly gave way to the forces of racial prejudice that dominated the broader culture around 
them.”13 
 The differences in doctrine and theology were minimal among the original organizations 
of classic Pentecostals. Sadly, the primary barrier was racial.14 Contributing to the ever-growing 
divide within the movement, and making the division itself even more distinct and serious, the 
Assemblies of God voted in 1939 to officially disapprove the ordination of Black ministers.15 
 That policy held firm until 1962 when Assemblies of God General Superintendent 
Thomas F. Zimmerman led a campaign for its reversal in order to ordain Bob Harrison, an 
African American. The campaign was successful, but the victory was stained by a claim that 
Zimmerman and other leaders within the Assemblies of God had ulterior motives in pursuing the 
legalization of his ordination. Harrison, an evangelist, was gaining prominence in the Billy 
Graham Evangelistic Association which had standing within the National Association of 
Evangelicals. Zimmerman was accused of seeking recognition by the NAE, wanting to use the 
 
11 Harvey Cox, Fire From Heaven: The Rise of Pentecostal Spirituality and the Reshaping of Religion in 
the Twenty-First Century (Cambridge, MA: Da Capo Press, 2001), 264.  
12 Cox, Fire from Heaven.  
13 Cecil M. Robeck, Jr., “Azusa Street Revival,” in The New International Dictionary of Pentecostal and 
Charismatic Movements, ed. Stanley M. Burgess (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2002), 318, 349.  
14 Lois Olena, “I’m Sorry, My Brother,” in We’ve Come This Far. Reflections on the Pentecostal Tradition 
and Racial Reconciliation, ed. Byron D. Klaus (Springfield, MO: Assemblies of God Theological Seminary, 2007), 
131.  
15 Olena, “I’m Sorry, My Brother,” 131.  
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ordination of Harrison to curry favor.16 The incident was typical of the difficulty of Pentecostal 
racial reconciliation. T.F. Zimmerman categorically denied any quid-pro-quo with the NAE 
relative to the ordination of Harrison, but many White and Black leaders carried permanent 
doubts. One fact is clear: if Zimmerman, the senior leader of the Assemblies of God, had not 
worked to recognize and approve Harrison’s the ordination, it would have never happened. 
 Though the church in the United States has often failed to guarantee minorities equal 
opportunity for leadership, there have been significant exceptions. The modern Pentecostal 
movement, and its precedents, have been generally renowned for the inclusion of all, rather than 
the exclusion of some. John Christian Arulappan said of the Pentecostal Christian Pettah revival 
which took place in India in the 1860s, “Many charismatic gifts were reported… [and] I am 
thankful to the Lord, who is pleased to pour out His Spirit upon poor sinners without distinction 
of White or Black, and rich or poor.”17  
 Minority populations make up increasing portions of our cities and workplaces but face 
discouraging obstacles advancing to leadership positions. “Although racial/ethnic minorities 
account for 30% of the total workforce in the United States, only 18.2% hold management 
positions.”18 Flores and Matkin point out those more diverse organizations enjoy better 
performance outcomes in both the workplace and community. Therefore, those organizations 
that invest time and effort to correctly analyze their surrounding populations, or harvest fields, 
have a distinct advantage over those who do not. “Given the rapidly changing demographic 
landscape, organizations can no longer ignore the consequences of an eving workforce.”19 
 
16 Bob Harrison and James Montgomery, When God Was Black (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 1971), 92-
93.  
17 Michael McClymond, “’I Will Pour Out of My Spirit Upon All Flesh’ An Historical and Theological 
Meditation on Pentecostal Origins,” Pneuma 37 (2015): 356-357.  
18 Flores and Matkin, “Take Your Own Path,” 5-14.  
19 Flores and Matkin, “Take Your Own Path.” 
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 The increasing value of minority leaders cannot be overlooked, either. “The Hispanic 
population in the United States is uniquely poised to play a more significant leadership role 
domestically and internationally.”20 Cooperation is essential between the two cultures. 
Established leaders offering opportunities and minority leaders seeking opportunities have to 
find common ground. Since people of an identified culture take the views of their culture 
seriously, those who wish to communicate with them succeed only when they are open to those 
views.21 When established leaders insist that minority leaders do all the adjusting and 
conforming, cooperation is hindered, and the problems are multiplied rather than solved.  
 The problem of minority exclusion from leadership in the Pentecostal church has been in 
place for a long time, but there is a glimmer of hope in the presence of the Spirit itself. African 
American Pastor William Seymour led a truly multiracial and multicultural congregation at the 
Azusa Street Mission. His inclusion, in mind, spirit, and work produced an environment that 
excluded division and thrived on unity. That unity has become stronger in recent years. “The 
inclusive message of Azusa Street, far from being challenged or subverted by global 
developments in multiple locations, is confirmed and strengthened by them.”22 It is in that regard 
that I propose that Pentecost may provide the perfect catalyst from which to address the problem 
of minority exclusion within the context of contemporary ecclesial leadership.  
 
 
20 Alfred Ramirez, “Hispanic Leadership Development and Its Policy Impact,” Harvard Journal of 
Hispanic Policy 19 (2006): 85.  
21 David J. Hesselgrave, Communicating Christ Cross-Culturally: An Introduction to Missionary 
Communication, Second Edition (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan Publishing House, 1991), 196-197.  
22 McClymond, “I Will Pour Out My Spirit Upon All Flesh,” 374.  
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Scope and Limitations  
To answer the questions of what the research did, what it covered, and how was it limited, this 
study integrated the following elements of research: 
 First, a biblical and theological study yielded of differing principles for racial integration 
in the Old and New Testament. The findings were important because they displayed a generally 
opposing view. In the Old Testament, aliens were welcome and protected in Israel but they were 
forbidden by the Law of Moses to hold senior leadership positions. A non-Hebrews could not be 
a king or priest in ancient Israel. Jesus led a turn-a-round in the Gospels. He welcomed 
minorities into his presence. He used positive minority examples in his parables. He taught equal 
treatment for minorities, women, and foreigners. 
 The Day of Pentecost carried minority inclusion beyond all limits. Minorities were 
welcome in the emerging Christian church in Jerusalem. New congregations appeared outside 
the Promised Land and the Spirit fell upon minority converts in Antioch, Joppa, and Caesarea. 
Exclusion from the Old Testament became inclusion in the New Testament.  
 This study found the reutionary turning point to be the coming of the Holy Spirit. Before 
Pentecost the descendants of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob were the exclusive people of God. Jesus 
fulfilled the law and opened the family of God to everyone on Earth. “So in Christ Jesus you are 
all children of God through faith.” (Galatians 3:26) After Pentecost the Spirit formed a new 
multicultural and multiethnic family. This project affirmed those facts and applied them to 
contemporary Pentecost through study of the scriptures and theological literature on the subject 
of accepting minorities into Pentecostal leadership.  
 Secondly, a historical analysis of the modern Pentecostal Movement revealed its 
experience of exclusion and inclusion. This study is limited to the classic Pentecostal 
 10 
organizations and focused upon the Assemblies of God. An examination of the structures of 
those fellowships demonstrated instances where minorities were intentionally excluded or 
intentionally included yields a template for successful inclusion. 
 Interviews of established White leadership and the minority candidates for leadership 
identified factors of intentional inclusions and exclusions from both viewpoints. Michael 
Gorman discovered that justification and reconciliation were wrapped in transformative 
participation. It takes two groups working together to accomplish transformative participation.23  
 Finally, if possible solutions were viable, templates and steps of action were suggested 
for implementation.  
 Thirdly, the scope was broadened to investigate intentional integration of minorities in 
the leadership ranks of the U. S. military, civil and political processes, and education.  
 The church functioned in society. The records of social unrest and racial protest were 
studied to find positive and negative actions by leaders. That research revealed multiple 
examples of prejudice. It also produced several examples of positive efforts to intentionally 
include minorities by some established leaders. Those leaders recognized the waste of excluding 
minorities from their full potential. Often society was ahead of the church in valuing minorities 
as potential leaders. Helpful examples were found in the military, government, and educational 
systems. A small town in southwest Georgia, Americus, experienced meaningful demonstrations 
of leaders advancing the inclusive cause of civil rights which, by scale, were equal to those of 
Memphis, Birmingham, or Chicago. Such illustrations verified the scope of research beyond the 
church and into society.  
 
23 Gorman, Becoming the Gospel, 225-229.  
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 Fourthly, this project inspected Pentecostal churches and denominations which 
intentionally integrated minorities into their leadership ranks. 
 Pastors, youth pastors, and associate pastors were interviewed to find their observations 
and opinions of minority inclusion. African American and Hispanic ministers were asked their 
views on personal treatment by established Pentecostal leaders. Denominational leaders were 
interviewed to discover the impact of policy and actions toward minorities seeking inclusion.  
 The mixed methods design of this research used literature, social records, and historical 
sources.24 It also used qualitative data gathered from interviews with pastors, staff pastors, 
district leaders, and national leaders.25 Those sources provided information which simplified the 
complex and multifaceted situations of contemporary racial problems and opportunities for 
minorities in Pentecostal denominations. Though it was limited mostly to the Assemblies of God, 
the research may apply to any charismatic organization. 
 More research could have been done on non-Pentecostal churches. Limiting the research 
to American Pentecostal groups excluded data from some mainline organizations that have done 
well in integrating minorities in ministry leadership. Future research would benefit from such 
study.  
 
Goals and Objectives   
This project seeks to emphasize that intentional inclusion of minorities in Pentecostal leadership 
is possible through the unifying power of Pentecost.    
 
24 Paul D. Leedy and Jeanne Ellis Ormond, Practical Research Planning and Design (New York, NY: 
Pearson, 2016), 211.  
25 Leedy and Ormond, Practical Research, 251.  
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 The ultimate objective of this work integrates several unified elements. First, the research 
seeks to discover and present positive examples of minority inclusion in the Pentecostal 
leadership of the past. The findings will then be compared to social examples in the realms of 
government, the military, and education. Additionally, consideration is given to the current 
climates that exist pertaining to the subject of diversity in leadership where Pentecostal 
fellowships and churches are concerned. This is accomplished primarily through interviews with 
current Pentecostal leaders who have successfully diversified the leadership of their respective 
ministries. That information is critical in the algorithmic analysis of possible patterns that could 
be used by other ministers interested in developing their teams beyond the racial boundaries of 
the past.  
 Additional research herein concentrates on national administrative structures of classic 
Pentecostal fellowships, particularly in this context the Assemblies of God. The objective in that 
regard is to discover incidents where minorities have been included in leadership and 
subsequently thrived in the performance of their roles, highlighting the mutual collaboration that 
occurs in those cases, a concept that theologian Michael Gorman calls transformative 
participation.26 This transformative work—that which is necessary to challenge barriers and 
cultural norms cemented through the fabric of history—is only possible when both sides 
recognize the need for reconciliation and take steps toward rectifying the status quo.  
 The research presented herein illustrates that one universal method by which social 
change is enacted and accepted does not exist. Change considered by one group as positive and 
progressive can be interpreted by another as dangerous.  Researchers Deborah Schildkraut and 
Satia Marotta discovered that “change and perceived threats to a group’s status can lead people 
 
26 Gorman, Becoming the Gospel, 225-229.  
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to become more, or less, inclusive.”27 With that in mind, this project does not attempt to create 
an event or a conference or a curriculum. Rather, since each situation of minority inclusion 
discussed herein is distinctive, a pattern or template of action seems more appropriate than a 
manual or textbook. Further, racial and minority dynamics are fluid, constantly changing. As 
such, the research of this work attempts to find a pattern of action that may be diverse in its 
application.   
 The final objective of this project is to suggest a template and plan of action established 
Pentecostal leaders may choose to follow when trying to include minorities in ministry 
 
Glossary of Terms  
Diversity  
Within societies and cultures, different people groups often use a variety of methods, styles, 
symbols, and customs to define and perpetuate culture. Diversity is the result of the composition 
of many differing elements or types in a single group.28 In this research, diversity will refer to a 
group including more than one ethnicity. 
Minority  
A minority is defined as a member of a cultural subgroup of a larger population with common 
language, practices, culture, customs, history, and characteristics.29 
Inclusion  
 
27 Deborah J. Schildkraut and Satia A. Marotta, “Assessing the Political Distinctiveness of White 
Millennials: How Race and Generation shape Racial and Political Attitudes in a Changing America,” The Russell 
Sage Foundation Journal of the Social Sciences, 4 no. 5 (August 2018): 162. 
28 The Merriam-Webster Thesaurus, New ed., s.v. “diversity.”  
29 Webster’s New World College Dictionary, 4th ed., s.v. “ethnic.”   
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When people of one culture or society welcome, and accept as equal, individuals from another 
culture or society, they include them. This is the process of including and being included.30 
Intentional 
When an act is done on purpose, with forethought and planning, it is done intentionally.31 When 
it is done with noble and higher goals in mind, it is usually progress.    
Leadership 
 Groups of people need to be led. They need examples that will encourage them toward 
improvement and excellence. Leadership is the combined ability, desire, and confidence, to 
comprehend the problems of the present, envision solutions, and apply those solutions in a 
durable way which insures the future and inspires others to join the work with enthusiasm and 
passion.32 
Pentecost, Pentecostal, Charismatic 
 In this project these terms identify worship communities and organizations that trace their roots 
to the revival which started at Azusa Street in Los Angeles at the turn of the last century and, in 
many forms and places, survives today.33  
Writer Michael J. Frost acknowledges that the Acts 2 narrative has been used mostly by 
classic Pentecostals to substantiate speaking in tongues as the initial evidence of Spirit Baptism, 
but there are also strong connections “between the experience of the Spirit, ethnic and cultural 
identity, and the inclusionary nature of the Christian gospel.34 
 
30 Webster’s New World College Dictionary, s.v. “inclusion.” 
31 Webster’s New World College Dictionary, s.v. “intentional.”  
32 This statement is a synthesis of the teachings of James M. Kouzes and Barry Z. Posner published in their 
book: The Leadership Challenge, 4th ed. (San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass, 2007).  
33 Cecil M. Robeck, The Azusa Street Mission and Revival: The Birth of the Global Pentecostal Movement 
(Nashville, TN: Thomas Nelson Publishers, 2006), 69-86.  
34 Michael J. Frost, “Pentecostal Experience and the Affirmation of Ethnic Identity,” Pneuma 39 (2017): 
297.  
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 Theologian Dale Coulter states, “Pentecostalism has, at its core, a catholic spirituality. 
This is what enabled its global expansion and renewal of other Christian traditions.”35 The 
inclusionary elements of sanctification and charismatic gifting, a sense of divine presence, and a 
Christus Victor understanding of the atonement have been essential. “These elements are held 
together within a framework that sees the Christian life as a deepening journey into union.”36  
Race 
 Recent biological, social, and theological research has increasingly rejected the idea of “race,” 
citing the uniformity of human creation and life. “There is only one human race from every 
perspective: biological, historical, and in God’s Word, the Bible.”37 This research accepts the 
common idea of race based upon the social definitions of skin color and nationality but only in 
the hope that it can be changed. “The next generation of believers is already making it clear that 
they want to rewrite the script.”38 
Society 
 People are social creatures. Typically, they live in groups. The sum total of the way they do life, 
the rules they follow, the laws they make, the acts they approve or condemn, and the ways in 
which they relate to one another all combines to create a society. Sometimes called civilization, 
this is the way people live together in a particular time and place.39 
 
35 Dale M. Coulter, “The Spirit and the Bride Revisited: Pentecostalism, Renewal, and the Sense of 
History,” Journal of Pentecostal Theology 21, no. 2 (2012): 297.  
36 Dale M. Coulter, “The Spirit and the Bride Revisited,” 319.  
37 Dave Unander, Shattering the Myth of Race (Valley Forge, PA: Judson, 2000), 2.  
38 John M. Perkins, with Karen Waddles, One Blood: Parting Words to the Church on Race (Chicago: 
Moody, 2018), 54.  
39 The Merriam-Webster Thesaurus, s.v. “society.”  
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 Abstract phenomenon associated with society includes language, customs, traditions, 




Research has shown that churches need to reflect their surrounding neighborhoods if they are to 
be effective.41 In that regard, Bill Smalt researched population shift as it relates to the local 
church. He discovered that minorities do not join neighborhood churches that have failed to 
change with the transition of local ethnicity. The mismatch of ethnicity on the platform and in 
the pew was a strong influencer.42 Further, the attempt to form small groups of minorities, or 
cultural groups, within the congregation was not as successful as in the past.43 The U.S. Census 
Bureau has, for some time, published projections for the racial composition of the American 
population to 2050, which show that a majority of Americans will be “non-White” by 2050.44 
The trends predicted a decline of “White” influence and an increase of minority influence due to 
birth rates and immigration (both legal and illegal).45 
 The decline of White influence in American society and churches, and the increase of 
minority influence, were determined to be significant. Due to a lack of spirituality in whites and 
committed spirituality in minorities, the American population was predicted to actually become 
 
40 Edgar H. Schein, Organizational Culture and Leadership, 4th ed. (San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass, 
2010), 36-38. 
41 Mark DeYmaz, Disruption: Repurposing the Church to Redeem the Community (Nashville, TN: Thomas 
Nelson, 2017), 148.  
42 Bill Smalt, “Why People Leave the Church” Charisma Leader, April 30, 2001. 
https://ministrytodaymag.com/leadership/ethics/1068-why-people-leave-the-church/.   
43 Vegard Skirbekk, Eric Kaufmann, and Anne Goujon, “Secularism, Fundamentalism, or Catholicism? The 
Religious Composition of the United States to 2043,” Journal for the Scientific Study of Religion 49, no. 2 (2010): 
294-295.  
44 Skirbekk, Kaufmann, and Goujon, “Secularism, Fundamentalism, or Catholicism,” 307.  
45 Skirbekk, Kaufmann, and Goujon, “Secularism, Fundamentalism, or Catholicism,” 308. 
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more church friendly.46 Simply put, the predicted overarching social and religious movement is 
understood to be toward minorities and away from whites in the future. Those predictions 
revealed the plausibility for more multi-ethnic congregations in the future, desiring more 
minority leaders on platforms. Those facts are a testament to the increasing importance and 
urgency of this research.    
 The foundational research of this project has revealed the inconsistency of inclusion by 
Pentecostals since the turn of the last century. There have been seasons of equality and inclusion. 
There have been times of absolute prejudice and rejection. That has become the evidence of the 
need for this work.  
 Need is a sign of opportunity. It is the opportunity of this research to address the difficult 
racial and minority tensions still prevalent in American society. Able, talented, qualified, and 
anointed minorities need to lead and should be welcomed into leadership in Pentecostal 
organizations. This study intends to find ways of intentional inclusion in that regard.   
 
46 Skirbekk, Kaufmann, and Goujon, “Secularism, Fundamentalism, or Catholicism,” 307-308.  
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CHAPTER TWO 
THE PROJECT IN PERSPECTIVE 
 
Introduction 
According to Merriam-Webster’s Dictionary and Thesaurus, a minority is an individual 
identified as a member of a peculiar group or population, especially as it relates to a common 
language, characteristics, values, and loosely, to race. Therefore, all humans are “minorities.” In 
this project “minorities” refers to non-Anglo, non-White individuals. A minority group is an 
identifiable number of people with a common culture or blood relation pertaining to origin or 
classification.47   
 This study will inspect the scriptural teachings relative to minorities in leadership in the 
Old Testament and the New Testament and reflect on the writings of modern theologians to 
construct a biblical theology of race and inclusion. Consideration will also include discussions of 
community, justice, and leadership, as these topics relate to differentiation among whites and 
minorities.   
            Minority leaders may provide multiplied resources for denominations or, being deprived 
of opportunity, significant losses. The story of Reverend Lance Lewis, a pioneering African 
American pastor in the Presbyterian Church in America, illustrates the loss associated with 
denying opportunity to minority leaders. Raised in a classic Pentecostal environment but denied 
a pathway to leadership, Reverend Lewis embraced evangelical doctrine that made it necessary 
for him to leave the Pentecostal church of which he had been a member for several years.48 The 
 
47 The Merriam-Webster Dictionary and Thesaurus, New ed., s.v. “Ethnics.”  
48 Lance Lewis, “Black Pastoral Leadership and Church Planting,” in Aliens in the Promised Land: Why 
Minority Leadership is Overlooked in White Christian Churches and Institutions, ed. Anthony B. Bradley 
(Phillipsburg, NJ: P&R Publishing, 2013), 29.  
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reality of stories such as Lewis’ demands action from classical Pentecostals toward intentionally 
including minorities in leadership and decision-making processes.  
 
Race and Theological Ethnicity 
The very concept of race itself, with its resulting minority groups, has recently been attacked by 
both secular sociologists and theologians. Theologians take their cue from creation scriptures 
pointing out that God created humans, not races. “Then God said, ‘Let Us make man in Our 
image, according to Our likeness.’”49 “Do we not have one father? Has not one God created 
us?”50 These Old Testament declarations cite a common origin for all human beings.  Luke takes 
the idea further in the New Testament writing, “And he made from one man every nation of 
mankind.”51 African American pastor, social activist, and theologian John Perkins noted these 
scriptural proofs in debunking what he calls “the myth of race.”52 Perkins cites David Unander, a 
former student who is now a professor at Eastern University outside Philadelphia, in explaining 
the creation and use of race for political and social purposes outside of biblical interpretation. 
Unander’s research shows how science and the Bible have been abused and misused to justify 
racism in society.53 “Whiteness, it turns out, is a very recent idea in the grand scheme of 
history…to create categories and systems that would place value, economically and otherwise, 
on skin color and the groups of people who were either blessed or burdened by it.”54 The purpose 
of such creations of racial groups was to justify discrimination and erroneous designations of 
 
49 Gen. 1:26, New American Standard Bible. 
50 Mal. 2:10, International Standard Version.  
51 Acts 17:26, English Standard Version.   
52 Perkins and Waddles, One Blood, 45.  
53 Unander, Shattering the Myth of Race, 2. 
54 Perkins and Waddles, One Blood, 46.  
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intelligence, work ethics, and tendencies to do wrong, so the majority culture could justify 
bigotry and domination.55 
            However, “contrary to the claims of some, the Bible makes no direct claims about the 
origin of the races.  In fact, the Bible is remarkably silent on this issue.”56 Richard Deem 
demonstrates the scarcity of Old Testament scripture verses on racial beginnings as evidence of 
his position that the Hebrew Bible is mostly silent about when and how the races originated.57 
This is not proof that God does not care about people who are not Hebrews.  It is important to 
note that the Old Testament explains God’s love and interest for all groups of people.  “Before 
the emergence of Abraham and his family, it is already affirmed in the Bible that the existence of 
a diversity of people and people groups is intrinsic to the plan and purpose of God.”58 Reverend 
Malcolm Patten is senior pastor of Blackhorse Road Baptist Church in London and is leading a 
new emphasis on multicultural church ministry in England. “God is the creator of all 
humankind,” he states.  “God created the whole human race.”59 He notes that Abraham was 
called by God from Ur in Mesopotamia which, at that time, was dominated by Sumerians, 
“described as the ‘Black-headed’ ones, believed to refer not only to the color of their hair but 
also their skins.”60 
 So where did the theological idea of “race,” especially the separation of races into 
categories of inferior and superior, originate? Defenders of the concept use scriptures from the 
biblical book of Genesis as foundation for their convictions. Two stories are candidates to be the 
fountain of minority races. Both of them involve a curse: the curse of Cain and the curse of Ham. 
 
55 Perkins and Waddles, One Blood. 
56 Richard Deem, “Origin of Mankind and the Races,” Journal of God and Science, last modified February 
28, 2003, https://www.godandscience.org/evolution/originman.html.  
57 Deem, “Origin of Mankind and the Races.”  
58 Malcolm Patten, “Multicultural Dimensions of the Bible.” The Evangelical Quarterly 85.3 (2013): 195. 
59 Patten, “Multicultural Dimensions of the Bible.”  
60 Patten, “Multicultural Dimensions of the Bible,” 196.  
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The Curse of Cain 
The discussion of Cain as the father of a cursed race has been in place for a long time. William 
R. Harper inspected previous American writings and contributed his own thoughts in 1894 as 
America struggled to emerge from the Civil War. He cites Genesis chapter 4 and states, “The 
anthropomorphic element is seen in the conversation between Cain and Jehovah.”61 According to 
Harper, the scriptural writer was a prophet and religious teacher. He wanted to show (1) that 
murder was a sin; (2) the enormity of the sin; (3) the unavoidable consequences; and (4) the 
certain pain of its punishment.62 Cain did establish a traceable line of heirs, but ethnicity is never 
mentioned in Scripture with respect to Cain’s lineage. Harper’s conclusion is that the biblical 
writer is tracing the consequences of sin from its origin—the fall of man.63 Therefore, the curse 
of Cain should not be a source for those who recognize multiple modern races.  
 In England, the discussions around the biblical and theological origins of race were 
broader but just as emphatic. Did humans descend from a single ancestor or from multiple 
ancestors?64 Supposed “steps” of racial and intellectual developmental progress were presented 
in scholarly societies as supporting “fact.”65 Robert Kenny summarizes the prevailing British 
view of race during the late 19th century, explaining that several English scholars had concluded 
that “the human brain in its development passes through the characters in which it appears in the 
Negro, Malay, American, and Mongolian nations.”66 Englishmen considered themselves 
 
61 William R. Harper, “The Fratricide: The Cainite Civilization. Genesis IV,” The Biblical World 3, no. 4 
(April 1894): 264-265.  
62 Harper, “The Fratricide.” 
63 Harper, “The Fratricide,” 274. 
64 Robert Kenny, “From the Curse of Ham to the Curse of Nature: The Influence of Natural Selection on 
the Debate on Human Unity Before the Publication of The Descent of Man,” British Journal for the History of 
Science 40, no. 3 (September 2007): 367.  
65 Kenny, “Curse of Ham to the Curse of Nature,” 379.  
66 Kenny, “Curse of Ham to the Curse of Nature.” 
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Caucasian, the highest eutionary level, of course. An article published by the Anthropological 
Society of London in 1866 stated bluntly: “The Negro needs to be a slave.”67  
 
The Curse of Ham 
Over the course of the years that followed, a new prejudiced position blamed nature and inferior 
agricultural land for diminished capacity in Africans. “The Hamitic Curse had been replaced by 
the curse of failure in the struggle for existence.”68 So, Ham did not father an additional race of 
humans. His descendants simply had the misfortune of settling an area of the world unfavorable 
to agriculture.  
 The arguments in America were also misguided but with a more explainable goal. Ham, 
Noah’s youngest son, accidently saw his father intoxicated and naked. When Noah came to 
himself, he cursed Ham saying he would be a slave to his brothers. That “Curse of Ham” was 
used to explain the origins of slavery, and continue slavery, for more than fifteen hundred 
years.69 The curse had its greatest impact in the transatlantic slave trade.70 In that era, the Curse 
of Ham was focused specifically on Africans and was used to support and justify their mass 
capture and exportation to the New World as slaves.71 Puritan theologians protested, to some 
degree, but finally consented to slavery saying ,“It would bring heathens lost to heaven’s benefits 
of the Gospel.”72 That was a poor covering of the truth. The cause of African slavery in America 
was financial.73 
 
67 Kenny, “Curse of Ham to the Curse of Nature,” 377.  
68 Kenny, “Curse of Ham to the Curse of Nature,” 388.  
69 David Whitford, “A Calvinist Heritage to the ‘Curse of Ham’: Assessing the Accuracy of a Claim about 
Racial Subordination,” Church History and Religious Culture 90. no. 1 (2010): 26.  
70 Whitford, “Calvinist Heritage to the ‘Curse of Ham’,” 26-27.  
71 Whitford, “Calvinist Heritage to the ‘Curse of Ham’,” 27.  
72 Whitford, “Calvinist Heritage to the ‘Curse of Ham’,” 44.  
73 Whitford, “Calvinist Heritage to the ‘Curse of Ham’.”  
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 David Goldenberg, in his book Black and Slave: The Origins and History of the Curse of 
Ham, adds an interpretation providing a perpetuating cycle to the myth. The use of the 
transatlantic slave trade by Christian Europe and southern American agriculturists gave strength 
to the ideas linking blackness and slavery, emphasizing the Curse of Ham.74 Therefore, blackness 
became the identifier of the curse. Each factor fed on and perpetuated the other.75 Goldenberg’s 
work demonstrates that blackness was approached as an aberration in God’s creation and not the 
norm.  
 The final and most compelling argument against a continuing Curse of Ham comes from 
the Scriptural record. “When Noah awoke from his wine and found out what his youngest son 
had done to him, he said, ‘Cursed be Canaan! The lowest of slaves will he be to his brothers.’”76 
The particular land of Canaan was cursed. Ham’s service was confined to his brothers.77 There 
was no demand for a curse to be ongoing or make identification of inferiority from skin color. 
 In summation, no additional cursed “race” originated from Cain or Ham. The idea has 
been as ancient as biblical scholarship but re-emerged when lighter-skinned humans needed an 
excuse to use dark-skinned humans for the purpose of slave labor. Theology was used as a cover, 
but economic gain was the true gospel of racial domination.  
 
Ethnicity in Israel 
God did not identify his people as a separate “race.” Walter Brueggemann explains that 
“[e]arliest Israel was not an ethnic community, but a sociological grouping of the marginalized, 
 
74 David M. Goldenberg, Black and Slave: The Origins and History of the Curse of Ham (Berlin: De 
Gruyter Publishing, 2017), 199.  
75 Goldenberg, Black and Slave, 199. 
76 Gen. 9:24-25, New International Version.  
77 Whitford, “Calvinist Heritage to the ‘Curse of Ham’,” 26-27.  
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who had been liberated from their oppressed socioeconomic status.”78 This is important because 
it moves the connection between Israel and God from a biological foundation to a relational one. 
If Israel was redeemed because of its DNA, then Israel was God’s special race and that would 
have been all that mattered. God desired relationship more than biological connection.   
 
Old Testament Theology of Intentional Exclusion 
“In the Old Testament, religion and conduct are closely related: faith must be worked out in 
practice in individual and national life.”79 God desired a people of his own but, what’s more, he 
wanted a relational kinship. Robin Routledge writes in that regard, “The qualities God requires 
of human beings in general, and of his people in particular, are the qualities he himself displays 
in his relationship with them.”80 
 The components of community were important in the social, political, and spiritual 
makeup of the family of Israel. In the story of Achan’s sin recorded in Joshua chapter 7, the 
entire community of Israel suffered defeat and loss. Subsequently, a reduction of the 
nation/family was used to identify the thief. First, the entire nation was called together, tribe by 
tribe. The tribe of Judah was singled out; then the clan of Zerahites; the family of Zabdi; and 
finally, the individual, Achan. God was demonstrating that the people of Israel were dependent 
upon each other, and the individual was the bedrock of all.81 “It’s not about their ethnicity or 
nationality but their spiritual integrity.”82This truth inspires us to seek a theology including 
 
78 Walter Brueggemann, “Exodus,” The New Interpreter’s Bible . 1 (Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press, 1994), 
781. 
79  Robin Routledge, Old Testament Theology: A Thematic Approach (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity 
Press, 2008), 238.  
80 Routledge, Old Testament Theology, 239.  
81 Hans Walter Wolff, Anthropology of the Old Testament Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1981), 216-217. 
82 Perkins and Waddles, One Blood, 48-49.  
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aliens, foreigners, and strangers in the Old Testament. At the level of leadership, that search 
appears fruitless at first glance.   
 Theologian Ben Pugh, lecturer in theology at Cliff College, teaches that Deuteronomy 15 
pointedly excludes non-Jews from kingship, the highest political and social leadership position in 
Israel.83 The passage states, “Be sure to appoint over you the king the Lord chooses. He must be 
from among your own brothers. Do not place a foreigner over you, one who is not a brother 
Israelite.”84 Clearly, no one outside the Hebrew family was eligible to be King of Israel. In like 
manner, the priests of Israel, the highest level of spiritual leadership, were to be exclusively 
Israelites. The first verse of the 28th chapter of Exodus leaves no room for doubt. “Have Aaron 
your brother brought to you from among the Israelites, along with his sons Nadab and Abihu, 
Eleazar and Ithamar, so they may serve me as priests.” The two definitive phrases in this verse 
are: “from among the Israelites” and “so they may serve me as priests.” Anyone who was not 
Israeli was disqualified from leading in that ministry.85  Such strong restrictions in these two 
areas may lead to the conclusion that there was no concern or care for the alien, foreigner, or 
stranger in the Old Testament. That would be an incorrect assumption. God had compassion for 
those outside his chosen people.   
 The Abrahamic covenant initiates and captures the relationship between God and his 
traveling people.86 God originated his chosen people through a family sojourning toward Himself 
rather than a geographical destination.87 “By faith Abraham, when called to go to a place he 
 
83 Ben Pugh, “Subverted Hierarchies: Towards a Biblical Theology of Leadership,” The Journal of the 
European Pentecostal Association 33, no. 2 (2013): 128. 
84 Deut. 15:38, NIV.  
85 Desmond T. Alexander and David W. Baker, Dictionary of the Old Testament: Pentateuch (Downers 
Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 2003), 647.  
86 Moses Chin, “A Heavenly Home for the Homeless: Aliens and Strangers in 1 Peter,” Tyndale Bulletin 
42, no. 1 May (1991): 104.  
87 Chin, “A Heavenly Home for the Homeless.”  
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would later receive as his inheritance, obeyed and went, even though he did not know where he 
was going. By faith he made his home in the promised land like a stranger in a foreign 
country.”88 Abraham was motivated by the promise of God and the ultimate hope of a journey 
through Egypt with an additional promise of an exodus.89  
 Some theologians see the story of Joseph as an expanded metaphor for aliens and 
strangers.90 The anguish Joseph suffered at the hands of his brothers became symbolic of the 
emotional and mental torment all aliens endure. Even though he prospered in Egypt, he always 
longed for his native land, family, and his home.91 Joseph’s experience as a stranger became 
ingrained in the so-called Holiness Code as the foundational reason Israel was to “love” the 
stranger as “themselves,” 92 as they were commanded to do in Leviticus 19:34. 
          There was to be a relationship between the stranger and the Temple, which was primarily a 
place of worship, but in some instances served as a safe refuge.93 This is evidenced clearly in 
Psalm 27:5: “For he (God) will hide me in his shelter in the day of trouble; he will conceal me 
under the cover of his tent.” One of the roles of the temple, the priests, and the people of God, 
was to create and offer a place of sanctuary to the stranger in their land.94 Therefore, the role of 
the priest was not simply to minister to the people of Israel, but to all people, including 
minorities.  If the temple was to be a place of safe haven for the many forms of Old Testament 
 
88 Heb. 11:8-9a, NIV.  
89 Gen. 15:12-14, NIV.  
90 Mark Dominik and Alexander Ezechukwu, “For You Know the Soul of a Stranger,” (Exod 23:9): The 
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minorities, then the priests had to be tasked with their care and the facilitation of their safety.95 
“The priest stands among the people as their advocate, and, at times, stands between the people 
and the organization itself.”96 The priests, in God’s name, were to lead the people in the 
conviction that every human being, simply by virtue of his or her humanity, was a child of God 
and therefore in possession of rights the ruling majority must respect.97 An minority could not 
become the king or a priest in Israel. But God wanted them to enjoy his grace and mercy and 
blessings. Therefore, even though there is no theology of inclusion for leadership of minorities in 
the Old Testament, there is ample provision for Israel’s leadership to include minorities in their 
jurisdictions and functions.   
 
A New Testament Theology of Minority Inclusion 
Minorities were not called “minorities” in New Testament times. They were called “Gentiles.” 
The word came from the Latin gentilis which meant “a member of a people group,” and the term 
was used by Jews for one who was not Jewish by racial origin.98 Jesus, of course, was the 
pioneer of the Gentile mission. He was comfortable with Samaritans, Canaanites, Romans, and 
Greeks. Theologically, he was willing to embrace all humanity before anyone understood what 
he was doing.99 He was the first to include minorities in salvation and, by extension, spiritual 
leadership. Paul used the Old Testament as a credential of his Jewishness in Philippians 3:5-7. 
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“If anyone else thinks he has reasons to put confidence in the flesh, I have more.” He said, 
“Circumcised on the eighth day, of the people [race] of Israel, of the Tribe [family] of Benjamin, 
a Hebrew of the Hebrews [culture].” Finally, he named his source, “In regard to the law, a 
Pharisee; as for zeal, persecuting the church; as for legalistic righteousness, faultless.”  His next 
statement could be used as an illustration for the transition necessary for all the early leaders and 
believers in the Gospel: “But whatever was to my profit I now consider loss for the sake of 
Christ. What is more, I consider everything a loss compared to the surpassing greatness of 
knowing Christ Jesus my Lord.” A significant part of that surpassing greatness was the new 
definition of his family of God through Christ. “There is neither Jew nor Greek, slave nor free, 
male nor female, for you are all one in Christ Jesus.”100 Paul broke his commitment to the 
Mosaic Law to form a new and stronger bond with the gospel, its freedom, sociological 
relevance, and truth.101  
 
Changing the Law 
Mogens Muller notes that the gospel of Mark actually cites the Scriptures as authority for the 
arrest of Jesus. In Mark 14:49, the circumstances in connection with the capture of Jesus were 
explained with the phrase, “Let the Scriptures be fulfilled.” Mark invokes Scripture out of the 
conviction that what happened to and around Jesus was prophesied in the Old Testament.102 
            To a much stronger degree than in the other two synoptic gospels, the Jewish Bible plays 
an important role for establishing theological arguments by Luke.103 In this way, Luke imports a 
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presence of the Old Testament prophets and the psalms into his gospel.104 For instance, the 
passage recounting Jesus’ miracle of raising the son of the widow of Nain has been connected 
with the record of Elijah raising a widow’s son in 1 Kings 17:17-24.105 This pericope is 
important for this study because the Old Testament widow was a foreigner, and Luke positions 
his passage immediately following his story of Jesus saving the Roman centurion’s servant in 
verses 1-10 of chapter 7.106 According to Thomas Brodie’s research, it is meaningful that both 
the Gentile widow in the OT and the Roman in the NT confess their unworthiness to entertain 
the prophet or Savior.  In the Old Testament, the confession displays a form of despair; but in the 
New Testament, the confession is a statement of faith.107 The exclusive judgement of the Law 
was replaced by the compassion of Jesus.108 
 
The Difference 
Jesus had given the apostles a command to go and make disciples of all nations.109 However, in 
Acts 1:4-5, he gave a prerequisite command for them to wait in Jerusalem until they had received 
the gift of the Holy Spirit promised by the Father. The purpose of the gift of the Spirit, given on 
the Day of Pentecost as is recorded in Acts 2, was power to facilitate the mission to the ends of 
the earth.110 The disciples were filled with the Spirit in the Upper Room and immediately started 
to witness. They began to speak with other tongues and were heard by Jews from every nation 
under heaven. Peter drew the attention of those in the crowd, reminding them of the words of the 
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prophet Joel and King David, suggesting that this was the sign of the new covenant.111 Those 
statements serve as proof of the transition from the Old Testament to the new covenant through 
Christ.112 They also signaled the beginning of a transition for Gentile minorities from exclusion 
to inclusion among the followers of Jesus.   
 Christianity might have been a Jewish sect originally, but it started its journey toward 
becoming an international community of faith when it found a path away from the restrictions of 
the Old Testament Law toward the liberation and freedom of the New Testament.113 One episode 
in Acts seems to illustrate the pivotal process more clearly than other New Testament records.  It 
is the “Cornelius Episode” in Acts 10:1-11,18.114 Firstly, on top of Simon the tanner’s house, 
Peter saw a vision of a sheet descending from heaven filled with unclean foods. He was invited 
to eat but refused.  Then came the reutionary revelation: “The voice spoke to him a second time, 
‘Do not call anything impure that God has made clean.’”115 Luke was using the cancelling of the 
Jewish food laws as a metaphor for the abrogation of the entire Mosaic Law.116 Therefore, if the 
vision is taken literally, the Gentile mission becomes a theological deduction.117 Next, the 
mission moved from theology to sociology. The issue ceased to be what Peter was willing to eat 
but, rather, with whom he was willing to eat.118 Luke did not reveal the full consequence of the 
vision, those inved, and the following acts, until he placed Peter back in Jerusalem defending the 
situation before the Christian leaders. The presence of an angel was well-established in the 
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record (Acts 10:22 and 30, 11:13), but the last instance is tremendously important. Peter states, 
“He (Cornelius) had seen the angel standing in his house.” The angel went into the Gentile’s 
home before Peter. That meant God approved of Peter being in the Gentile dwelling. His 
messenger had actually led the way.119 The vision was not primarily about new liberty to eat 
formerly unclean food. It was God’s declaration that Gentiles were no longer excluded from the 
fellowship of His people.120  
 
Inclusion in Antioch 
Antioch was located on the Orontes River and was the capital of Syria. In addition, it was the 
third largest city in the Roman Empire at that time.121 Therefore, it was a major crossroad in the 
Roman world and a perfect home base for minority expansion of the early church. The pericope 
starting in Acts 11:19 provides the record of the first organized minority church.   
 Verse 19: Luke wanted his readers to know that the believers were fleeing persecution as 
they left Jerusalem, often in panic and chaos.122 They preached to Jews everywhere they went.  
 Verse 20: Significantly, Luke stated that some of the pilgrims reaching Antioch were not 
from Jerusalem. It is not clear if the new Believers had traveled through Jerusalem to be 
discipled or had gone directly to Antioch.123 The important fact is they scattered the good seed of 
the Good News everywhere they went.124 As the family of Believers became larger and more 
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multicultural, the restraints of Jewish custom and Law became weaker and weaker. The new 
converts no doubt respected the Law but their commitment was more to Jesus Christ and the 
liberty found in Him.125 
 Verse 21: Luke made no distinction among the converts of Cyprus, Cyrene or Jerusalem. 
He proclaimed the approval and blessing of the Lord upon them as spiritual equals.126 Salvation 
was available through Jesus Christ to Jew and Gentile alike.  
 Verse 22: News of these events reached the leaders in Jerusalem. They needed to know if 
what was happening was legitimate, so they chose Barnabas to go to Antioch and find out.127 
 Verse 23: Luke was quick to make a positive statement about what Barnabas 
discovered.128 He was glad when he saw the evidence of the grace of God upon those in Antioch.  
 Verse 24: Here Luke revealed a possible worry within his heart by providing a character 
reference for Barnabas. Why? One possibility reves around the ever-present controversy of 
“Judaizing” Christian converts. Barnabas was a good man, full of the Holy Spirit and faith, so his 
broad perspective had clout and was important.129  
 Verse 25: Barnabas was not only a good man; he was also wise. He needed help and went 
to Tarsus seeking Saul/Paul.130 
 Verse 26: Barnabas found Saul/Paul and they returned to Antioch to invest a year 
teaching and discipling the growing congregation. No longer would followers of Christ be Jews, 
Greeks, Romans, or even Gentiles.  From that moment on they were identified as followers of 
Christ and like Christ. A new heavenly species appeared on earth: Christians!131  
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 Verse 28: To confirm the work of the Holy Spirit, Luke recorded the occurrence of a 
prophecy that indicated the only qualification to be used of God in Antioch was belief and 
fidelity to God and His Son Jesus, and a willingness to minister.132  
 Verse 29: Luke used another illustrative action. He stated that the disciples believed the 
prophecy and acted to assist their brothers and sisters in Jerusalem. That was meaningful. Many 
in Antioch had likely been victims of Jewish prejudice yet showed genuine concern and true 
generosity toward the spiritual leaders there. Historical, cultural, and prejudicial boundaries 
based upon old religious systems were dissolving in a new environment of Christian love and 
fellowship.133 
 Verse 30: Luke used this verse as a brief summary. His report that the Christians in 
Antioch followed through on their desire to help Jerusalem and sent the relief made lasting and 
important points. First, the nature of Christianity was inclusive and not exclusive.134 Second, 
Christians would not forget their roots.135 Third, a new culture had appeared in the name and 
example of Jesus in Antioch. That Antiochan model would become the template for Christian 
unity.136 
 The events in Antioch were spiritually and historically important. First, the gospel broke 
out of its nursey in Jerusalem into the rest of the world. Peter’s preaching at Cornelius’ house 
was the first recorded sermon to Gentiles.137 Luke did not mention a church in Caesarea, so 
Antioch was the first gentile home of the gospel. Further, the hand of the Lord was upon the 
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expansion allowing non-Jewish converts who accepted the Lordship of Christ to proclaim His 
Good News.138  
 Second, Luke wanted those in Antioch to realize the Holy Spirit was anointing them to 
advance. When his readers grasped that, they could be encouraged to envision victories ahead 
rather than be burdened by the defeats behind.139 Antioch was the perfect place for the Spirit to 
display the conquering power of God through Christ.140 
 Incidentally, Antioch not only included Gentiles in the church but changed the role of 
primary apostle to them from Peter to Saul/Paul. Barnabas was the first to recognize this fact 
when he sought help from Paul rather than Peter.141 It may have been because Paul was more 
cosmopolitan; better educated; more philosophical; and since his conversion, more tolerant.142 
 A final observation: the name Christian was birthed in this eutionary episode. The fact 
that the name became the identification for followers of Jesus, and remains so to this day, was 
indeed historic. The residents of Antioch were renowned for taking the name of a leader and 
adding a suffix of “ian,” meaning “of the leader,” or simply, follower.143 The Believers in 
Antioch were no longer just another religious group. They were “of Christ.” They were 
Christians. 
 What does this mean for the relationship between modern classic Pentecostal Christians 
and minorities? The foundational lesson is that God was not concerned with ethnicity. He was 
concerned with Christianity. His vision recognizes all mankind, both before they accepted Christ 
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and afterward. Before, they were all lost. Afterward, they were all redeemed.144 Luke identified 
different ethnicities and nationalities in Antioch to erase the idea of social prejudice in the body 
of Christ.145 Discrimination was powerful in the first century. Even Christians saw the world 
through a defacto class system which ranked some as worthy of evangelism, others not.146 Luke 
offered the argument forbidding such separation of peoples.147 Antioch was a perfect 
environment for accomplishing Luke’s lofty goals. With help from the Holy Spirit, what is 
multicultural can become uni-cultural in Christ.   
  Becoming uni-cultural excludes every argument except total and complete inclusion. He 
left no room for tolerant minority politeness, superficiality, or quotas of any type.148 The 
converts of Antioch became one because they valued each other in the work of Christ.149  
 A complete and perfect church is inved in the Great Commission. That mission is to 
preach the Good News to all the world.150 Implementing that mission is impossible without 
including minorities. As the first believers dispersed from Jerusalem, they themselves became 
minorities. They closed the circle from the many minorities in Jerusalem on the Day of Pentecost 
to a single spiritual ethnicity in Christ.151 The Great Commission reaches the far corners of the 
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world but begins at our front door. Without closing that circle, the modern Pentecostal church 
falls short of the model of Antioch. 152 
 The congregation in Antioch was the first to be Gentile, then multiethnic, then absent 
Minority, then uni-Minority. They accomplished that miraculous feat in a city that resisted 
inclusion and a world that codified and enforced prejudice.153 They demonstrated that being for 
Jesus was vastly superior to being against anything.  
 
A Theology of Minority Inclusion in Pentecostal Leadership   
Theology, in a narrow sense, is the doctrine of God. Missionary David Martz adds that in a 
cross-cultural setting it can also be defined as the plural doctrines of God such as the Christian 
story of church history, philosophy, ethics or apologetics.154 Is there any connection between 
theology and leadership, then? In the secular world there are many definitions for leadership. 
James Kouzes and Barry Posner offer an excellent summation of those definitions in their classic 
book, The Leadership Challenge. Kouzes and Posner teach that leadership is a combination of 
many elements including example, credibility, clarifying values, seeing the future, enlisting and 
strengthening others, fostering collaboration, and celebrating victories.155 Secular models of 
leadership and scriptural leading are often similar but not identical. Secular leaders work for 
profit and personal gain. Spiritual leaders should work for Godly gain, advance for the kingdom, 
and blessings for others, as well as the promises of God for themselves.156 Enabling for such 
leadership comes from the Holy Spirit.  
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Leaders Who Follow 
 The Spirit appeared at Jesus’ baptism (Luke 3:21, 22) and immediately led Jesus into the 
wilderness to be tempted by the devil (Luke 4:2a). Both Mark and Luke emphasize that Jesus 
was somewhat subordinate to the Spirit at that particular moment, following in much the same 
way as a student follows the instructions of a teacher.157 In that case, the Spirit took initiative 
with Jesus agreeing to follow and the Father approved.158 When Jesus started leading, he already 
had an infallible pattern: 
 The first words Jesus’ disciples heard: “Follow Me.”159 
 The first words Jesus spoke to Peter: “Follow Me.”160 
 The last words Jesus spoke to Peter: “Follow Me.”161 
 “Contrary to what you may have heard or assumed, everything doesn’t rise and fall on 
leadership.”162 Leonard Sweet made that startling statement to shake minds loose from current 
leadership philosophy, thinking, and teaching. Sweet then attempts to shift the idea of leadership 
from leader-focused leadership to leader-focused followership. “Everything is different in a 
followership culture, which is what I am convinced the church is meant to be… The church is led 
not by leaders but by Christ. The head of the church is Christ. Everyone else is a follower.”163 
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 The logical question in the minds of those saturated in contemporary leadership 
philosophy is: “How can one follow and lead at the same time?” Paul answered that question for 
us. He instructed his readers to “Follow my example, as I follow the example of Christ.”164 
 “Christian leadership is meant to be different from other forms of leadership because 
Christian leaders are called to be servants.”165 Yet it is clear Paul instructs his students to become 
leaders. In listing the spiritual gifts in Romans 12:8 he uses the word proistemi which is used in 
Greek literature to mean “to lead, conduct, direct, or govern.”166 How does Paul reconcile the 
two opposing descriptions of Christian leaders? First, he cites his ultimate example. Jesus 
constantly presented himself as a servant. A powerful example is found in Jesus’ words when 
contrasting his style of leadership with that of the Gentiles: “For even the Son of Man did not 
come to be served but to serve, and to give his life a ransom for many.”167 In Philippians 2:7, 
Paul described Jesus as “taking the very nature of a servant.” Further, Paul applied the idea of a 
servant in many of his self-descriptions including 1 Corinthians 3:5, 2 Corinthians 6:4, 
Colossians 1:23 and 25, Ephesians 3:7, Galatians 1:10, and Titus 1:1, to cite a few references.168 
 A broader context adds clarity to the aforementioned. In that regard, Derek Tidball 
writes, “It can be argued that the pervasive image of the band of disciples that gathered around 
Jesus, and the church that developed from them, is that of a family.”169 In a familial context, 
there is a defined line of authority but a demanded service of love. The application is perfect for 
the use of leaders who serve their people. “The resolution of the tension between leadership and 
servanthood is found when we place the concepts back into the New Testament social world and 
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understand the nature of being a father.”170 That idea is closely associated with identity. For the 
early Christian community, this notion “meant that Jewish, Greek, or Roman; households 
adopted a Christian identity. So, while fathers were in charge they were, because of Christ, 
simultaneously the family’s servant.”171 
 “Christian leadership is highly contextual. Leadership needs of a particular society may 
also influence the nature, role, and style of leadership.”172 Martz offers the model for including 
minorities in the family of God. “Leading, according to biblical examples, implies a leader-
follower relationship based on mutual trust, goodwill, and the principles of love, hope, and 
loyalty to one another and to the mission.”173 He then touches on the subject of this dissertation 
when he identifies five useful tools for overcoming social roadblocks to the leader-follower’s 
work. The last of the five tools is “respecting human diversity.”174 Paul put it this way: “Accept 
one another, then, just as Christ accepted you, in order to bring praise to God.”175 
 In light of the aforementioned, how do we accept our brothers and sisters? Scripture 
teaches a method. It is blessing.176 Blessing is to spiritually, culturally, and socially “bow the 
knee,” which displays honor and respect and high value for something or someone. It is in light 
of God’s blessings bestowed upon us that we bless others and, in turn, God.177 So it stands that 
“the church in a multicultural world is called to bless the nations by valuing persons and cultures 
in their particularity.”178 It is that understanding which enables the supposition that, biblically 
speaking, “the ministry of blessing can never be an ethnocentric affair; it must be a family affair, 
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as in ‘all the families of the earth.’”179 Each of the gospel writers include statements from Jesus 
that are so countercultural as to be unbelievable. Examples are plentiful and include Mark 8:5, 
“For whoever wants to save his life will lose it,” and following in chapter 9:35, “If anyone wants 
to be first, he must be the very last, and the servant of all.”180 The racial model displayed therein, 
going “against the grain of present-day cultural norms, can be practiced only by the power of the 
Holy Spirit. A true servant leader is a Spirit-led leader.”181  
 “When organizational leadership enters into the arena of community leadership, it calls 
for the leader to willingly extend service for the common good.”182 Good is not common if it 
does not include everyone. Community is incomplete if any individuals or groups are excluded. 
“Although we come to faith in Christ individually, and we certainly grow in time spent alone 
with God, we can’t grow to our full potential absent community.”183 Any theology of leadership 
must include community: every nation, kindred, tribe, and tongue. Without inclusion, there can 
be no group. Without a group there can be no leader. 
 
A Theology of Minorities Included in Community 
“Therefore, remember that formerly you who are Gentiles by birth… you were separate from 
Christ, excluded from citizenship in Israel and foreigners to the covenants of the promise…but 
now in Christ Jesus you who once were far away have been brought near.”184 With that 
understanding, it is clear to see that the New Testament changed the emphasis from exclusion to 
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inclusion. The instruments God used to accomplish the demolition of the “barrier, the dividing 
wall of hostility” (v.14) were the blood of Christ (v.13) and the cross (v.16). Then, the Lord 
provided access for all Christians to the Father by the Spirit (v.18). The result was eternally 
reutionary and final. Verse 19 makes note of this stating, “Consequently, you are no longer 
foreigners and aliens, but fellow citizens with God’s people and members of God’s household 
[family].” 
 Discussing connection and community, Leonard Sweet recalls a Roman dictum, Unus 
homo, nullus homo. The translation is “Man alone is no man at all.”185  
 The biblical first step toward an egalitarian position was community. Understanding this, 
Charles and John Wesley founded Methodism upon an experienced grace and a “witness of the 
Spirit.” The “witness” was experienced in community by joining a class, going to church, taking 
the Lord’s Supper, visiting the sick, and so forth.186 
 The next step was to move toward inclusive community. The Spirit leads Believers in an 
ever expanding, increasingly diverse, fellowship with one another and a stronger communion 
with Christ.187 If community produces strength, an inclusive community produces powerful 
strength. “The tongues of Acts 2 symbolize the coming together of many scattered peoples, not 
only the Diaspora Jews but also the Gentiles.”188 The promise was in the context of an ever-
expanding community of growing diversity. 
 It is often said that “ministry is a messy business.”189 That messiness increases 
exponentially as cultures, ethnicities, and diversities attempt to live and worship together. In that 
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messiness the re-creative work of the Spirit becomes evident in persons and communities.190 The 
leaders of the early church were struggling with external and internal problems.191 They faced 
social problems such as equality in distributing food and resources to widows of differing 
ethnicities, and theological problems such as whether food should be checked for previous use in 
idol worship. The factor that caused them to prevail was their ardent faith in God and conviction 
that the teachings of Jesus would overcome any and all differences and divisions in their new 
communities.192 
 The Gospel of Matthew was likely written in Antioch of Syria. Antioch was a 
concentration of perhaps 150,000 people crammed into two square miles.193 Within those two 
square miles the community hosted a complex and pluralistic environment. Diversity was 
certainly present in the streets and also in the emerging Christian community.194 Matthew 
quickly embraced diversity. Matthew’s pastoral work in the formation of what we know as the 
Gospel of Matthew becomes a valuable model for minority inclusion.195 “[Matthew] often 
utilizes stories from Jesus’s ministry that show inclusion of Gentiles.”196 The teachings and 
actions of Jesus became the new center of Antiochan faith. Everyone looked to Jesus’ life and 
words to shape their community life and spiritual core.197 Including Gentiles became the new 
normal.198   
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 Matthew presented Jesus destroying minority divisions and creating unity in the faith. 
Everyone in Antioch was welcome and no one was excluded from leadership in the community. 
Pastor Matthew decided to confront and conquer through inclusion rather than withdrawal and 
separation.199 He envisioned an inclusive world and worked to build it. “He curates the narratives 
of Jesus in such a way as to draw his diverse community into something larger and grander than 
their own social, economic, and minority identity.”200  
 
A Theology of Social Justice 
It is important, at this time, to note—in agreement with Michael O. Emerson and Christian 
Smith—that “well-intentioned people, their values, and their institutions actually recreate racial 
divisions and inequalities they ostensibly oppose.”201 People, including Christians, do not 
generally intend to discriminate against others. They simply follow learned patterns which 
exclude others and displease God. God intended to include everyone. “Against all hope, 
Abraham in hope believed and so became the father of many nations, just as it had been said to 
him, ‘So shall your offspring be.’”202 The only sure hope of racial inclusion is spiritual inclusion.   
 “The Old Testament’s concern for justice is not abstract but is focused around specific 
vulnerable people. Three in particular are identified as the objects of God’s special concern: the 
foreigner, the orphan and the widow.”203 Admonitions in Job 22 and 24, Psalm 68 and 94, and 
Proverbs 15, make clear the responsibility for the alien in the congregation and at the altar.  
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 James, as the New Testament’s first pastor, preached and taught the same requirements to 
the original congregation of Jesus followers. “Religion that God our Father accepts as pure and 
faultless is this: to look after orphans and widows in their distress and to keep oneself from being 
polluted by the world.”204  
 “The witness of the Bible, in both the Old and New Testaments, is that God hates 
injustice.”205 If Pentecostals are to fulfill the ultimate expression of God’s love and purpose for 
the world and the Spirit’s power to enact it, social justice must find a significant place in our 
worship and ministry. “Christian thinking about justice has to lead to action for justice. It has to 
change our behavior, inform our action, to show us what it means in practice to love our 
neighbors as ourselves.”206  
 When the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was finally passed by Congress, President Lyndon 
Johnson phoned Roy Wilkins, head of the NAACP. During their celebratory conversation, 
Wilkins surprisingly, but triumphantly, quoted Richard Russell, a Senator from Georgia who was 
complaining about the passage of the new law. Russell had identified the two forces he felt were 
responsible: Lyndon Johnson and the clergy.207 The clergy brought righteous social justice in 
action. 
 “America’s Pastor,” Billy Graham, held integrated crusades in large southern stadia in the 
1960s and ‘70s. He refused segregation and held his ground. “Few helped to open up White 
believers to a more nuanced position on race than did Billy Graham. There should be no color 
line before the altar, the evangelist insisted.”208 
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 Such action on social justice has made a difference in the past and can in the present. 
When a White pastor, Billy Graham, and an African American pastor, Martin Luther King, Jr. 
forced America to face it racial prejudices, patterns were broken, and templates changed. “In just 
ten years’ time, quite a few evangelical ministers and laypeople would make an about-face on the 
civil rights issue.”209 More importantly, they included their theology in the change. “Some would 
even admit that they had been wrong and that the supposed ‘biblical view’ on which they had 
stood was not the ‘biblical view’ at all.”210 
 More recently, social justice and racial reconciliation seem to travel a halting trail. The 
election of America’s first African American President was met with mixed emotions. The 
fantasy that America had escaped its racial history was shattered by a tragic race-on-race 
shooting in Sanford, Florida in 2012 and a shooting of an African American young man by a 
White police officer in Ferguson, Missouri in 2014.211 
 Those who minister in inner-city or multiethnic environments know the suspicion 
remains. A national poll by CNN has confirmed the distrust: the majority of African Americans 
in the United States believe racism is a big societal issue while the majority of whites do not 
think racism is a significant factor.212 Dr. Tony Evans, pastor of Oak Cliff Bible Fellowship in 
Dallas, believes the church can again impact politics, culture, and society, but only if all 
churches unify for the purpose.213 Pastor Evans constantly reminds his congregation and his 
readers the Civil Rights movement was led by the church. Laws were changed. Communities 
were changed. America was changed. Social justice must first be spiritual justice. Jesus has 
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called the church to lead again and we must answer that call.214 Jennifer Harvey insists we look 
carefully at inherited racial legacies and unjust social structures that subjugate some while 
benefiting others.215 She goes on to say church leaders and congregants must be “repairers of the 
breach.”216 Some committed Christian leaders are already in the process. 
 Mark DeYmaz established a new church in North Little Rock, Arkansas, to make Christ 
known through the gospel and social justice. He has rejuvenated the worst zip-code in the 
metroplex through Mosaic Church. Mosaic is a vibrant gospel church, but it is also a vocational 
training center for underprivileged young people, a place where youth can eat and study and play 
sports, a community development center, and a political and social safe haven. “The future of the 
church is multiethnic, a welcomed and biblical return to first-century congregational practice in 
which diverse men and women walked, worked, and worshiped God together.”217 Pastor Mark 
soon realized he needed help. He needed additional leaders. DeYmaz instituted a Board for Vine 
and Village (the social and financial arms of Mosaic Church) and began seeking two levels of 
leaders. He sought people with experience and finances who could assist in leading and funding 
the work. He also sought leaders from the community who could identify the genuine needs 
present. He called the second group “community stockholders” and gave them authentic voice 
and vote in the leadership process.218 Vine and Village was not exclusively focused on spiritual 
needs. It also looked at the demands of social justice but made sure those demands were met in 
ways built upon spiritual truth. DeYmaz had written in a previous book, Leading a Healthy 
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Multiethnic Church: “Jesus without justice is insufficient, yet justice without Jesus in also 
insufficient.”219  
 Mosaic Church is a genuine gospel station where people find eternal salvation through 
Jesus Christ as their Lord and Savior. It is also a mission where the needy find present help for 
their physical and social needs. It is social justice in the name of Jesus. Georgia Morris, a 
program leader at Mosaic, says: “We teach leadership skills and are preparing them (the children 
and teens) to be owners of the club someday and run it.”220 That is the social component. Ms. 
Morris concludes by explaining that “above all else,” she is committed to teaching her students 
the love of God and to love one another. That is the spiritual component. She seeks spiritual truth 
and social justice today and leaders for tomorrow.  
 If it takes a village to raise a child, Christians should be building new villages.   
“According to recent data, by 2023 half of America’s children will be nonwhite. A church 
predominantly made up of White people is a church that will likely close its doors within the 
next generation.”221 A growing number of White church leaders are hiring a few minorities as 
church staff members. Such tokenism is not sufficient. “Confusing racial tokenism with progress 
provides some denominations and associations with a false sense of progress.”222 That is 
unacceptable and the only way to avoid such trivialism is to award minorities genuine authority 
and just influence in organizations.223  
 Reprinting a report of the Commission on Theology and Church Relations of the 
Lutheran Church—Missouri Synod, Bradley offers a meaningful way forward. Articulating the 
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gospel from one culture to another is “translating” social justice.224 In so doing, the church 
establishes an environment where all minorities are comfortable and, further, leaders are more 
likely to grow out of that fertile spiritual soil. When the established leaders embrace the new 
normal of social justice, a new generation of leaders from all the represented ethnicities will rise 
and follow.   
 
Inclusion in the House 
It is obvious in the realm of biblical studies, but still worth noting in this context, that the 
churches saluted by Paul were Gentile congregations led by Spirit-filled Gentile believers. Even 
the first house church in Jerusalem was in the home of Mary the mother of John Mark, a mixed 
minority.225 Lydia, a businesswoman of Thyatira who heard the gospel from Paul, established a 
church in her house. That church was the safe house for Paul and Silas after they were released 
from Prison.226 Nympha allowed her house in the greater Laodicean and Colossian area to be 
used as meeting place for an emerging congregation.227 Philemon and Apphia hosted a house 
church in their home in Colossae.228 That house church was possibly referenced in Colossians as 
the delivery destination for Paul’s letter to the couple concerning Philemon.  
 Those congregations included ministry and fellowship and the regular “breaking of 
bread,” the earliest form of Communion. The churches were meeting places, communication 
hubs, teaching centers, and hospitality hosts for Christian travelers. Some had Jewish leaders and 
members like the church in Jerusalem. More importantly, like the church in Antioch, the 
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congregations quickly grew to include significant non-Jewish populations. Most importantly, 
they were usually led by minority Gentiles.229 The theology and practice of including minorities 
in Pentecostal leadership has a history just slightly shorter than Christianity itself.  
 
Summary 
A theology of inclusion of minorities moved from almost nonexistent in Old Testament Israel to 
full acceptance by Jesus’ example in the New Testament gospels. There was no creation of a 
cursed ethnicity. God’s eternal plan for all mankind was redemption not condemnation. 
Pentecost reutionized ministry to Gentiles. The conversion of Saul to Paul exploded the message 
to the Mediterranean world. The Holy Spirit anointed and inspired Paul to teach Pentecostal 
leaders to be servants rather than lords and fully incorporated minorities into the family of faith. 
That inclusion strengthened the community of God and enabled it to encompass all peoples. 
Leaders who emerged from Gentile minority converts established congregations, ministered to 
their communities, sent support and help back to Jerusalem, and fostered social justice 
everywhere. 
 The scriptural Pentecostal narrative does not simply tell of the historic event inaugurating 
the church. It also in12vites participation in the ongoing mission of the Spirit of the living 
God.230 If Acts 1 promises the power of the Spirit and Acts 2 provides it, Acts 3 through 28 
demonstrates the pattern for implementation. Leaders proclaim the Good News and offer 
opportunity for “everyone who calls on the name of the Lord to be saved.”231 Understanding that, 
the opportunity for salvation moves to inclusion of everyone, their children, their children’s 
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children, and all whom God calls to himself.232 Each of those generations and groups must be led 
to the ends of the earth by the Spirit and Spirit-filled leaders. Those leaders reflect, in 
themselves, the cultural, minority, and spiritual inclusion necessary for the undergirding of the 
advance of the kingdom.233 
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CHAPTER THREE 
THE PROJECT IN CONTEXT 
 
Introduction 
This chapter provides a literary review of the history of racial relations within the United States 
of America, focusing on the modern Pentecostal movement and the Assemblies of God, in 
particular, inclusive of an analysis of a variety of organizations, both secular and religious, that 
have seen intentional rise in minority leadership. The avenue of US history provides much to be 
gleaned pertaining to this study, especially with regards to the progression toward racial 
inclusion within the United States’ military, government, and education systems, as well as the 
lives of private citizens. This extensive literary study provides the historical background for the 
current state of race relations in American Pentecostal churches, as well as evidence to fulfill this 
project’s objective of determining what constitutes effective activity in giving minority 
Pentecostals a chance to lead at the highest levels.  
Later, in chapter 5, findings from this literature review along with the data from the 
human subject studies outlined in chapter 4, will be analyzed in order to meet the objective of 
discovering paradigms for successful transitions from single minority leadership to diversity and 
minority inclusion. The strategies presented as a result of this study, while developed as a result 
of interviews and analyses of Assemblies of God establishments, are applicable to numerous 
denominations and Christian organizations as they are principles for inclusivity that are not 
bound by denominational constraints.  
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A Bigger Victory 
The challenge of including minorities in Pentecostal leadership can be traced to the founding 
revival on Azusa Street in Los Angeles, as was noted in chapter one. The leadership and 
congregation of the Azusa Street Mission were multicultural and diverse. Unfortunately, this 
trend did not continue, and racial division was the staple in Pentecostal ministry for decades. 
This began to change with the ordination of Bob Harrison in 1962.  
With no disrespect to the importance of Bob Harrison’s inclusion in the ranks of AG 
ordained ministers, it was a single and almost isolated event. However, a meeting in Memphis, 
Tennessee in October of 1994 had the potential of impacting the entire Pentecostal Fellowship 
toward a racially inclusive path.  
 The racially prejudiced Pentecostal Fellowship of North America (PFNA) was dissolved. 
A more open and inclusive organization was formed: the Pentecostal/Charismatic Churches of 
North America (PCCNA). The PFNA had existed since 1948 as an all-White assembly of 
Pentecostal groups.234 The PCCNA was born for the express purpose of racial reconciliation 
within the structures of modern Pentecost.235 There were four main plenary sessions. Speakers 
addressed the problems of racial segregation which had existed since Azusa. Leaders and 
participants offered public repentance. Then, a manifesto was crafted to chart a path toward a 
future of genuine racial reconciliation.236 
 The delegates left Memphis determined to integrate their congregations and 
organizations. The last pledge of the manifesto revealed the delegates’ vision of an ethnically 
unified Pentecostal Body of Christ. This new understanding was solidified through the 
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following: “We, therefore, pledge our commitment to embrace…the reconciliation of all 
Christians regardless of race or gender as we move into the new Millennium.”237 
 Racial discriminations deeply rooted in the culture and society of America made the 
manifesto’s action-steps difficult. The first obstacle was the way each side viewed the problem. 
African American pastor John Perkins said, “This is a God-sized problem.”238 He comments that 
political and religious leaders cannot sustain productive dialogue toward reconciliation because 
they view the process in radically different ways. Perkins quotes G.K. Chesterton in saying, “It 
isn’t that they can’t see the solution. It is that they can’t see the problem.”239 
 In a recent study by the Barna Group, 56 percent of evangelicals shared sentiments 
expressing the opinion that people of color are often placed at a social disadvantage in America. 
When presented with the same question posed to evangelicals, 67 percent of American citizens 
expressed the same ideology.240 That information is critical to this study as it shows that the 
percentage of evangelicals who recognize the problem of racial discrimination in the United 
States is significantly less than the percentage of non-religious American citizens when posed 
with the same question. On the other hand, 95 percent of evangelicals believe the church can 
play a critical and positive role in racial reconciliation while only 73 percent of Americans, in 
general, think the church can help. In other words, the church people who believe they are best 
equipped to help repair broken race relations do not believe the problem is serious.241  
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Society Sometimes Led the Church 
The experiences of the Pentecostal Movement followed those of the nation, as a whole. During 
Reconstruction, following the Civil War, many African American communities and their leaders 
made significant social, economic, and political progress. They founded schools, opened 
businesses, and saw Black individuals elected to local and state political positions.242 That 
progress was reversed when federal troops were removed from the South. The era of 
discrimination and White domination, known as “Jim Crow,” devastated Black society and 
mostly destroyed its hope.243 Jim Crow, the name of a popular minstrel show character, was used 
to trivialize and demoralize African American people. Stringent and oppressive laws were 
established by all-White legislatures that prohibited blacks from mixing with whites in public, in 
education, in politics, and society. Legal penalties forced upon blacks for breaking the absurd 
laws were severe but paled in comparison to illegal abuse, beatings, and lynchings.244 
 The problems were obvious to the oppressed but invisible or ignored by the privileged 
class. Dietrich Bonhoeffer, the famed protestant who eventually gave his life in resistance to the 
ghastly atrocities of Hitler’s Nazis, visited the American South in the early 1930s. He noted, 
“The separation of whites from blacks in the southern states really does make a shameful 
impression.”245 Tragically, Bonhoeffer noted the acts of pastors and churchmen to be no better 
than the general public. “It is a bit unnerving that in a country with so inordinately many slogans 
about brotherhood, peace, and so on, such things still continue completely uncorrected.”246 It 
seems evangelicals could not see the problem because they were part of the problem.   
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 Though the tide of segregation still persisted within the evangelical churches of the 
United States, historical changes were on the horizon as it pertained to legislation surrounding 
racial equality. A landmark legal decision in 1954 was a meaningful step forward. The Supreme 
Court of the United States ruled in Brown v. the Board of Education of Topeka (Kansas) that 
segregated schools were unconstitutional and, therefore, illegal. The next year, a humble African 
American woman named Rosa Parks politely refused to give up her seat on a public bus in 
Montgomery, Alabama, and was arrested. Her pastor, a young Martin Luther King, Jr., was 
aware of the court ruling and felt it had possible applications to civil rights issues in Alabama 
and across America. He called for a boycott by blacks of all public transportation in 
Montgomery, and the Civil Rights Movement was born.247 President Lyndon B. Johnson, a 
Texas southerner, led concerted efforts to end legalized racial injustice. Following his lead, 
Congress enacted the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Voting Rights Act of 1965.248 
 America was, indeed, making progress on racial reconciliation, but the church was 
hesitant in joining the crusade. “White theologians were virtually silent about the most important 
religious and social movement in the history of America—the Civil Rights Movement.”249 King 
noted these facts in his open Letter from a Birmingham Jail. He wrote, “When I was suddenly 
catapulted into the leadership of the bus protest in Montgomery, Alabama, a few years ago, I felt 
we would be supported by the White church… Instead, some have been outright opponents, 
refusing to understand the freedom movement.”250 The absence of White evangelicals, and later 
the Christian right, from the civil rights struggle caused many Black leaders to welcome liberal 
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churchmen and theologians into their ranks. To this day, many Black religious and political 
leaders have lingering suspicions of their White counterparts.251 
 Blacks have a cohesiveness that causes them to interpret any injustice to an African 
American person as an injustice to all blacks. Dr. King said in that regard, “Negroes are almost 
instinctively cohesive. We band together readily, and against White hostility we have an intense 
and wholesome loyalty to each other.”252 King cited self-identification of blacks as an oppressed 
people as the reason for this cohesion. “We are acutely conscious of the need…of defending our 
own. Solidarity is a reality in Negro life, as it always has been among the oppressed.”253 African 
American theologian James H. Cone has labeled this phenomenon “corporate pain” and 
describes it as “the pain of being Black in a White racist society.”254 Whites think as individuals 
more than a group and mostly miss the significance of the unified Black social pain. John 
Dawson illustrated this point through the beating of Rodney King in March of 1991. For African 
Americans, the not-guilty verdict for the four White policemen who beat King conjured 
memories of injustice from their corporate history. Riots erupted, and violence took the lives of 
59 people as previously suppressed historical rage boiled beyond control.255 
 Instances like the riots of 1991 further cemented the divide between whites and blacks, 
and reinforced, for some, the stereotypes that had been ingrained within American culture as a 
result of hundreds of years of racial strife. These stereotypes continued to cause problems for the 
cause of racial equality.  
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The verdict in the O. J. Simpson murder trial is one example of this concept. During the 
course of the trial, differing viewpoints on how the law should be interpreted were expressed by 
Black and White individuals. “White America, for the most part, was sick on the day of the 
verdict. White America tasted in one event what we [African Americans] had lived with for four 
hundred years.”256 Again, the view of one event was defined differently by those viewing from 
separate cultures.  
 
Inclusion in the Pentecostal and Charismatic Churches of North America  
The founding dean of the Charles H. Mason Theological Seminary expressed skepticism about 
genuine inclusion in the PCCNA. According to the Mason Seminary page on the Church of God 
in Christ web site, Leonard Lovett led the seminary to become the voice for all things 
educational and social in the Church of God in Christ.257 The Church of God in Christ was the 
largest African American Pentecostal denomination in America and helped create the PCCNA. 
“While Bishop Ithiel Clemmons of the Church of God in Christ was chosen to the chair the new 
organization, it is questionable whether he has received the support given to previous 
chairpersons,” Lovett said.258 The dean’s follow-up comment was even more direct: “I now 
suspect that Clemmons was chosen as chairperson of PCCNA out of White guilt rather than a 
genuine desire of whites to be led by an African-American.”259 When Dr. Lovett was asked what 
would make him believe and accept the actions of whites as genuine he responded, “Until White 
Pentecostal-Charismatics make good on the promises and commitments made during the 
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Memphis gathering by supporting the new chairman with their resources, all else will be written 
off as much ado about nothing.”260 Lovett’s statement was meant to communicate that material 
generosity by whites would demonstrate the true feelings in their hearts. However, Black 
individuals were not seeking money. They were seeking brotherhood and love.261 Pastor John 
Perkins had said the problem was God-sized and would take a God-sized solution. “The problem 
is that there is a gaping hole in our gospel. We have preached a gospel that leaves us believing 
that we can be reconciled to God but not to our Christian brothers and sisters.”262  
 Shortly after Easter of 2018, the research for this dissertation included an interview with 
a White Assemblies of God pastor who attended the Memphis Miracle as an interested 
churchman. Once there, he responded to a call for ushers to help with the needs of the sessions 
and was on the platform throughout the conference. During this time, he answered questions and 
shared his vivid memories of the meeting. One such memory is forever memorialized through an 
iconic picture from the final plenary session of the Miracle. It shows a White minister washing 
the feet of Gilbert E. Patterson, Presiding Bishop and Chief Apostle of the Church of God in 
Christ. This pastor is the White minister in the photograph. During the interview, he was asked to 
explain the circumstances surrounding the photograph. He responded, “The leaders of the 
conference knew they needed a powerful visual statement of the message and accomplishment of 
the meeting. However, they were all worried that their constituencies might not understand or 
accept the sight of them kneeling before the leader of another denomination.”263  
 The pastor went on to describe the event in more detail. He noted that a few of those 
helping on the platform saw the dilemma. They volunteered to do the sacrament, worked fast to 
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assign corresponding foot-washers to feet—White to Black and Black to White. The foot-
washing happened simultaneously with thunderous worship and praise. The moment was 
captured in numerous photographs, but the single image of the White pastor washing the feet of 
the Black Bishop became the icon of record. The pastor’s willingness to serve led to his election 
to the Board of the PCCNA, a position he has held continuously up to the time of this writing. 
That position has provided him a front row seat to the continuing efforts of racial reconciliation 
in the Pentecostal/Charismatic world. He has integrity and experience on the subject of 
multicultural ministry and the inclusion of minorities in Pentecostal leadership. Wrapping up the 
conversation on the Memphis Miracle, when asked his opinion of the work of the PCCNA since 
its formation. “Disappointing,” he responded. “Everyone involved seems committed to the 
purpose and dream of full racial reconciliation and inclusion in the church as long as ‘the church’ 
is theoretical. But when the dream touches the reality of ‘my church,’ not many are following up 
and taking the needed action to accomplish the dream.”264 It seems he agrees with Dr. Lovett. 
Without action, all the fuss about racial reconciliation is just much ado about nothing.  
 
A Light of Inclusion  
Tony Evans, pastor of Oak Cliff Bible Fellowship in Dallas, has an unusual view of slavery in 
America. He sees two missed opportunities. He believes that the thousands of slaves brought to 
this country could have been a massive army of God if they had been incorporated into the 
American church. He holds to the opinion that that army might have helped spark a revival more 
powerful than Azusa if the White slave owners had allowed churches and education for Black 
individuals prior to the Civil War.265 The establishment of whites as a privileged class benefiting 
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from blacks as an oppressed class is a continuing social, political, and ecclesial debate.266 That 
conceptual understanding is titled: The Black Exceptionalism Thesis. The Black Exceptionalism 
Thesis argues that African Americans have experienced such extreme deprivations in the 
American social system that they need to be analyzed separately from other minority groups.267 
Most minority groups have managed to blend into the larger society in the United States over 
time. Blacks have consistently been barred from doing so. Secondly, most minority groups have 
faced discrimination and abuse early in their American history but have been allowed to rise 
above those experiences. Discrimination against blacks has been constant and more severe, 
forbidding them the ability to escape deprivation and second-class citizenship.268 
 Almost two-thirds of Black individuals see little improvement in their real-life situations, 
contrasting the two-thirds of White individuals who perceive significant improvement in the 
living conditions of blacks in this nation.269 The Civil Rights legislation of the 1960s made it 
illegal to discriminate against minority races in all areas of society, education, employment, and 
religion, but many minorities still feel left out of normal opportunities. As an illustration for this 
point, take, for instance, the fact that the previous generation saw more Black individuals 
graduate from college than ever before in American history. Yet, the unemployment rate for 
those same college-educated individuals is double that of White college graduates. This statistic 
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is true in the South, the North, in blue states and in red states. The force of ethnicity seems to 
cross out all other factors.270 
 Martin Luther King, Jr., noted that, in the nineteenth century, White European 
immigrants were granted western land by the United States government to assist them in gaining 
economic subsistence.271 Black immigrants, who had gained their freedom before or after the 
Civil War, were never afforded such opportunity.272 King was in Memphis to march in support 
of better wages and working conditions for sanitary employees of the city when he was 
assassinated. By that time in his career, he had added economic rights for blacks and minorities 
to his work for civil rights.273 He made the inequity obvious when he stated, “When a Black man 
seeks opportunity, you cannot tell him to lift himself by his bootstraps if he is indeed 
barefoot.”274 
 Though it should have been leading the campaign for social justice, the church seemed to 
share the White blindness toward injustice. John Waller was an early Virginia Baptist whose 
convictions of personal liberty were so strong he refused to obtain a preaching license.275 Yet, he 
was a slave owner who saw no contradiction in advocating for liberty while holding other human 
beings, some of whom were actually brothers in Christ, as personal property.276 That was the 
common view on slavery in the American colonies. Such notable churchmen as Jonathan 
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Edwards and George Whitefield were courageous for the sake of independence and national 
liberty while seemingly completely blind to the sinfulness and evil of American slavery.277 
 
The Next Positive Step 
It is apparent through the aforementioned observations that progress toward the inclusion of 
minorities, especially African Americans, in societal and religious equality was not always 
consistent in the historical account of the United States. At each step of Pentecost’s advance, 
there were questions, suspicions, and lack of support. The great promise of the Azusa Street 
Revival flourished, and modern Pentecost was birthed during those years. But, on the social 
level, several factors entered the life of the mission that would ultimately contribute to the end of 
the revival.278 Pastor Seymour never forfeited his pastorate or ministry, but his death in 1922 
went unnoticed. Jennie Seymour, his wife, made a valiant attempt to continue the work, but by 
1930, only a few friends from the original prayer meetings remained.279 Pentecost continued, but 
the revival was hounded by human and eternal enemies, not the least of which was racial 
division.  
 The classic Pentecostal denominations were marred by racial segregation that lasted 
almost to the end of the century. The Assemblies of God made sincere efforts to overcome its 
racial past. There was progress, but it was mostly “from top down” in terms of leadership. A 
“grassroots” movement for racial reconciliation never existed.280 As notable leaders such as 
Thomas F. Zimmerman and Thomas Trask worked to include minorities in the rank and file of 
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the AG, they made intentional strides toward their goals. Their first effort was a ministry to the 
urban centers in the USA which targeted minorities, immigrants, and marginalized peoples.281 
That eved into the National Black Fellowship of the Assemblies of God in March of 1990.282 
 Of the 12,277 member congregations in the AG in 2005, there were only 269 self-
identifying African American churches. Not all of them wanted to join the NBF.283 Many Black 
pastors feared tokenism from the fellowship rather than true concern and genuine efforts to 
improve the status and economics of blacks throughout the entire Assemblies of God.284 
 Zollie Smith, the African American Assistant Superintendent of the New Jersey District 
of the AG, followed Jones as President of the NBF. His knack for administration, and an 
understanding of how AG politics worked, equipped him to lead the organization forward. He 
did so well and gained such wide notoriety that he was elected to the high office of Executive 
Director of United States Missions in 2007. The Director of US Missions held a seat on the 
Executive Leadership Team of the General Council, the administrative group that actually 
operated the daily life of the AG. Reverend Smith was the first Black person to sit on that team. 
Reverend Malcolm Burleigh succeeded Zollie Smith in the office of President of the National 
Black Fellowship. Then, in 2017, President Burleigh was elected to follow Reverend Smith as 
Executive Director of AG US Missions.285 
 Those elections may appear to be monumental, stand-alone events. Yet, they were the 
fruit of a long season of cultivation within the Assemblies of God. Since the sermon of Bob 
Harrison to the 1967 General Council—the biennial national conference of the AG—a steady 
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and consistent progression of small steps had occurred within the organization. In August of 
1968, the governing board of the church issued the “Statement of the General Presbytery of the 
Assemblies of God Regarding Social Concern.”286 In addition, AG minister George M. Perry, 
president of the National Negro Evangelical Association (the NNEA), participated and played a 
leading role in the Black Christians’ Literature Conference in 1969.287 The AG had moved from 
forbidding the ordination of Black individuals in 1939 to an active campaign to recruit and 
incorporate them by 1970.288 The Assemblies of God was making progress, but it was 
inconsistent.  
 The statement of the General Presbytery addressing social concerns in 1968 emphasized 
the primary need of humanity as spiritual renewal. It concluded that the energy of the church 
should be directed to that end. It did identify racism and called it a “universal human weakness” 
but stopped short of denouncing the practice as evil or sinful.289 Throughout the late 1990s, 
ongoing dialogue among major personalities on both racial sides of the issue slowly brought the 
participants together. General Superintendent Thomas Trask stated that a part of the purpose of 
the creation of the NBF was the creation of a path for Black individuals toward the highest 
governing boards and committees of the AG because their election in the normal local, district, 
and national political arenas was limited, even unlikely. Malcolm Burleigh, who was 
Secretary/Treasurer of the NBF at the time, took exception, interpreting the statement to be 
patronage. He admitted it would take longer but felt the progress would be stronger and more 
permanent if blacks took pastorates, grew their congregations, were recognized for their work 
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and leadership, and then elected to offices.290 It should be noted that Pastor Burleigh followed his 
own instructions. He pastored Living Faith Assembly of God in Tampa, succeeded, and was 
elected to the sectional committee. Later, he was a major force in the creation of the Peninsular 
Florida Black Fellowship and served on the District Presbytery.  
 The present president of the Peninsular Florida Black Fellowship, Michael Nelson, 
followed Zollie Smith as President of the National Black Fellowship and, for a time, served as 
president of both the Peninsular Florida district and National Black fellowship. He has 
introduced new initiatives in both Fellowships that target urban church planting as a method of 
renewal in inner-city neighborhoods. His strategy locates needy African American communities 
as locales for multidimensional and multiethnic churches. Following Mark DeYmaz’s Mosaic 
model in North Little Rock, his vision seeks to minister on spiritual, social, economic, and 
political levels. 
 Nelson is not the only African American in Peninsular Florida who has worked to make 
meaningful strides in integration. An African American pastors the multicultural Living Faith 
Assembly of God in east Tampa. In an interview conducted with him for this project in the 
spring of 2018, he remarked: 
I am a theological fundamental and a political conservative. But I must be a 
spiritual social activist. I appreciate all our denomination has given us and I am 
thankful for everything Affirmative Action has provided but we, as Pentecostal 
African Americans, must take advantage of this moment, stand up, move forward, 
win the people of our communities to Jesus and to our churches, and build the 
kingdom of God in Florida.291  
 
 Speaking to the Peninsular Florida Ordination Class of 2018, Executive Director of AG 
US Missions, African American, and Florida native Malcolm Burleigh, addressed the same idea. 
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He said, “Let’s be honest. Without the vision and support of the Superintendent, Executive 
Committee, and Presbytery of Peninsular Florida, there would be no Peninsular Florida Black 
Fellowship.” He explained that when he was first invited to meet with the Superintendent, the 
only minority on the District Presbytery was a Hispanic. There were no Black ministers on the 
PFDC Presbytery, so he did not know what to expect. He said in that regard:  
What that really gave us was opportunity. Without that opportunity I would not 
have had the chance to lead the PFBF or serve on the Peninsular Florida 
Presbytery or in the National Black Fellowship. I would not have had the 
visibility that led to being hired by AGUS Missions and I certainly would not 
have been elected as Executive Director of AGUS Missions. It all started with an 
opportunity. That is what we need.292  
 
Timeline 
Opportunities do not materialize instantly. They are usually the culmination of multiple efforts 
by many travelers on several long and difficult journeys. That is the case as it pertains to the 
inclusion of minority individuals within the Assemblies of God.  
The journey for minorities, especially African Americans, in the Assemblies of God 
started at Azusa Street in the early 1900s. However, as was highlighted previously herein, the 
inclusivity at Azusa Street was short lived. This was clearly evident at the time of the founding 
of the Assemblies of God in 1914. Although the Holy Spirit led the Azusa Street revival to be 
completely multiracial, the AG formed as an all-White Pentecostal fellowship. This unfortunate 
happening was made worse in 1939 when it was decided that no Black individuals would be 
offered ordination in the AG. To make matters worse, in keeping with the segregated trend of 
Pentecostal gatherings, the racially segregated Pentecostal Fellowship of North America was 
formed in 1948. However, light would dawn on the horizon with the ordination of Bob Harrison, 
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an African American, and his inclusion as a plenary speaker to the General Council of the 
Assemblies of God in the summer of 1967. Following nearly thirty years later, the National 
Black Fellowship was founded in 1990, with the “Miracle in Memphis” taking place in 1994, 
and the Peninsular Florida Black Fellowship founding in 2000. In the following years, Malcolm 
Burleigh and Michael Nelson rose from the PFBF to lead the National Black Fellowship. African 
American Zollie Smith was elected to the office of Executive Director of the Assemblies of God 
US Missions in 2007, becoming the first Black to hold an Executive Office in the General 
Council of the AG. Malcolm Burleigh succeeded him in 2017, the second consecutive Black to 
hold that high office. The journey from Azusa Street in 1906 to the National Black Fellowship in 
1990, the Miracle in Memphis in 1994, and the election of an African American to a General 
Council executive office in 2007, took 101 years. 
 
Challenges in American Culture 
Small incremental racial advances are not restricted to ecclesiastical circles. Over the weekend of 
April 13-15, 2018, the Public Broadcasting System aired a comprehensive study of racial gains 
and losses in America since the assassination of the Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Dr. 
Henry Louis Gates, Jr., a Harvard professor, researched, wrote, and produced the documentary, 
Black America since MLK: And Still I Rise. Gates, an African American, was admitted to Yale 
through affirmative action legislation, earned degrees including a Ph.D., and has led the 
documentation of contemporary social and race relations in America.293 His conclusion of the 
advances, progress, and losses of blacks in America in the last five decades “is part of a recurring 
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theme in American history.”294 His research shows that some whites simply refuse to support 
diversity, much less equality. Further, when Anglo Americans are facing difficult times and 
Black Americans are enjoying advances, both the elite and working-class whites tend to blame 
blacks for the problems. For instance, the 2020 “Black Lives Matter” protests echo the “Black 
Power” movement of the 1960s and ‘70s. Negative and accusatory attitudes toward President 
Obama mirrored White mindsets against Martin Luther King.295 “It is astonishing how far blacks 
have come in this nation since 1968 but, at the same time, it is bewildering how far they still 
must go. We are living in a single act of a never-ending play of recurring themes in racial 
reconciliation.”296 
 
Integration Actualized: The United States Armed Forces  
Though one does not have to look far for evidence of racial inequality as it pertains to the United 
States’ history, there are beacons of light pointing toward a future of equality. One such beacon 
is the United States’ branches of the military. James Burk, a sociologist and professor at Texas 
A&M University has said, “The American military is widely regarded as an institution that has 
served and still serves as a model of positive race relations.”297 In partnership with Evelyn 
Espinoza, a sociologist at the Universidad del Valle de Guatemala, the pair has attempted to 
showcase the progress of the military as it pertains to equal rights. They are credited with 
pointing out, in that regard, that “over the course of six decades, the (US) military abandoned its 
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past as a segregated institution upholding the values of Jim Crow to become an integrated 
institution embracing the value of diversity.”298 
 While the military’s journey towards integration is an important and significant 
accomplishment, the real question is how it happened. Criticism against social influences 
diluting the effectiveness of fighting forces has been a constant, with some remarking, “The 
military is a fighting force, not a social experiment!”299 However, this opinion is not shared by 
all. Dr. Jacqueline E. Whitt, an associate professor of strategy at the US Army War College, is 
one such individual possessing a differing viewpoint. Her specialty is the study of relationship 
between society and culture with Army strategy.300 She has worked closely with Elizabeth A. 
Perazzo, a Lieutenant Colonel in the Marine Corps Reserve. Together, Whitt and Perazzo have 
studied the unique interaction between the solidity of military structure and the fluidity of social 
change. They say labels like “social experiment” and “social agenda” carry negative 
connotations because they are intentionally provocative. Yet, “the American military has always 
been a social experiment, especially when determining who can serve and why.”301 
 Research on the inclusion of minorities in military service begins with recognition of two 
landmark presidential executive orders. A promotional website positive to military issues cites 
the orders: “In the long and often controversial history of Executive Orders, two stand out for 
their importance to American warfare and social justice: The Emancipation Proclamation, issued 
by President Abraham Lincoln, and EO9981 issued by President Harry Truman.”302 Although 
nearly 100 years separated those orders, they highlight the longstanding importance of the 
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relationship among military command, executive authority, and political mobilization in pursuit 
of racial equality in America.303 Black soldiers have fought in every major military conflict in 
United States’ history.304 Both orders demonstrated the arduous journeys of presidents struggling 
in the complicated arena of politics and racial justice. “Just as Lincoln had done in 1863, Truman 
presented EO9981 as a military necessity.”305 However, both men were guided by a strong inner 
conviction that slavery and segregation were wrong and acted to correct them. In the last line of 
the Emancipation Proclamation, President Lincoln cited the order as “an act of justice.”306 In the 
preamble to EO9981 Truman stated that the armed forces of the United States must be held “to 
the highest standards of democracy.”307 Both Presidents defined their actions in terms of armed 
strength but spoke their beliefs that the military represented America’s heart as well as its 
might.308 In addition to his numerous other contributions toward equality, President Lincoln 
officially allowed minority entrance into the military. And President Truman decommissioned 
the last segregated unit in the Army, establishing equality as the norm throughout the military. 
The only remaining issue was inclusion in leadership for minorities.  
 Since the Civil War, the military has provided Black individuals opportunities for 
advancement both socially and economically at a faster rate than provided by other avenues of 
American society.309 Mostly, however, those opportunities were for participation in the military, 
not leadership. In 1980, only 7 percent of officer accessions were Black, and only 2 percent were 
Hispanic. The progress has been slow, but in 2009, 9 percent of new officers were Black, and 5.6 
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percent were Hispanic. In 1980, 91 percent of all new officers were White. That number had 
decreased to 76 percent in 2009.310 In 1980 the relative percentages were not commensurate with 
American society at large but had improved to a closer parity in 2009. 
 The military’s progression toward equal rights began with limited opportunity for 
minority inclusion other than in the ranks of lowly foot soldiers. However, the progression has 
been monumental. The timeline of opportunity that began with no chance for minority leadership 
moved to approximate parity with society.311 A timeline of notable events is necessary at this 
point.312  
 1863. The Emancipation Proclamation was signed on New Year’s Day by President 
Abraham Lincoln. That action allowed minorities to legally serve in the US military. 
 1940. In a generally isolated event, Benjamin O. Davis, Sr. becomes the first African 
American Brigadier General in the US military (Army) on October 25. General David opened 
the door for others to follow. His son, B.O. Davis, Jr., would become the first Black general in 
the Air Force on October 27, 1954. In December of 1998 general Davis, Jr., was advanced to 
four-star general by President Bill Clinton.  
 1945. Following victory over Japan, Army Lt. General Alvan C. Gillem is appointed to 
head a study of race relations in the armed forces. In November 1945 he reports 18 
recommendations designed to improve the Army’s employment and treatment of Black 
individuals.  
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 1947. Lt. General Clarence Huebner develops a program that trains Black soldiers in 
Europe, and the Army closes its last segregated officer training program at Tuskegee Airfield, 
Alabama.  
 1948. In May, Lt. John E. Rudder becomes the first African American to receive a 
regular commission in the Marine Corps. Harry Truman wins nomination for a second term as 
President and, following the racially charged Democratic National Convention, signs Executive 
Order 9981 which provides for equal treatment for Black servicemembers.  
 1950. The Army abolishes its discriminatory employment practices by publishing a list of 
job vacancies that, for the first time, were available to all soldiers without regard to race. Forced 
by the need for combatants in Korea, the 1st Provisional Marine Brigade is assigned African 
American troops. Fighting on the Pusan Perimeter, these troops become the first integrated unit 
of significant numbers in combat in United States’ military history.  
 1953. The number of Black US troops fighting in Korea grows from 1,525 to 17,000. 
Black soldiers and Marines win high respect and commendation for their service. The 
outstanding competence of Black Marines fighting in Korea and the general absence of racial 
tension during their integration destroyed most prejudice against integration.  
 1954. The Army becomes completely integrated in November with the deactivation of 
the last Black unit in the command, the 94th Engineer Battalion.  
 These administrative moves were informed by political realities. Each step was 
accomplished by a strong leader and validated by a supporting group, committee, or congress. 
Each advance was a success in itself but was also a new beginning for others, as demonstrated by 
the father-and-son Benjamin Davis generals, and individuals like Colin Powell—a professional 
soldier for 35 years, rising to be Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the highest military 
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position in the Department of Defense.313 To this day, Powell is the only Black American to 
serve that Chairmanship. Powell parlayed his military career into political success serving as 
National Security Advisor to President Ronald Reagan and the 65th United States Secretary of 
State under George W. Bush, the first Black to hold that Cabinet level position. He often credits 
his Black forerunners for a great deal of his success.  
 Whether the military is a social experiment or not, outcomes matter, and without unity in 
diversity, the military could not represent a cohesive American population. Further, the 
foundational idea of good race relations binds the military to a moral contract with the larger 
society of the United States of America.314 
 Finally, the promotion and establishment of leaders rising from the ranks of all member 
groups of the military is essential. Without leaders who “look like them,” many soldiers, sailors, 
airmen and women feel they have incomplete models to follow.315 The highest vision for those 
with ability and capability, talent and ambition, desire and passion, is to lead. The military is an 
appropriate forum for such individuals, states Joel Gehrke. Ultimately, a privilege for those 
deemed fit to serve; military service is most valuable when it broadens the representation and 
inclusion of all citizens, expanding the boundaries of citizenship and the legitimacy of American 
identities and ideals.316 
 The positive power of minority inclusion is that it unifies the larger society by providing 
equal opportunity for all. The opposite is also true. The danger of minority exclusion is division 
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in the surrounding society. When the experiment excludes populations in order to preserve 
perceived social status, it results in total failure.317  
 
Integration Actualized: The United States Education System  
In the process of establishing an historical and social analysis of race relations within the context 
of US history, this historical literature review now turns to the education system. Some historians 
feel public education and the classroom should be insulated from politics. However, school 
desegregation became one of the most public and visible battlefields of the civil rights movement 
in America.318 It matters little whether or not Elizabeth Eckford had the rational and intellectual 
maturity to act with political purpose on the morning of September 4, 1957. The fact is, she 
did.319 Only fifteen years old and, by her statement, “Just trying to go to school,” her action was 
necessarily political.320 
 Possibly the most infamous image of that era was Alabama Governor George C. Wallace 
standing in the schoolhouse door at the University of Alabama on June 11, 1963.321 The national 
press called the action desegregation, but Martin Luther King, Jr., insisted it was integration. He 
stated, “Desegregation is eliminative and negative, for it simply removes…legal and social 
prohibitions. Integration is creative and is therefore more profound and far-reaching.”322 No 
matter which word defined the day, it helped change America. Just as there is a significant 
timeline for the inclusion of minorities in Pentecost and for integration of the US Military, a 
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timeline for minority inclusion, especially in the case of African American students, can be 
established for America’s public school system. The following timeline, condensed from an 
anthology of articles published online, is critical in that regard: 
 1848. Benjamin Roberts sues the city of Boston for refusing to allow his five-year-old 
daughter to enroll in a local all-White elementary school. The Massachusetts Supreme Court 
dismisses the case, validating segregation in Boston public schools.323  
 1896. In Plessy v. Ferguson, the United States Supreme Court upholds a Louisiana law 
that mandates “separate but equal” school facilities for blacks and whites.  
 1936. The University of Missouri School of Law refuses to admit Lloyd Lionel Gaines, a 
Black college graduate, on account of his race. The state offers to provide a scholarship for him 
to study at a school outside Missouri. The NAACP appeals to the Supreme Court two years later.  
 1938. The United States Supreme Court rules in favor of Lloyd Lionel Gaines and orders 
his admission to the University of Missouri. The case sets precedent for others soon to follow.   
 1946. Heman Sweatt, a Black mail carrier from Houston, Texas, is denied admission to 
the University of Texas School of Law on basis of race. He sues the university, and the NAACP 
takes the case all the way to the U.S. Supreme Court.   
 1948. George McLaurin, a Black teacher, is admitted to the University of Oklahoma 
School of Education under a “Jim Crow” arrangement. He is forced to sit in a small room 
separated from regular classrooms, to work in a separated area of the library, and eat at a 
designated table in the cafeteria at a time when White students are not likely to be present. Two 
years later, the NAACP would argue his case before the U.S. Supreme Court.  
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 1950. In Herman M. Sweatt v. Theophilus S. Painter et al., the U.S. Supreme Court rules 
that the University of Texas School of Law cannot reasonably create an all-Black law school that 
would be truly “separate but equal,” and orders the university to admit Sweatt.  
 1950. In George S. McLaurin v. Oklahoma Board of Regents for Higher Education, the 
U.S. Supreme Court rules that the segregation practiced by the University of Oklahoma’s 
Graduate School of Education violates the Fourteenth Amendment, which provides that “no state 
shall… deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.”324  
 1954. In Oliver Brown et al. v. Board of Education of Topeka, Kansas, the U.S. Supreme 
Court rules that segregated schools are “inherently unequal” and foster “feelings of inferiority” 
in Black children. The Court orders the desegregation of public schools in the nation but does not 
impose a timeline for implementation.  
 1957. In August, under President Dwight D. Eisenhower, the federal government passes 
the first civil rights bill since 1857. On September 2, Arkansas Governor Orval Faubus 
announces on a statewide television broadcast that he intends to use National Guardsmen to 
block the court-ordered integration of Little Rock Central High School. On September 4, a group 
of African American children set out to attend the newly desegregated Little Rock Central High 
School. Because her home did not have a telephone, Elizabeth Eckford was unaware that a 
special entrance had been prepared through a side door. She approached the school’s main 
entrance, enduring jeers and verbal abuse from a gathered mob, finally being denied admittance 
by armed state troopers. Photographer Will Count’s images of the event become iconic of the 
struggle of African American youth for civil rights. On September 24, President Dwight D. 
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Eisenhower federalized the Arkansas National Guard and ordered the troops to enforce the 
integration of Central High School.  
 1958. On May 29, Ernest Green becomes the first of “The Little Rock Nine” to graduate 
from Central High School. When his name was called an eerie silence filled the auditorium. No 
one applauded. He later stated: “Nobody clapped but I figured they didn’t have too… I had 
accomplished what I had come there for.”325  
 1962. On September 29, President John F. Kennedy, at the urging of Medgar Evers and 
the NAACP, federalizes the Mississippi National Guard to enforce admittance of James 
Meredith, a student at the all-Black Jackson State College, as he enrolls at the all-White 
university of Mississippi. On October 1 and 2, when James Meredith arrives at the University of 
Mississippi, students and citizens riot causing deployment of federal troops to restore order. A 
reporter and a bystander are killed.  
 1963. Early in the morning of June 11, President John F. Kennedy announces a new bill 
in the U.S. Congress which makes racial discrimination illegal in all public places, including 
school campuses. Later that morning, Alabama Governor George C. Wallace makes his stand at 
the door of the University of Alabama. National Guardsmen allow him to speak and then remove 
him from the doorway.  
 One important milestone in the integration of American education was the event at 
Central High School in Little Rock. Political essayist Sana Nakata cited reasons why it was 
formative for the entire nation. Nakata acknowledges that politics deals with the educated, 
making the process of education critical to its outcome. 
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 While the tide had turned on the battle for integration in the public and governmental 
spectrums, integration in the realm of society was not easily obtained. Integration threatened the 
advantages enjoyed by White public school students. Desegregation, then, increased the 
attractiveness of private schools, often supported by churches. The primary option for White 
parents seeking to subvert public school integration was racially segregated private education.326 
White parents removing their children from public schools caused the attendance in once White 
schools to dwindle. The decreasing numbers of students caused declines in funding, budget for 
textbooks and curriculum, library materials, and school equipment. It took more than thirty years 
for that inequity to be largely corrected, and the recovery continues to this day.327 
 In the same way, school decisions affected social direction in the communities of the 
south and across America. In 1961, “Bull” Connor was the Commissioner of Public Safety in 
Birmingham, Alabama. Faced with the prospect of integrating public recreational facilities in the 
city, he closed them. Later, as Police Chief, he released attack dogs and turned water cannons on 
demonstrating blacks seeking equal rights.328 The 1954 Supreme Court decision was thwarted by 
local leaders. However, Black parents in Birmingham responded by taking their children to 
protected playgrounds and enrolling them in good Black schools where mostly Black faculties 
provided quality education.329 Individuals made decisions for themselves toward personal liberty 
and community participation. This, naturally, led to a power struggle. Gene Wood, author of 
Leading Turnaround Churches, terms that ideology the “the Ninety-Five Percent Theory.”330 
“Simply stated, the 95 percent theory is that 95 percent of all serious problems in the church stem 
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from a power struggle.”331 In the larger arena of modern Pentecost, and American society, that 
statement remains true. Who has the power to make decisions about who is included? 
 In his landmark book, Advanced Strategic Planning: A New Model for Church and 
Ministry Leaders, Aubrey Malphurs provides a Core Values Audit as Appendix D.332 The audit 
asks for a rating of 50 values. Of the 50, eleven interact with minority inclusion. Issues of the 
poor and disenfranchised, cultural relevance, fellowship and community, social justice, civil 
rights, equal rights, community service, fairness and equity, and minority diversity, are dispersed 
through audit. Malphurs makes the statement that spiritual planning and progress cannot be 
complete without consideration of minority needs, society and community as a whole, and the 
inclusion of all people in the church.333 
 
 
Integration Actualized: The Albany Movement  
A little-known episode in the early days of the Civil Rights movement occurred in the medium 
sized southwest Georgia town of Albany. The Albany Movement began in the fall of 1961 and 
was over by the summer of 1962.334 Yet, patterns were established in those few months which 
subtly guided action in the fight to desegregate the South for years to come.   
 The movement started when three Black students from the local college staged a sit-in at 
the Albany bus station demanding equal rights in the cafeteria, at the ticket counters, and in the 
boarding lines of departing busses. The demonstration was orderly, quiet, and even respectful, 
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but the students—Charles Sherrod, Cordell Reagon, and Charles Jones—were arrested. That 
motivated other students and members of the surrounding African American communities to join 
them, many of whom were subsequently arrested.335  
 Aware of the violence in other parts of the deep south, the leaders in Albany wanted a 
peaceful and productive dialogue on the subject of civil rights in their city. Rather than clash in 
the streets, they met to talk. In the end, some viewed the movement to be a total failure, but 
others saw it as a positive step in the long-range desegregation of the south.336 
 Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. participated in marches in the city. He arrived on December 
15, 1961 and spoke at a mass meeting at Shiloh Baptist Church. As the Black leaders left the 
church, they were arrested by city police for parading without a permit and obstructing the 
sidewalk. Police Chief Laurie Pritchett and White city officials did not want negative national 
attention. They spoke with local Black leaders and agreed to release King and other blacks from 
jail if Dr. King and Reverend Ralph Abernathy would simply leave town. Abernathy and King 
refused the offer and went to jail. However, an unidentified individual paid their bails, and they 
were forced to abandon the incarceration.337 
 Discussions between Black leaders and White political leaders were subsequently 
established, and later, African American voter registration secured sufficient votes for Black 
businessman Thomas Chatmon to achieve a run-off election for city office, the first such success 
for a Black candidate in modern United States history.338  
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 Charles Sherrod expanded the Albany Movement to the nearby towns of Americus and 
Moultrie, Georgia, and by the end of the decade, it was clear that the political structures of the 
previously all-White counties would remain forever changed. Segregation laws were overturned; 
blacks were elected to local school boards; and the Albany bus station, the original target of the 
movement, was integrated.339 By 1970, almost every town and county in southwest Georgia had 
been desegregated to some degree.  
 Positive change took place at the leadership level. The organizers of the movement 
wanted progress but not violence. Police Chief Prichett realized the old Jim Crow tactics of force 
and incarceration were not effective and changed his procedures. He did a much better job of 
negotiating the perils of demonstrations and possible conflicts than Bull Conner in Birmingham. 
Even facing Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.—albeit early in his career before he was a national 
force—Chief Prichett chose a more difficult and productive path than simply doing what had 
always been done.  
 The man who paid Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.’s bail was never identified. Some 
believed it was Prichett. King wanted to refuse the bail and stay in jail to make a statement to the 
community but realized the better action was to accept the gift, leave the city, and let the local 
leaders work out their problems.340 
 Leaders will often rise in a time of challenge. Charles Sherrod stepped up in the 
confusion of the Albany Movement and became a leader in desegregating southwest Georgia 
over the next ten years. Annette Jones White was a student at all Black Albany State College in 
1961 and an eyewitness to the work of Sherrod. She recently recorded her observations of the 
Reverend. Sherrod was born in Virginia and raised by a godly grandmother. He became a 
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minister and faced his work of organizing activists to protest the inequities of the segregated 
south with the resolve and morality of his faith. He established the SNCC, the Student 
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, upon his commitment to the teachings of Christ. Early in 
his career, he realized a demonstration could change a day, but it took voters to change the 
future. Sherrod formed the Southwest Georgia Voter Registration Project and was elected to the 
Albany City Commission in 1976, serving until 1990. Though not as famous as his counterparts 
on the national civil rights stage, he accomplished significant change in desegregating several 
counties of southwest Georgia, making them better places for African Americans to live.341  
 
Integration Actualized: A Model from Another Miracle in Memphis 
Churches and their schools have abandoned the troubled inner city and their blighted urban 
neighborhoods as quickly as possible in recent decades.342 President George W. Bush voiced 
concern in his 2008 State of the Union Address: “Sadly, these faith-based schools are 
disappearing at an alarming rate in many of America’s inner cities.”343   
 Saint John Parish in urban Memphis followed the trend at first. Due to multiplied 
problems, dwindling resources, and failing budgets, the Parish closed St. John School. In 2003, 
Bishop Terry Steib, an African American, and Mary McDonald, a Caucasian, looked at St. John 
School as an instrument of hope for the community it once served. Reversing previous decisions, 
they joined with the Sisters of Charity and reopened the school on September 13.  
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 A new vision was birthed for the school. Bishop Steib said in that regard, “There is an old 
model of Catholic education which basically follows Catholic families wherever they go. This is 
a new model, one that looks for where the needs are. The point is…to be a light for those who 
need us the most.”344 He called the school a “Jubilee School” and formed it to meet the needs in 
the community rather than require the community to meet the needs of the church. The student 
body was only 19 percent Catholic while other Catholic schools in Memphis averaged 65 
percent. The Jubilee School ended up painting the portrait of diversity, being 86 percent African 
American, 6 percent Hispanic, 5 percent Caucasian, and 3 percent Asian.345 Led by the Black 
Bishop and White superintendent, the school became a powerful healing agent for the 
educational and racial problems in the neighborhoods. 
 The hope was realized. Surrounding neighborhoods began to show pride in their 
properties, and the enthusiasm of the students spread to their families. Crime rates declined. 
Parents recognized the school to be a safe haven for their children.346 
 Bishop Steib and former superintendent Mary McDonald met with many of the Sisters of 
Charity on Saturday, June 29, 2019 to reminisce. Their records indicated that 17,000 students 
had received quality educations and advanced to colleges and on to careers which contributed 
directly to the well-being of their families and to the city of Memphis. McDonald stated that the 
charism, or spirit, of the religious community had brought richness to the educational experience 
and strength to the relationships among the church, school, and neighborhood. She ended her 
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remarks at the 20th Anniversary celebration by saying the Jubilee Schools had been the finest 
accomplishment of the Sisters of Charity since they began in Memphis in 1882.347 
 
Integration Actualized: A Missed Opportunity  
The progress of the civil rights movement has been significant. However, most of the 
aforementioned change—with notable exceptions—has been on the secular front. This is 
evidence of a missed opportunity by the church. Churches in the United States should have been 
leading the way. However, as Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. famously noted on Meet the Press 
(April 17, 1960), it was shameful that the most segregated hour in America was at 11 o’clock on 
Sunday morning. The overwhelming majority of Black congregations in mainline White 
Protestant denominations remain small and segregated in spite of their affiliation with White 
communions.348 Indeed, 90 percent of African Americans attend predominately Black 
congregations while 95 percent of White Americans attend predominately White churches.349 
 Michael Emerson and Christian Smith offer a significant adjustment to labels such as 
“racist” or “prejudiced” or “segregated.” They coined the phrase “racialized society” to describe 
“a society wherein race matters profoundly for differences in life experiences, life opportunities, 
and social relationships.”350 Their research indicates racialization to be “socially constructed” 
rather than natural.351 “Many believe religion is a potential force for overcoming the racialized 
society.”352    
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 Though, indeed, racial integration illustrates a missed opportunity for much of church 
history within the United States, there exists accounts of pastors and ministries who saw the need 
for change and brought it about in their congregations and avenues of ministry. Consider the 
following in that regard.  
 
Integration Actualized: First Baptist Church, Duluth, Georgia  
In 2010, Mark Hearn began his pastorate at First Baptist Church in Duluth, Georgia. He records 
his vision, goals, methodology, and experiences in his book: Technicolor: Inspiring Your Church 
to Embrace Multicultural Ministry. The need to embrace diversity was unknown to him before 
his move from Indianapolis where he and his family lived in a community with a 90 percent 
Anglo population.353 Duluth, Georgia, a northern suburb of Atlanta, was a community of 57 
languages and the mother cultures that go with them. Change in his attitudes of congregational 
needs, ministry direction and development, and church purpose, was necessary. His White-on-
White world had been suddenly modified to a world of many colors, cultures, and 
communities.354 
 First Baptist Church had a typical history. It had thrived in a White culture for several 
generations but failed to adapt when minorities entered and rebuilt its surrounding 
neighborhoods. Pastor Hearn immediately recognized the need for change but realized it had to 
be a change that went deep.  
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 The notion of rethinking is the radical redesign of church processes for dramatic 
improvement in the fulfillment of the church’s purposes and mission.355 While the idea of radical 
redesign may grab the immediate attention of readers, it is not the most important word in that 
definition: process is.356 Pastor Hearn understood the message.  
 He initiated a process he dubbed “Project 57,” based on the fact that 57 languages were 
spoken in households in the immediate area of the church. That platform of action allowed him 
to win the leadership of the church to his crusade.  
 He preached and taught on the call, community, competence, charge, and climate, of 
transitioning to become a multicultural church. The call is certain. “Churches in America are 
going to become extinct, or at least severely crippled, unless we learn how to minister in a 
multicultural society.”357 Further, and foundationally important, those emerging diverse 
congregation must have pastors and leaders who mirror their cultures and ethnicities. That 
culture could be constructed by building a community gathered around the centrality of the 
message of Christ that unites and does not divide.358 
 A team of minority ministry leaders helped overcome the problem of minorities joining 
the church but staying out of volunteer ministry. As Pastor Hern led the staff and leadership of 
the church to become more diverse, minority members became more comfortable and open to a 
call to leadership.359 After seeing other minorities become leaders, more and more culturally 
diverse people were open to an invitation to become inved in the most visible positions of 
ministry.360 
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 When a leadership team learns and applies those lessons, they not only become better 
leaders themselves but also are able to recruit staff and lay leaders who have greater skills and 
abilities.361 Minority leaders will be critically important when more than 50 percent of churches 
will be recognizably diverse by the year 2050.362   
 Pastor Mark heard a call to more than language, education, cultural diversity, and social 
acceptance. “The local school system integrates every language group into a singular learning 
environment,” he said. “I believe the Church has an even higher calling than education and a 
more noble purpose – to unite people across cultural and lingual lines and to exalt the name of 
Jesus and make Him known in the local community.”363   
 
Integration Actualized: Trinity Church, Columbia, South Carolina  
Trinity Church in Columbia, South Carolina, was founded by Terry Roberts more than thirty 
years ago. He and his wife, Sandra, followed their Assembly of God tradition and built a vibrant 
and strong classic Pentecostal congregation.  
 When God sent the Charismatic Renewal to America in the latter decades of the 
Twentieth Century, He did not bypass Columbia. Minorities, mostly African Americans, began 
to visit Trinity Church. Slowly, over several years, a dialogue arose among the original Anglos 
and the new minorities. They discovered that open honesty was essential to continuing 
fellowship. Disagreement often strengthened their discussions when they refused to allow it to 
destroy unity. They all had the same goal but viewed it through different lenses.364 
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 Terry and Sandra longed for their city to be united. They contributed to that dream by 
leading their church toward unity in diversity. They started a journey toward koinonia. Terry was 
aware of the work of Pentecostal historian, Dr. Cecil M. Robeck, and agreed with him that 
modern Pentecost might be a strategy by God to reconcile all believers. Robeck had written that 
Pentecostal and Charismatic congregations could be models of diversity, breaking down artificial 
racial, and minority walls that otherwise divide Christians.365 
 Pastor Terry Roberts selected fourteen members of Trinity Church, seven of them White 
and seven Black. He developed a curriculum, planned the orientation and six weekly meetings, 
and began the journey as a small-group experience. His vision was to lead his parishioners to, 1) 
hear teaching on relative racial topics, 2) listen to one another so as to better understand their 
diverse life stories, 3) experience interracial koinonia, 4) express repentance and forgiveness, and 
5) become a model for future multiethnic small group experiences.366  A new community of 
interracial koinonia emerged out of the meetings. In the new community, a more profound cross-
cultural understanding gathered the believers in spirit and society. In that society, repentance and 
reconciliation became a new normal.367 
 Then, something unexpected happened. As the six weeks concluded, the travelers on the 
journey did not want the trip to end. First, they wanted a “journey reunion.” Then, they wanted to 
create new small groups to lead others into the joy and wonder of spiritual koinonia.  
 The familiar pattern was again discernable—and critical in the context of this study. A 
leader recognized a need for minority inclusion, used or formed a guiding coalition, gained the 
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support of a larger population, took action, had success, and new leaders produced by intentional 
action moved Pentecost forward.  
 
Integration Actualized: The Peninsular Florida Black Fellowship  
He was in the tenth grade, trying out for the football team. With long arms and legs, and an 
exceptional ability to catch a football, he was on the path to becoming an outstanding wide 
receiver at his high school. But the 1966 Supreme Court ruling on school integration had 
compelled him to leave the Black school he had attended and enroll at the all-White school 
across town. His natural talent, speed, and ability made him one of the best receivers trying out 
for the team. Yet, he did not make the Varsity team. Instead, despite his talent, he was put on the 
JV team. The desire to help this individual burned within the heart of the young southern White 
boy who witnessed the racial injustices wrought upon him. But he did not know how.  
 Thirty years later, that same southern White boy, now a grown man in a position of 
ministerial authority, witnessed another talented, anointed, able, minority man who deserved an 
equal opportunity to succeed. An outstanding pastor and leader, that young minority individual 
should have been on the Presbytery of the Peninsular Florida District Council of the Assemblies 
of God, but he was not. This time, however, with the memory of 1966 still fresh on the mind of 
that same southern White boy—now a grown man—he was able to do more than simply wish he 
could be inved. In 1996, an initiative was launched to form a group of minority ministers and 
leaders in the district and create a plan that would offer the young minority leader an opportunity 
to become a vested member of the Presbytery. He took the path toward progress and became the 
first President of the Peninsular Florida Black Fellowship and served with excellence, 
effectiveness, and dignity on the District Presbytery. Over the next few years, he advanced to 
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lead intercultural ministries in the national office of the Assemblies of God and, in 2017, became 
Executive Director of Assemblies of God US Missions. As the Executive Director of AGUSM, 
he became a member of the Executive Leadership Team of the General (national) Council of the 
Assemblies of God, the highest administrative and policy group in that Pentecostal 
denomination. The difference between 1966 and 1996 was action, turning wishes into effective 
activity.  
  
Integration Actualized: The Current Climate of Pentecostal Fellowships 
“Pentecost as a theological symbol connects the outpouring of the Spirit inevitably with social 
healing and reconciliation.”368 Wolfgang Vondey views a separation of the church and social 
problems as unacceptable. As a Pentecostal theologian, he presents the necessity of confronting 
social problems with Spirit answers. “The move from the altars of the church into the world 
transports the gifts and fruit of the Spirit to ‘the ends of the earth’ to heal and restore society.”369 
 Such powerful transition usually follows the talented and anointed work of a Spirit-filled 
leader. Spirit-filled leaders refuse the confines of church buildings because “the church is 
compelled by the Spirit to take the realization of the common good into the world.”370 The 
church leaders are bound to such responsibility because a Pentecostal vision of social justice 
cannot be separated from the movement’s commitment to evangelization.371 
 Pentecostal Hal Donaldson had such a vision when he founded Convoy of Hope. His idea 
was to be a first responder to disaster areas with food, water, medicine, clothes, and the Holy 
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Spirit. He had suffered poverty and been the victim of natural and social disasters in his 
childhood. He felt Jesus wanted the world to be different. He wanted to be a part of the change. 
“Every movement begins with reutionaries who grow disillusioned with how things are and 
imagine how things could be. They possess the heart of a liberator.”372 Donaldson now leads 
Convoy of Hope to relieve hunger; train mothers to qualify for paying jobs; seek new 
agricultural initiatives; and most importantly, help the hurting devastated by natural disasters. 
Over the past two decades Convoy of Hope has served more than one hundred fifteen million 
people.373 He gives no thought to race, social class, ability to pay, ethnicity, or political 
preference as Convoy of Hope distributes food and relief supplies—neither does he allow race or 
ethnicity to influence hiring in his organization. He responds to need. Remembering the days 
when he was overlooked for opportunity as a result of his economic status, he gives every 
employee equal consideration for advancement. He reflects Vondey’s belief that “as an 
apocalyptic charismatic community the church is the future already present.”374 
 
Transcending Misunderstanding  
If the church is to take minority inclusion from the altar to the community, the leaders have to be 
willing to rise above the limits of their culture and attempt to see the world from the view of 
others. Duane Elmer defines this effort and process in his book, Cross-Cultural Servanthood: 
Serving the World in Christian Humanity. He calls it perspectivism.375 Perspectivism happens 
when a leader develops the ability to see patterns of behavior and values in persons from other 
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cultures that reveal their integrity.376 Simply, to be successful in minority inclusion, leaders 
cannot require those from other cultures to naturally act in accordance with the values of both 
cultures at once. The remedy for misattribution is understanding. Dallas Willard, Christian 
theologian and philosopher, said, “Understanding is the basis of care. What you would take care 
of you must first understand, whether it be a petunia or a nation.”377 
 A recent misattribution of cultural values occurred at a General Council of the 
Assemblies of God. In 2017, the office of Executive Director of US Missions was open. There 
were several qualified ministers who were being considered for the job including Wilfredo 
“Choco” De Jesus, a Hispanic. Popular and well known, “Choco” was a leading candidate. He 
pastored the largest congregation in the Assemblies of God—a congregation whose generosity 
and contributions to missions’ work were well-known throughout the General Council.  
 Teams of General Presbyters (General Council Board members) were assigned to vet 
each candidate. Their findings were published in a booklet distributed to the ministers and 
delegates at the council in Anaheim, California. An important misattribution arose in the vetting 
report on Pastor De Jesus.   
 New Life Covenant mobilized impressive funding for many of those ministries in the US 
but mostly gave funds directly to ministers, missionaries, ministries, social programs, political 
involment, and ministerial training, bypassing the national US Missions office. When the vetting 
booklets were distributed, there was a significant difference between the actual giving from 
Pastor Choco and New Life Covenant and what was reported through US Missions records. The 
US Missions totals were small even though the giving of New Life Covenant was sizable. The 
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reduced numbers available to voting delegates in the published description of candidates was 
likely a major reason de Jesus did not see a majority of votes for the position.378 
 Dario Lopez Rodriguez, Hispanic theologian and pastor, comments on a possible 
comparison of this perspectivism and misattribution, using the biblical story of the “widow’s 
mite” and contributions from the wealthy. Jesus was breaking the cultural patterns of his time 
which excluded individuals because of social status.379 He noted that source and administration 
of offerings was not nearly as important as motive and sacrifice. The wealthy suffered no risk or 
economic jeopardy while the poor economic health of the widow was further weakened.380 
Human spiritual leaders frequently overlook motive and judge giving while Jesus looks on the 
heart.381  
 In 2019, the office of General Treasurer of the Assemblies of God unexpectedly became 
vacant when the sitting Treasurer was elected to be Assistant General Superintendent. Rod Loy, 
Pastor of First Assembly of God in North Little Rock, Arkansas, was elected. Pastor Choco De 
Jesus was second in the balloting. Overnight, Pastor Loy declined the election. 
 General Superintendent Doug Clay convened the nomination vetting team and after 
careful discussion, the ethnically mixed group recommended naming Choco De Jesus to the 
office. The Executive Presbytery affirmed the recommendation, and Pastor De Jesus was 
announced to the Council as the new Treasurer. 
 The AG constituency was better prepared to act inclusively when the situation appeared 
again in 2019. In that Council, they put motive and ministry ahead of policy and bylaws and 
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included Pastor De Jesus in the highest level of their leadership structure. Michael J. Frost quotes 
Amos Yong in affirming that God values cultural plurality.382 Yong emphatically declares that 
God values cultural plurality based upon Luke’s record of the presence of Jews and proselytes 
present on the Day of Pentecost.383 The understanding of that cultural plurality included Choco 
De Jesus in senior leadership in the Assemblies of God, the second time he was considered.  
 The Peninsular Florida Black Fellowship has been cited several times in this research. An 
additional fact of its formation fits these phenomena. The bylaw creating the PFBF was 
presented to the leaders of the district in 1999. The senior district leaders were uncomfortable 
and did not vote to move forward. However, when the bylaw was again presented in 2000, it was 
approved, and the PFBF was birthed.  
 In the aforementioned examples, the leaders of both the Peninsular Florida District 
Council and the General Council were willing to study the cultural issues, change their view, and 
vote to create the minority leadership ministries in the end. “The role of the Spirit, in both the 
Day of Pentecost narrative in Acts 2 and the Cornelius episode in Acts 10, demonstrates that the 
Spirit’s work is connected to the inclusion of diverse minority identities into the people of 
God.384  
 “For the Pentecostal church to partner more actively with the Spirit, Pentecostals must 
encourage the affirmation of minority and cultural identity.”385  “This ‘evidence’ of the Spirit’s 
work deserves much greater recognition in Pentecostal theologies of the Spirit in the future.”386 
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Comparison  
Comparing the social structures of the U.S. military, public schools, and the communities 
described above to modern Pentecost provides significant similarities. Without strong leaders, 
important issues seldom gain attention, traction, or make progress. Someone has to recognize the 
need, understand it, and initiate action for its resolve. In the military, Presidents Harry Truman 
and Lyndon Johnson led. In public education, Presidents Dwight D. Eisenhower and John F. 
Kennedy carried the torch. In Pentecost, general superintendents Thomas F. Zimmerman and 
Thomas Trask caused the Assemblies of God to look at the injustice of minority exclusion and 
consider the power of inclusion. Leaders have a fire in their gut to correct injustice and offer 
social victims new and real opportunities.387 Without coworkers, leaders are seldom effective. It 
takes a league, a team, to change historical direction. Developing a leadership team, or wisely 
using a team already in place, is a necessary catalyst for change.  
 Leverage is the use of people not in the league but sympathetic to the cause and willing to 
work for its success. When the University of Alabama faced the threat of divisive demonstrations 
on campus during the football season of 1962, university president Frank A. Rose and famous 
football coach Paul “Bear” Bryant became the lever to turn the tide toward minority inclusion. 
Bryant did not usually speak at pep rallies, but in a tense racial atmosphere before the Vanderbilt 
game, he delivered a rousing speech imploring the students toward “togetherness” and “oneness” 
on campus.388 Cooperative military generals and commanders provided leverage to Truman and 
Johnson. Local school principals, community school boards, and state legislators became 
political and social levers for Eisenhower and Kennedy. Forward thinking district leaders, 
pastors, and church lay leaders became the leverage for Zimmerman and Trask.  
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 The launch is the implementation of work to accomplish the project. All of the studied 
changes resulted from strategic and organized action, most directed from the top down. All the 
leaders cited above were at the top of their respective lines of authority. Jim Collins puts it 
simply in his iconic book, Good to Great. He tells the story of Darwin Smith, the leader who 
turned a failing paper company into a national industrial force. His decision to sell the mills of 
that paper company put Wall Street and the board at Kimberly-Clark into a panic. Smith left the 
company with only one option: succeed or die. Later, one board member called his act of 
leadership “the gutsiest move he’d ever seen a CEO make.”389 
 Abraham Lincoln, Dwight Eisenhower, Lyndon Johnson, John Kennedy, Martin Luther 
King, Jr., Thomas Zimmerman, and Thomas Trask all had to launch their convictions into action 
and turn their dreams into deeds. America can be thankful. Their launches produced the 
Emancipation Proclamation, a mightier military, the Civil Rights Act, Kennedy’s historic “Ask 
Not” inaugural address, equal quality education for all, and the Memphis Manifesto.  
 Those launches produced a lineage and a legacy: positive progress rising from an 
embattled history, or a crisis moment. Those dreams will never be completely fulfilled because 
foes of racial equality always exist.390 “Leaders, the most influential part of an organization, have 
the power to virtually transform an organization’s culture.”391 How does that transformation 
happen? “Leaders who have been developed in problem-solving racial issues will have a clearer 
insight into remedial solutions.”392 Marilyn Byrd makes her strongest statement relative to the 
power of racial problem-solving in saying, “Since leadership drives performance, it should be 
 
389 Jim Collins, Good to Great: Why Some Companies Make the Leap… and Others Don’t, (New York, 
NY: Harper Collins Publishers, 2001), 17-20. 
390 Marilyn Byrd. “Educating and Developing Leaders of Racially Diverse Organizations.” The Human 
Resource Development Quarterly 18, no. 2 (Summer 2002), 276. 
391 Byrd, “Educating and Developing Leaders,” 277. 
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equally effective as a change agent to the organizational culture.”393 Once that takes place, the 
future legacy can be established in opportunity rather than problems and their accompanying 
conflict. Byrd explains in her conclusion that there is open space between the existing state and a 
future desirable state. That problem—the gap between now and the future—should be 
recognized as an opportunity.394 
 
Summary   
The literary review contained herein considers the history of race relations within the context of 
the United States of America and the Pentecostal Movement. It shows the battle lines drawn by 
racial division, often worsening before efforts at reconciliation and integration make an impact. 
The understanding that the US military, government, and educational systems saw increases in 
minority integration before Pentecostal denominations is sobering. Though the past cannot be 
changed, there is hope for a brighter future, as is evidenced by the inclusive progress of First 
Baptist Church in Duluth, Georgia; Trinity Church in Columbia, South Carolina; and the Convoy 
of Hope. These organizations are diverse in staffing at every level of their leadership.  
The misunderstandings and subsequent reconciliation at two Assembly of God General 
Council events demonstrates the recent presence of racial confusion—and a new effort to 
understand and overcome the strife.  
Finally, brief studies pertaining to progress at the national and district levels of the 
Assemblies of God reveal progress as leadership opportunities are provided to minorities at an 
increased rate.  
 
 
393 Byrd, “Educating and Developing Leaders,” 277. 
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Onward 
 With the Peninsular Florida Black Fellowship in place and its leaders prominently visible 
on the platform at district events and District Council, pastors begin to consider minorities for 
ministry leadership positions in their churches. Many pastors are seeing the glory of God 
reflected in the beauty of diversity. The reason for this is understood best through the words of 
minority researcher and minister Sarah Shin: “God breathes his Holy Spirit into our ethnic stories 
for the sake of mission.”395 The redemptive mission of God begins to overtake the traditional 
division of races, and suspicion toward minorities in leadership, in Peninsular Florida. 
 
395 Sarah Shin, Beyond Color Blind: Redeeming Our Ethnic Journey (Downers Grove, IL: IVP Books, 
2017), 33.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 
THE PROJECT NARRATIVE 
 
Introduction 
But seeking truth is exciting and promising. God has so much more to tell us than 
we have grasped so far. 
—Clark H. Pinnock, Flame of Love a Theology of the Holy Spirit 
 
In the process of this research, a series of qualitative interviews was conducted with the senior 
pastors and pastoral staff of four churches affiliated with the Peninsular Florida District of the 
Assemblies of God. Ministries with a proven track record of successfully implementing diversity 
in staffing were purposefully selected in order to study the processes by which their efforts have 
succeeded—the goal in that regard being the discovery of transferrable common principles of 
intentional integration of minorities into Pentecostal leadership. An additional focus group was 
conducted with sectional youth leaders to gain their perspectives on the same question. These 
interviews took place in March of 2017 and involved several pastors, five of whom were willing 
to go on record.    
 Out of the interviews, there emerged a four-step template upon which to construct a 
framework for racial inclusivity in the leadership of Pentecostal churches. First, the successful 
diversification of leadership in the context of this study requires a strong, visionary leader who 
recognizes a current status of inequality within his or her ministerial context and intentionally 
decides to strive for inclusivity. Second, that leader casts the vision to a supporting group of 
influential individuals such as a deacon board or elder group to help facilitate the desired 
inclusion, bringing reality to the vision. Third, the development of a strategy based on the needs 
of the ministerial group to guide the project becomes paramount. And finally, the 
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accomplishments of the campaign are preserved in writing within the governing documents of 
the church or organization, cementing the new pattern of inclusivity within the foundation of the 
ministry.  
 The aforementioned four-step process established herein as a prerequisite for changing 
the status quo from exclusive to inclusive is, as was previously noted, established primarily 
through four interviews with the pastoral leadership of four Assemblies of God churches with 
ethnically diverse pastoral staffs. Additional details pertaining to those interviews are discussed 
in the following.  
The pastor at the first church studied has been a champion of minority inclusion. The 
church was bankrupt with only a few hundred people when he accepted the pastorate more than 
thirty years ago. Under his leadership, the church has become a mega-church with weekly 
attendance approaching 15,000 individuals.396 The congregation makes one of the largest 
contributions toward world missions in the entire Fellowship, and it is one of the first traditional 
Anglo congregations to hire minorities to lead departmental ministries. The ministerial 
effectiveness and anointing of certain minority members of his staff even led to the establishment 
of their own congregations within the city.  
 During the interview, it became apparent that he recognized the need for diversity in 
ministerial leadership early on and took action in that regard before the notion was prominent or 
even acknowledge amongst Pentecostal leaders in Florida. The increase in diversity within his 
community led him to recognize the need for hiring in such a way that his leadership staff could 
be reflective of the diversity found within the community. His focus on ensuring the diversity of 
his team proved to be successful. As the community took notice of the diversity found within the 
 
396 Pastor interviewed by author, July 15, 2018.  
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leadership of the church, the ministries led by the African Americans and Hispanics grew and 
became successful in outreach and were themselves financially viable.  
 He hired a Black minister to pastor the church’s primarily African American extension 
site. The relationship between the two pastors preexisted the combining of the two teams at the 
church. The African American previously led a smaller church in the community and had 
occasionally sought consultation from the White pastor. As such, the partnership was an easy 
consideration for both individuals. The extension site itself is a part of the main church. It falls 
directly under the White pastor’s leadership. However, the partnership between the two 
individuals promotes unity and the Black pastor reports never having felt constricted, always 
having sufficient funds for operations and ministry, and being an equal part of the team though 
he was, at the time of his hiring, the only Black member of the twenty-person leadership staff. 
He was given full authority to lead his church and was supported by the leadership of the main 
church. He attended staff meetings each week, ran all financial operations of the extension site 
through the main accounting office, headed up new outreach projects, and worked closely with 
the White pastor on equal footing.   
 Next, a Hispanic was hired to lead the Hispanic congregation for the church. His 
membership has increased from a few dozen to more than 400 in average weekly attendance. 
They meet on the main campus but in their own building and offer children, youth, discipleship, 
worship, and missions ministries. The White Senior pastor gave him immediate authority to lead, 
approved most outreach and missions’ projects, affirmed his budgets, made him feel equal in 
every way, and encouraged him and his vision to reach the Hispanic population of the region.  
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In 2005, a White pastor assumed leadership of church in a growing town on the edge of 
the Tampa-Saint Petersburg metroplex. Much of the growth in that city was racially diverse but 
his congregation remained mostly Anglo until 2015.397 When a significant number of Hispanic 
and African American youth started attending the church, he hired an African American youth 
pastor.  
 The White pastor initiated a search for his first minority ministry leader when he realized 
the growth of minorities in his congregation was indicative of similar growth in the community 
but at a slower rate. He made contact with minority candidates through a regional district youth 
leader. One such promising candidate was an African American young man. After an interview, 
the Black minister was offered the job and accepted. He was given immediate leadership 
responsibility upon joining the team. The congregation accepted him, supported his energetic 
approach, and the youth group experienced rapid increase. Similar to the example of the first 
church studied, he was welcomed with open arms. However, in this case, it was the young Black 
who needed some time to adjust to his new role, having transferred from a large multiethnic 
church in Orlando to the medium sized, mostly Tampa-area church. Nevertheless, his integration 
to the team was a tremendous success. He felt welcomed, joined the worship ministry on Sunday 
mornings, and continued to expand the youth ministry beyond the campus of the church. Both 
pastors agree that their story is one of success as is evidenced by the increase in new and 
ethnically diverse attendees at the church. This notable growth is diverse racially and as it 
pertains to age, culture, and denominational background.  
 An experienced White minister accepted the pastorate of an urban church in 2017 that 
had been a landmark Anglo church in times past but had failed to change with the community. 
 
397 Pastor interviewed by author, June 12, 2018.  
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As individuals of diverse minority heritages moved into the part of the city around the church, 
many Anglos moved out. Rather than recognizing the need for the church leadership to represent 
the diversity of those in the community, this church initially attempted to hold on to older 
members at the expense of attempting to reach new residents. As a result, by the time the new 
pastor arrived, the church could hardly pay its bills and keep the doors open.398 
 He hired a minority to become the children’s pastor. She had been connected to the 
church through mutual friends at Southeastern University. She was a natural for the community 
and produced increase in the children’s ministries right away. Her ethnicity was Hispanic and 
French. When asked if that had been an issue, she said no. “Once a community becomes 
multicultural, the mix does not matter. Usually, only the Anglos are interested in which ethnicity 
I am. Everyone else is okay with whatever,”399 she said. She felt her ethnicity provided a 
measure of confidence and comfort for the parents and families of the children.   
 As a result of the church’s financial struggle, it was necessary to combine the roles of 
music and youth pastor. The White senior pastor recognized that the individual who would come 
on board needed to be a tremendously talented, administrative, open-minded, and effective 
leader. He placed an ad for help on the General Council website, and a young Black music pastor 
answered and applied for the job. The senior pastor set up a meeting and subsequently hired him. 
The younger minister was working at a large church with a mostly African American 
constituency. The culture, style, and music were contemporary, urban African American. 
However, he was willing to adjust to traditional southern gospel and choir music, given the 
current status of the church. 
 
398 White Pastor interviewed by author, February 20, 2019.  
399 Minority pastor interviewed by author, February 20, 2019.   
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 He immediately felt comfortable with the youth. He was accustomed to the nature of a 
multicultural youth group and was at home with their open-mindedness and acceptance of one 
another. “The youth were the easiest part,” he said. “They seemed to see people without 
distinction of skin color, hair color, or food color. They just saw possibilities for fellowship, a 
place to hang out, and an opportunity to learn about God and people.”400  
The fourth church studied has a different story. The church was founded in the late 1990s 
by an able and anointed Anglo husband and wife team. They moved from Pennsylvania to the 
suburban Florida for the express purpose of planting a Pentecostal church. Though Anglo, they 
had a vision for a multicultural congregation with no majority ethnic group. They succeeded. 
Attendance exceeds 2,000 with a balanced mix of Latinos, African Americans, Caribbean 
nationalities, and Anglos. The church maintains a cutting-edge atmosphere through multicultural 
strategies in children’s ministry, youth ministry, music ministry, outreach, and community 
service programs.  
 The two of them serve as co-pastors; their daughter works as the executive pastor, 
running the day-to-day operations of the church; a female Anglo, is the children’s pastor; a 
young African American pastors several hundred teens and young adults; and an African 
American female, is the connections pastor. Their music pastor is a talented Hispanic.  
 The White founding pastor seems to have little sense of race or ethnicity being something 
that hinders in their ministerial context. “We could not reach central Florida with a one-race 
view,” he claimed. “This is a diverse area with a constantly changing population. Every 
neighborhood is fluid in terms of culture and social structure. Our community is different every 
week.”401 
 
400 African American Music Pastor interviewed by author, February 20, 2019.  
401 White Senior Pastor interviewed by author, March 18, 2019.   
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 His church operates from a very team-oriented perspective, and he hires from within as 
often as possible. All the members of his team identify themselves within the team, not as 
individual parts of a confederation. The Anglo admitted that starting the church from scratch was 
a huge advantage. The congregation self-identified as it grew. It had no history to overcome. The 
people came from a multiracial community and perceived the church as a natural and normal 
extension of that society. The pastor explained they were beyond multiracial. They formed, 
coalesced, and continued as absent racial. 
 
Inclusive Pastors 
Exclusive pastors see little need for change other than occasional tweaks which make the 
established and powerful in the congregation more comfortable. Inclusive pastors see the need 
for structural change that will alter the present, invite other leaders to participate, and expand the 
future. “Inviting participation in a way that people find compelling and genuine” is a basic tool 
of the inclusive leader.402     
 The forward-looking pastors interviewed for this project possess such mindset. From the 
recognition for the need to diversify a staff twenty years ago to new pastor’s initiative in 2017, 
they all recognize the need to reach out to minority communities and provide ministry that is not 
limited by racial exclusivity. Subsequently, the understanding that an minority staff pastor could 
more effectively reach minority individuals than an all-White staff was realized.   
 Further, the pastors interviewed all stated the necessity of having the support of their 
governing board in one way or another. In addition, they recognized the need for a significant 
contingent of the incoming minorities to embrace inclusion, personally and culturally, with the 
 
402 Amy C. Edmondson, The Fearless Organization: Creating Psychological Safety in the Workplace for 
Learning, Innovation, and Growth (Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 2019), 167.  
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existing congregation. The desire for racial inclusivity cannot be limited to the lead pastor’s 
vision. Buy-in from the congregation—both in terms of existing members and new attendees—is 
crucial. “Put another way, authenticity must be measured against a standard that is external to the 
individual (leader).”403  
 To include minorities in Pentecostal leadership, pastors should first see the need to reach 




The commitment of a pastor to hire minority staff is inconsequential if no minority individual 
wants to join a congregation predominately of another minority group. With the exception of 
fourth church studied, every minority interviewed expressed a sense of awareness of a vague 
danger in joining a staff where they would be in the minority, yet they took a step of faith for the 
cause of Christ. It is critical to acknowledge that, though pastoral initiation is not the only factor 
in the diversification of a ministerial organization, the initial step should come from the senior 
leadership—buy-in from the top is critical. This initiation shows individuals of ethnic diversity 
that the desire for integration exists on the side of the ministry. That in mind, and “realizing that 
self-protection is natural, the invitation to participate must be crystal clear if people are going to 
choose to engage rather than play it safe.”404 In the cases of the interviews conducted for this 
project, the perceived call of God made the risk worthwhile for the interviewees. However, 
broadening the proverbial doorway also enhanced the value for those joining ethnic staffs.  
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 All staff members interviewed for this research expressed the importance of that two-way 
trust and acceptance in a set order. Primarily, they needed to feel confident in their acceptance by 
both their new leader and those around them.  
The concept of ministerial unification that is not hindered by racial exclusion is 
beautifully evidenced in the biblical account of the Day of Pentecost. The speaking and hearing 
of many different earthly languages on that famed day birthed a heavenly language signifying the 
creation of a new Christian culture. “What better sign than the Spirit-inspired speaking of other 
languages to emphasize that the Spirit is involved in ethnic and cultural reconciliation?”405 Such 
a feeling draws minority staff members into a unified community. That insight offers an occasion 
for thinking theologically, in light of Pentecost, about minority and cultural diversity and 
inclusion in church communities.406 An environment of inclusivity provides confidence for 
minorities to lead with vision, enthusiasm, and assurance. This environment of inclusivity, in 
addition to providing confidence for leadership, must also provide an opportunity for leadership.  
 If diversity and inclusion are truly to be in line with biblical parameters, the leadership of 
ministerial organizations must reflect this truth. As this research has affirmed, leadership is a 
team sport. No one can lead alone. Therefore, the support of ministry “bosses” and the support of 
fellow team members is crucial in the inclusion of minorities who are attempting to lead.  
 Every minority interviewed in this project expressed that they feel affirmed by their 
senior pastors and accepted by their lay leadership and congregations. Those individuals who 
have been in their current position for longer periods of time cited the senior pastor as the most 
important factor in their survival and success. This further cements the notion presented in this 
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research that in order for inclusivity to thrive in a ministerial, leadership context, it must start 
with the senior leadership.  
 
Inclusion of Minorities in District Leadership 
A fitting illustration of the mandate for mutual acceptance by both the leader and the team is 
demonstrated through the examination of the formation of the Peninsular Florida Black 
Fellowship (1998-2000). Though, at the time, ample work had been done at the Executive and 
Presbytery levels of the PFDC, the rank-and-file ministers were not ready to accept the 
Fellowship when it was first prepared in 1999. Realizing a defeat by vote on the floor of the 
District business session would destroy the survivability of the ministry, the PFDC executives 
pulled the motion from the council agenda that year. After numerous strategizing sessions in 
preparation for the next year’s council, the motion was ready for presentation and adoption in 
2000.  
 To be permanently included in the district, the Black Fellowship was added to the family 
of ministries named in the district bylaws. That inclusive action was a “cooperative activity 
giving a common good.”407 It is understood that in order “for contemplative leadership to 
become widespread, a re-framing of organizations along a pro-social purpose…[is] 
necessary.”408 Without the preservation of minority inclusion by making it an integral part of the 
governance documents, the long-term survivability of the effort may be doubtful.  
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Inclusive Progress 
 The formation of the Peninsular Florida Black Fellowship served as a much-needed 
catalyst of minority inclusion within the context of the Peninsular Florida District of the 
Assemblies of God. One such event in the realm of minority inclusion came about in 2016 at the 
district level. The youth ministries director, an Anglo, resigned to accept a pastorate. Two 
candidates emerged to replace him. One was an Anglo and one a Hispanic. The Hispanic was 
appointed that May at the annual district council. The process took less than five months. 
Compared to the three years required to form and institute the District Black Fellowship, the 
appointment of the first minority district ministry leader was quick and without complication. 
Peninsular Florida had evolved from a traditional Southern all-White Pentecostal organization 
somewhat resistant to minorities into a district which appointed a minority with hardly a second 
thought.  
 In the article, “Management learning at the speed of life,” Fahri Karakas, Alperen 
Manisaligil, and Emine Sarigollu report on their research examining the learning of leaders at the 
speed of real time. They show that learning while events are happening opens doors for 
immediate and lasting change.409 Peninsular Florida accomplished that between 2000 and 2016. 
Its leaders, ministers, and people observed the benefit generated by the Black Fellowship and 
became more open to creating new opportunities for minorities to participate in leadership. 
Together, the people of the district learned, created, and codified openness to minorities.  
 Karakas, Manisaligil, and Sarigollu in their specific context focused on millennials, 
hypothesizing ways to create space for them to develop and enter leadership roles in international 
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business. Nevertheless, the lessons learned therein easily apply to the church. Interestingly, when 
the sectional youth ministries representatives—a group consisting of primarily younger 
ministers—were questioned about their response to the fact that a minority had been named the 
leader of a district-level department for the first time in history, they mostly considered it a non-
event. Their only surprise seemed to be that the senior executives of the district considered it 
important. That discovery holds important messages for current, established leaders. The rising 
generation of leaders, at least in Florida, has already settled the issue of minorities being 
qualified for ministry and leadership. They have no reservation about accepting minorities as 
leaders. 
 
Inclusion of Minorities at the District and National Level of the Assemblies of God  
 According to the 2014 Religious Landscape Study, the Assemblies of God has become 
one of the nation’s most ethnically diverse major Christian denominations.410 Recent statistics 
reported from the General Council reveal African Americans to be the fastest growing major 
racial group in the AG.411 Many factors are responsible for this decades-long growth process, but 
quite possibly the most consequential was the formation of the Inner-City Workers Conference 
(ICWC) in 1980 and its reorganization into the National Black Fellowship in 1998. The event 
itself included in attendance the Assemblies of God General Superintendent, Thomas F. 
Zimmerman, and the National Director of Home Missions, T. E. Gannon. The presence and 
participation of Zimmerman and Gannon evidenced the support of the General Council.    
 
410 Derrick R. Rosenior, “History of the National Black Fellowship of the Assemblies of God,” Assemblies 
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 Additional events at the national level continued to propel the denomination forward in 
regard to racial equality in the realm of leadership. In that regard, 2015 proved to provide 
significant advancement for African Americans in the Assemblies of God. After much 
discussion, work, and planning, then General Superintendent George O. Wood guided the 
General Council to create a seat on its Executive Presbytery dedicated specifically for an African 
American. The motion prevailed during the business session of the General Council and, 
recognizing the importance of the historic moment, delegates and attendees responded with 
lengthy applause and a standing ovation.412  
 The first presidents of the ICWC and NBF were, and are, men of God and outstanding 
leaders, justifying their inclusion at the highest levels of governance in the Assemblies of God. 
Spencer Jones, Ed Peecher, Zollie Smith, Malcolm Burleigh, and Michael Nelson are pioneers—
leaders of the fellowship that would become the third largest in the Assemblies of God. 
Demographically speaking, only whites and Hispanics outnumber Black individuals within the 
denomination. It is notable that, as of 2020, African Americans are now the fastest growing 
minority group in the Assemblies of God. Overcoming racial stigma, social prejudice, and 
religious apathy, they have become a moving force in the denomination. “Their vision to bring 
the gospel to Black Americans led not only to significant numerical growth of blacks in the AG, 
but also to better inclusion of blacks in leadership in the AG.”413 
Prior to May 2016, at the district level, specifically the Peninsular Florida District 
Council of the Assemblies of God, there had never been a minority departmental ministry leader. 
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That changed when Al Force accepted a pastorate in Jacksonville and resigned as district youth 
director. 
 The process for selecting a new district youth director produced two candidates. Both 
held positions as youth pastors at large and significant churches. Both led large local youth 
ministries and, in addition, were executives in the district youth ministry. Both were qualified 
and excellent candidates. One was an Anglo. One was Hispanic.   
 The Hispanic was presented to the Presbytery and District Council as the nominee for the 
position. He was unanimously approved at the council in May of 2016. The first significant 
change was an instant increase in minority teens and young adults applying for PFDC youth 
camps as campers and counselors, program leaders, and camp assistants. His report to the 
Presbytery in October of 2016 documented that total registration increased that summer and has, 
in the view of counselors and camp staff, continued to increase every summer since.414  
 The next noticeable change came in the form of an increase in young Hispanics attending 
District Council. Registration records from 2017 and 2018 for the annual council, the most 
important administrative meeting of the year, showed more young minority ministers and church 
staff members participating in the Council than before he was named a district official.415 When 
young Hispanics in attendance were asked if his appointment made a difference in their 
participation at the council, the most frequent answer was that his presence on the platform 
during the event made them feel incorporated into the structure of the district. To see a young 
Hispanic leading council events provided them an identity as ministers. Further, it gave them 
hope that they may be considered for similar leadership positions in the future.  
 
414 Statistics from the unpublished report to PFDC Presbytery, October 22, 2018.  
415 Report to PFDC Presbytery, October 22, 2018.  
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 The third indication of success came with the increase of Hispanics at the annual district 
youth convention. The event had always been open to all youth and young adults in the district 
but had been considered a “mostly White” party. African Americans and Hispanics attended but 
not in large numbers. According to registration records for the youth convention in 2016 the 
minority numbers grew. They increased significantly in 2017. Again, the affirmation seemed to 
be identifying with a minority in leadership. The most common response to questions on the 
subject was: “seeing someone like me leading the convention made me feel important. It gave 
me pride to see ‘one of us’ up front.”416  
 After the convention in 2018, The District Hispanic Youth Ministries Director was 
interviewed. He had been in office for nineteen months and had a good feel for the transition.  
 He reported he knew his appointment was a milestone for the district. On Sundays, 
pastors usually introduced him as “the first Hispanic in history” to lead Peninsular Florida 
Youth. The majority of churches celebrated his ethnicity. He also felt accepted by senior pastors. 
Many scheduled him to speak at their church services because they wanted their people to see 
him as a legitimate leader.  
  He commented on the process that led to his appointment, especially since an Anglo had 
been a “finalist” but not selected. Though many youth pastors had supported the White 
candidate, no one had opposed his selection on the basis of qualification, legitimacy, or race, to 
his knowledge. “Actually,” he said, “I expected the racial thing to be a factor, but it has 
absolutely not come up in my presence or in any conversations I have heard about.”417 More 
importantly, he was confident of the support of the senior district leadership and of the sectional 
youth representatives.  
 
416 Report to PFDC Presbytery, October 22, 2018. 
417 Hispanic district youth leader interviewed by author, Lakeland, Florida, October 23, 2018.  
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 His observation needed verification. In November and December of 2018, a 
questionnaire was mailed to each of the seventeen youth representatives and two remaining 
youth department executives. They were asked:  
 1. What is your opinion about a Hispanic being named to lead the district youth ministries 
of Peninsular Florida? 
 2. Is it significant that a minority has been named to lead this ministry? Why? 
 3. Do you see any difference in the operation of PFYouth now than in the past? 
 4. Have you or any youth leaders, youth pastors, or teens in your section expressed an 
opinion concerning the placement or performance of a Hispanic DYD? Positive? Negative?  
 5. What is your assessment of the present job performance of the Hispanic youth leader 
and how do you think it affects the future of youth ministry in Peninsular Florida?  
 Six sectional reps and the two youth executives responded in writing to the interview 
questionnaire.   
 Typical answers to the first question were straight forward and positive. “Not sure I have 
ever thought about it until you asked. So, I guess it doesn’t have any weight.”418 “I believe it 
shows growth and advancement in our Fellowship.”419 “In my opinion his ethnicity never really 
mattered.” A minority youth pastor summed it up best: “I am happy that our district does not 
look at ethnicity in regard to leadership positions. It does show progress in where the future of 
our movement in Pen Florida is going…to find the best fit, not the best look.”420  
 Answers to the second question were equally important. “I believe there is value in 
multicultural leadership reflecting the community we are trying to reach. I do believe the 
 
418 E-mail message to author, name of interviewee withheld by mutual agreement, October 25, 2018.  
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420 E-mail message to author, February 20, 2018.  
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younger generation does not see that as much as an older generation might.”421 “With the 
growing number of minorities in our Fellowship, it becomes significant for them to see someone 
that looks like them. They feel represented.”422 “I believe it is significant. Since our district has a 
high percentage of Hispanic students, it is great for them to see a leader that looks like them—
one they can personally know.”423 “It is very significant. Pastors, youth pastors, and students 
need to know we value their leadership based on their skills, not their background or 
ethnicity.”424  
 Answers to the third question revealed observations of differing leadership styles but 
none linked to ethnicity or social background. “There are differences, but it is individual 
personality, not culture.”425 Five of the six reps cited an openness to the moving of the Holy 
Spirit in camps and conventions under the Hispanic director. They had no reference to the 
Minority question. They were only interested in a renewal of Pentecostal worship, preaching, 
teaching, and services. They felt the Hispanic’s ethnicity was mostly irrelevant to that question.  
 The fourth question was almost a moot point. None of the sectional reps reported any 
issues, or even discussions, concerning ethnicity. The most typical response was: “I believe it is a 
non-issue.”426  
 Many of the youth reps did not connect question number five with multicultural factors. 
In essence, they were blind to possibilities of job performance being tied to culture and ethnicity. 
“I think our current leadership has greatly impacted our district with a much more family and 
community minded approach.”427 “The sensitivity to the Holy Spirit will be the biggest impact 
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on the future of youth ministries in Peninsular.” “His intentional teaching and preaching on the 
Holy Spirit has changed the landscape of our camps and conferences.”428 “I think he is doing an 
excellent job as DYD calling our students to a deeper and deeper union with the Holy Spirit.”429 
The reps placed much greater emphasis on the Pentecostal experience than on administration, 
programming, or ethnicity. 
 
Summary 
All three levels of the Assemblies of God appear to be making meaningful progress in including 
minorities in leadership structures.  
 The national General Council has elected two senior ministry leaders. Both Zollie Smith 
and Malcolm Burleigh were elected by the General Council in session to lead the AG ministry to 
the United States. In addition, the executive leaders of the General Council took an 
unprecedented step in appointing a Hispanic to be general treasurer. Wilfredo “Choco” De Jesus 
was a functional choice to overcome a crisis at the Orlando Council in 2018. However, in the 
cases of election, the national leadership of the Assemblies of God recognized the ability of the 
African American candidates, publicly supported their nominations, and celebrated their 
elections. In all three cases, the inclusion of minorities was an intentional choice by those leaders 
followed by approval from the ministers and delegates expressed through their votes.  
 Again, the emerging template for intentional inclusion of minorities in Pentecostal 
leadership was becoming more obvious and valuable. Doug Clay, the new General 
Superintendent of the General Council of the Assemblies of God recognized the need for quick 
action and stepped forward to use a minority to meet that need and solve a dilemma. The 
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Executive Presbytery had served as a supporting team to help Superintendent Clay facilitate the 
placing of de Jesus. A strategy of reviewing the previous election and accepting the candidate 
with the next highest vote count, even though he was a minority, reconciled the tension and 
uncertainty. The action was recorded in the minutes of the event of the General Council and any 
possible further questions ended.  
 On the state level, the Peninsular Florida District Council observed and identified a need 
and embraced the ideas that qualified, anointed, able, minority members of its clergy would be 
best suited to answer that need. The Executive Committee and Presbytery made a conscience 
decision to establish a minority fellowship and endow it with power through a seat on the 
Presbytery. The district further diversified by appointing a minority to lead one of its most 
visible and energizing ministries. Naming a Hispanic district youth director made the statement 
that the cultural door was closed on a prejudiced past and a better door had opened to a 
multicultural future.  
 The churches of the Peninsular Florida District also participated. The innovative White 
pastor in Fort Myers was one of few pastors who included minorities in leadership in 2000. His 
example and enthusiasm, coupled with the success of the minority-led ministries in Fort Myers, 
paved a route many pastors and congregations followed. The interviews with smaller, medium 
sized, and larger congregations, showed similar increase in the addition of minorities to staff 
leadership positions. That follows current trends in the United States. “The United States is more 
religiously diverse than it was even in 1972.”430 That research also demonstrated the significant 
trend that “Americans also appreciate religious diversity more than they once did.”431 In the 
interviews conducted for this research, that appreciation was noticeable at the level of the lead 
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pastors, the staff members, and the congregations. Not one interviewee reported significant 
resistance from rank-and-file congregants to the addition of minorities to the church leadership 
ranks. Such acceptance might have been expected from younger church attenders but was more 
encouraging when evidenced by older individuals.  
 An additional, and critical, discovery found within the research contained herein is that in 
each case, the interviewed respondents interpreted the increase in inclusion of minorities in their 
church leadership teams as a sign of the work of the Holy Spirit. While many of those 
interviewed mentioned social and cultural elements in the process, and some administrative 
necessities, their primary observation was that the Spirit was leading in the work of presenting 
the gospel to their communities. Pentecostal historian and researcher, Cecil M. Robeck, seems 
encouraged by such observations. “Is it not possible for the Church as a whole to anticipate 
something new from the Holy Spirit that has hitherto eluded us?”432 
 
Intentional Inclusion  
 It is the opinion of this researcher, based on the numerous interviews conducted and the 
resources studied herein, that minority inclusion within the context of ministerial leadership is a 
critical part of the mission of Christ. The Scripture is supportive of this understanding, as the 
pages of our sacred religious text narrate a gospel that is spread by men and women of all races, 
tribes, and tongues. This understanding is supported by Matthew 28:18-20 where Jesus includes 
all nations in his plan for discipleship. Further, Acts 10 and 11 quite profoundly paint the portrait 
of an early church whose leadership is not bound by one particular race. As such, all converts 
should have an opportunity to participate, lead, and minister.   
 
432 Cecil M. Robeck, Jr., “Can We Imagine an Ecumenical Future Together? A Pentecostal Perspective,” 
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 The gospel of Jesus Christ provides a rallying cry that is not racially exclusive. Blacks, 
Hispanics, Asians, Anglos—all races—gather at the foot of the cross. It is a unity that overcomes 
the barriers of ethnicity.433 This unity provides grounds for understanding one another through 
shared, spiritual experiences. Spirit baptism, minority and cultural identity, and the inclusionary 
nature of the Christian gospel provide the opportunity of inclusivity to a degree that is not 
offered elsewhere.434  
The importance of representing the biblical approach of a gospel that is not bound by 
racial barriers is critical where Pentecostal leadership is concerned. Christian leadership must 
always mirror and emphasize the mission of Christ. Amos Yong describes the experience of 
salvation and baptism as interconnected and inseparable with culture. He presents the many 
tongues at Pentecost as proof of the inclusion of many cultures. The symbol of the “many 
tongues of Pentecost” does not only apply in a linguistic sense, but also consequently and 
unavoidably in a cultural sense.”435   
 The research presented in this chapter is a beacon of hope toward a unified culture of 
Pentecostal leadership and ministry. Jesus’ prayer in John 17:21436 strongly suggests the critical 
nature of unity among Christians. Such unity and community have, unfortunately, been 
uncommon throughout the majority of Pentecostal history. However, there seems to be a shift 
occurring, moving the tradition toward a reality of inclusion. Established leaders are recognizing 
that minority inclusion, in a biblical sense, is more than simply a suggestion, it is a command. 
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The beautiful reality is that as they have come to this sobering realization, they have been met by 
their minority brothers and sisters with open arms.  
 As the locomotive of inclusivity charges forward, the template moves from static 
immobility toward active progress. Strong leaders are seeing the need—and recognizing the 
value—of including minority ministers in Pentecostal leadership. Purposeful, strategic steps are 
being taken in order to ensure the inclusivity of minority leaders, and then subsequently 
cemented within new governing policies and organizational bylaws.  
 The findings discovered by seeking that truth throughout this research promise an 
exciting and fulfilling future for the Pentecostal tradition. The narrative of its potential promises 







It takes both the discomfort of a bad present and the positive draw toward an improved future to 
produce substantive change.437 
 Classic Pentecostal fellowships and denominations lived in a comfortable culture of 
racial and social segregation for more than one hundred years. The research of this project 
discovered a comfort level within those groups that should have been challenged by the inclusive 
nature of Scripture. However, most authorities in those fellowships failed to respond until 
outside social progress around them, coupled with pressure from within, forced them to make a 
change. That change, the guiding principle of this project, is the intentional inclusion of 
minorities in Pentecostal leadership.  
 
Intentional Inclusion   
As was mentioned in chapter four, the Scripture gives numerous theological reasons regarding 
the importance of an ethnically diverse ministry. One of the very first uses of the spiritual gifts 
provided with the outpouring of the Holy Spirit on the day of Pentecost was to enable the 
disciples to preach the gospel in a way in which all could hear the good news of Jesus. This 
presents a profound message for believers: neither the procuring of a position of Christian 
leadership, participating in ministry, or communing with the body of believers should not be 
dictated by race. The inclusion of all believers—not segregated by the constraints of racial 
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exclusivity—follows Jesus’ instructions and is line with the Spirit’s methodology evidenced on 
the Day of Pentecost. Simply put, it was and is God’s will for all people to hear the Good News, 
accept Jesus Christ as Savior, and join the work to advance the gospel and the kingdom of God. 
If all people are eligible to accept Christ and participate in the Christian experience, they should 
be permitted to lead. Further, following Jesus’ instructions and the Holy Spirit’s guidance 
extends the Acts of the Apostles into our generation. 
 
An Inclusive Model  
Racial conflict can be traced to Genesis, according to numerous theologians, historians, and 
social behaviorists. The fact that racial conflict covers most of the recorded history of man, and 
continues to this day, is important to realize. Therefore, if America is to move beyond Dr. Martin 
Luther King Jr.’s belief that the 11 o’clock hour on Sunday is the most segregated hour in the 
week, it must transcend the idea or “problem of race.”438 
 Based on the findings of this study, it is apparent that many churches in American are 
starting to get the message and believe they can become multiracial in the pew and pulpit. 
Significantly, the fundamentals of Pentecostalism are at the core of their confidence. “It is useful 
to explore the role of an evangelistic orientation in the development of evangelical multiracial 
churches. The desire to win converts empowers church members to overcome the social norms 
of racial segregation.”439 In order for that to take place to the fullest extent, however, several 
factors are needed.  
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In establishing a multicultural ministry, an inclusive leader is of paramount importance. The 
inclusive leader sees the need to create paths toward leadership opportunities for minorities. In 
doing so, he or she seeks to gain the trust of those outside of their own race. Without the 
establishment of trust in the current leadership, minority candidates for leadership positions will 
have little reason to risk their ministries and futures on the opportunities before them. The 
inclusive leader models this truth to their team, considering the wisdom of Hebrews 13:7-8: 
“Remember your leaders, who spoke the word of God to you. Consider the outcome of their way 
of life and imitate their faith. Jesus Christ is the same yesterday and today and forever.”440 
When an established Pentecostal leader moves a church forward in racial inclusivity, 
opening the door for minorities to enter meaningful partnerships in ministry, the benefits abound. 
The establishment of measurable and inclusive goals, using everyone qualified to lead a 
congregation forward, propels the vision and mission of the gospel.441 Research has shown that 
pastors are most effective in ministry when intentional effort is made to reach all in their 
immediate neighborhoods—regardless of race—promoting an interracial portrait of God’s love 
for his people.442  
 The intentional leader represents the genesis for including minorities in Pentecostal 
leadership. Without a leader, a team cannot function effectively. Without a leader, there is no 
strategy and no success. As such, without a leader with a vision for inclusivity, it is unlikely for a 
ministerial organization to experience lasting inclusive changes.   
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An Inclusive Team 
Throughout this study, visionary leaders are observed making visionary changes and strides 
toward racial inclusivity with the assistance of visionary teams. President John Kennedy used the 
United States Congress to advance his desegregation agenda in the south. Superintendents 
Thomas Zimmerman and Thomas Trask used the Executive Presbytery to lead the Assemblies of 
God toward including minority pastors and churches in the Fellowship. Spencer Jones, Zollie 
Smith, and Malcolm Burleigh used the Inner-City Workers Conference and the National Black 
Fellowship to gain visibility in the General and District Councils of the Assemblies of God. 
Malcolm Burleigh, the executives, and the Presbytery of the Peninsular Florida District Council 
worked together to establish the Peninsular Florida Black Fellowship and seat its president on the 
District Presbytery. These examples illustrate the understanding that a leader without a 
supporting team is likely doomed to fail. 
 Philosophers and theologians have long contemplated what it means to be authentic. The 
traditional view has been that authenticity occurs when an individual knows themselves and acts 
according to their true nature.443 “Put another way, authenticity must be measured against a 
standard that is external to the individual.”444 Without a team there can be no leader. Without 
culture there can be no ethnicity. Without inclusion there can be no progress.  
 A team can be gathered from the most unlikely sources, but the members must be of like 
mind and heart with the visionary leader, committed to the cause, and loyal to the task. A major 
function of all leadership is to identify and train rising leaders. Observing the individuals God is 
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calling and developing for leadership is critically important in selecting, advising, and mentoring 
emerging leaders.445 It is in and through teams comprised thusly that the ability to identify and 
select qualified minority leaders is realized.  
 
An Inclusive Strategy 
“A manifesto is a public declaration of intent.”446 Without a valuable goal, there is little 
motivation to sacrifice, make intentional effort, and sustain a costly commitment over a long 
period of time. Without goals there is no measure of progress or failure and, therefore, no 
celebration of wins and no cautionary measures to be taken as a result of losses. “Designing a 
statement of objectives enables us to appreciate the whole picture of ministry in which the parts 
are set.”447 That is the next step in establishing and promoting the vision of a multicultural 
ministry.  
 Bestselling author and corporate consultant Patrick Lencioni said, “An organization’s 
strategy is nothing more than the collection of intentional decisions a company makes to give 
itself the best chance to thrive.”448 Solomon simplified the instruction: “Make plans by seeking 
advice.”449 
 If the strategy of a ministerial organization is simply to include minorities in leadership 
because it is contemporary in popular church culture, success for what they consider their vision 
may be achieved by the simple addition of a minority employee. However, success on those 
terms is likely to carry little true meaning, with the results lacking productive, long lasting 
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progress. Conversely, if a strategy toward minority inclusion is implemented as a result of a 
desire for the ministry to become more relevant to its surrounding community and increase the 
attendance and conversion of locals, the vision will often lead to new converts, new members, 
and an increase in church attendance. It is evidenced throughout the studies presented in this 
research that changes made thusly most often lead to permanent advancement for the church and 
the gospel proclaimed more effectively within the community.  
 The success of the latter initiative is the product of an inclusive strategy that accurately 
and honestly addresses the needs of the ministry and community. In his iconic book, Leading 
Change, John Kotter says it is significantly difficult for organizations to abandon historical 
biases in order to develop new strategies and assess feasible tactics to accomplish new goals in a 
rapidly changing market or environment.450 When previous historical biases are incorporated into 
theological doctrine it is, quite often, much more difficult to change. In that regard, the progress 
of the Assemblies of God is notable in that the denomination has progressed from essentially 
refusing to credential minority individuals in 1939 to actively working to seat them on its highest 
governing body in 2007.  
 The goal of transforming the traditionally White, exclusive, Pentecostal organization into 
an inclusive, multiracial and multicultural force for God has always been, and continues to be, to 
reach the entirety of society with the gospel message. This strategy requires the partnership of 
leaders from all communities and ethnicities represented therein.451 Requisites for that strategy 
demand the identification of those most harmed by racial discrimination, inclusion of those 
harmed in the dialogue for reconciliation, and meaningful action toward genuine 
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Thinking back through the pages of history, the actions of the few often dictate the future of the 
masses. This is true in the case of the founding fathers of the United States. If that now famous 
group of grumbling businessmen and visionary leaders in the mid-1770s had left their 
discussions in the pubs and taverns of Boston, New York, and Philadelphia, following 
generations would never know the gravity of their hopes or of their dreams of liberation. They 
wrote those sacred intentions into the documents of their reutionary governance strategy and 
published them for all to read and follow. Those dreams for a brighter future would be cemented 
forever in the Declaration of Independence. One of the document’s most profound and famous 
statements reads, “We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that 
they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights, and among these are life, 
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.”453 Before their thoughts were recorded, they were just that: 
thoughts. It was the written establishment of their beliefs that gave power to their thoughts, 
transforming them from simple ideas to the direction of an entire nation.  
 The importance of the preservation of ideas and thoughts cannot be overstated. John 
21:25 provides a sobering narration to this understanding: “Jesus did many other things as well. 
If every one of them were written down, I suppose that even the whole world would not have 
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room for the books that would be written.”454 What were those other things? We do not know. 
They were not written down and, as such, they have been lost in the sands of time.    
 There has been speculation among scholars and teachers that the most taught and studied 
text from Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. is his Letter from a Birmingham Jail, because it was not a 
speech but a written document.455 Changes must be preserved through documentation in the 
governance statements of the organizations they alter. If the adaptations are not written down, 
they may disappear entirely with the memories of the last survivors of the campaigns, leaving the 
hard-fought battles of one generation to be addressed time and time again as generations of 
individuals move further and further away from the victories won by their predecessors.  
 Dr. Alan Ehler, Dean of the Barnett College of Ministry and Theology at Southeastern 
University, writes that a successful plan, project, or decision, should “start at the end.”456 This 
provides individuals with the ability to ponder how it becomes possible and how it can stay on 
track. He writes, “Begin your planning process by writing down everything you can think of that 
should be in place for enacting your decision.”457 Keeping a record of thoughts is crucial. 
Including those written records in the process assures consistent direction and performance. 
“When dealing with a larger group, a written plan is likely needed so everyone understands their 
part.”458 
 The leadership of the Peninsular Florida District of the Assemblies of God were 
confident that the Black Fellowship would not be preserved beyond the current generation if not 
embedded into the bylaws of the district. When the PFBF was deemed to be equal to a section 
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and its president named a Presbyter, its survival became much more secure. After twenty years, 
there is now no question as to its survivability. 
 At present in the Peninsular Florida District, minorities have increased opportunities to be 
evangelists, pastors, missionaries, sectional and district officials, local church staff members, and 
leaders at all levels. The bylaws now reflect that understanding, protecting those opportunities 
and securing them for generations to come. Transformation provided the initial hope for the 
future and posed the question: “What needs to happen to reduce the chance of people being 
harmed again?”459 What needed to happen was the protection and preservation of the progress 
until equality and opportunity became as normal for minorities as the previous standard of racism 
was against them.  
As a young man, Congressman John Lewis marched alongside Dr. Martin Luther King, 
Jr. on March 7, 1965, across the Edmund Pettus Bridge in Selma, Alabama. At the far end of the 
bridge, police officers and State Troopers halted the march and descended upon the marchers on 
mounted on horses, with teargas and batons. After suffering a fractured skull that day, John 
Lewis rose to become one of the significant leaders of the modern Civil Rights movement. He 
served Georgia’s 5th congressional district in the House of Representatives from 1987 until his 
death in July of 2020. The final words of his book, Across That Bridge: A Vision for Change and 
the Future of America, illustrate an important point: “Thank you to all those in the struggle who 
made a difference that enriched our past and those who will make a difference in years, ages, and 
eras to come.”460 His salute to the past is appropriate, but his focus on the future provides a 
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prophetic plea for the work of minority and racial reconciliation and inclusion to press forward 
until it becomes a permanent societal structure.    
 
An Unexpected Encouragement 
In many ways, the rising generation has already solved the problem of minority inclusion. They 
are moving toward implementing comprehensive involvement for all races and both genders in 
their world. 
 The first clue pointing toward the truth of the aforementioned statement, in the context of 
this paper and the Peninsular Florida District of the Assemblies of God, is the diversity of the 
seventeen sectional reps and four executive committee members interviewed herein. That group 
is comprised forty percent of minority individuals, including two female ministers. Comments 
expressed to them about the hopeful and inspiring fact of that composition brought vacant stares 
and dismissive shrugs. Not only did they not notice the inclusive and diverse composition of 
their group, but they genuinely did not care to notice. A Hispanic and long-time youth ministries 
representative who recently moved from the position of executive pastor to lead pastor in an 
urban AG congregation in Bradenton, Florida, said, “I am happy that our district does not look at 
ethnicity in regard to leadership positions. It does show progress in where the future of our 
movement in Pen Florida is going.”461   
 This discovery confirms the research of Yolanda Pantou of the University of Pretoria, 
South Africa, pertaining to millennials. She states, “Issues of segregation and discrimination 
such as racism, classism, elitism, and gender bias are seen by them as a thing of the past.”462 She 
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views this shift as positive in general but recommends it serve as cautionary to the Church. The 
millennial generation expects progressive action from churches, “otherwise the ecumenical 
movement will be seen as stuck in the churches’ old ways of segregating people.”463 
 The youth representatives interviewed in Peninsular Florida for this project express 
similar responses. When asked if the inclusion of minorities should be permanent, not just a 
trend, a Millennial Anglo pastor of a local congregation said, “It is very significant. Pastors, 
youth pastors, and students need to know we value their leadership based on their skills, not their 
background or ethnicity.”464  
 Looking to the future, those representatives reported viewing growth as a direct 
connection to inclusiveness for all cultures and ethnicities. The Millennial pastor commented in 
that regard, “With the growing number of minorities in our Fellowship, it becomes significant for 
them to see someone who looks like them…Giving everyone a chance is our path to the 
future.”465  
 Jaco Hamman of Vanderbilt University sees an opportunity for the church. As 
generations age and rise, constructs of history, culture, tradition, education, church, and polity 
are devalued and sometimes deconstructed. Then, out of need, a reconstruction of community, 
spirituality, ritual, meaning, and purpose begins. It in and through this reconstruction that 
Hamman recognizes an opportunity for the church. In the “concomitant reconstruction…pastoral 
theology and the church can discover an exciting conversation partner in the millennial 
generation.”466   
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 The interviews conducted for this project and sources considered herein reveal two 
promising, foundational convictions of millennials. Professors Richard Water and Denise Bortree 
report in that regard that millennials want their religious leaders to be responsive to their 
concerns. In addition, they want an environment that cares for them and others. This desire is 
extended to helping others accomplish legitimate goals.467 Similarly, the youth representatives 
for the Peninsular Florida District of the Assemblies of God expressed the desire to have their 
concerns and ideas heard with genuine interest and respect. Their vision is for an inclusive 
church culture. Waters and Bortree stated, “The key to increasing Millennials’ involvement with 
organized religion is to increase their feeling of trust and satisfaction.”468  
 The enemy of inclusion is conflict. Such represents a threat to the relationship between 
millennials and the church.469 The prominence of this understanding made headlines during the 
summer of 2020 with the killing of George Floyd. The circumstances surrounding his death are 
illustrative of the millennials’ fears and suspicions toward organized religion and pose a 
significant issue for consideration.470 Millennials may have an answer in that regard. Though it is 
understood by many that the responsibility to improve societally is universal, action toward that 
end can be accomplished only by local and personal means. This discovery, as it pertains to the 
attitude of millennials toward the church, is confirmed in the research of Waters and Bortree. 
Their research reveals that only trust is demanded by the millennials.471 Put simply, millennials 
are willing to work and struggle and cooperate as long as they believe their leaders and 
institutions are committed to their best interests.  
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  Millennials are already acting inclusively. It is likely this behavior will continue into the 
future where they are concerned. Cecil M. Robeck foresaw such progress in the ecumenical 
realm, citing the work of the Spirit, its presence, authority, and manifestations as a unifying 
factor. Robeck writes, “This places the expectations of people like Charles F. Parham, W.F. 
Carothers, and William J. Seymour, in a new light. Perhaps this Pentecostal/charismatic form of 
spirituality will ultimately provide the way forward in the ecumenical arena.” 
 Dr. Derrick R. Rosenior, an African American historian, researcher, and professor, 
recognizes the same possibility. He agrees with Walter Harvey, President of the Assemblies of 
God National Black Fellowship, that the continuing work of the NBF has the potential to provide 
hope, transforming communities by developing and deploying African Americans, planting and 
revitalizing churches, advancing biblical justice, and restoring families. That kind of inclusion 
and cooperation serves to renew not only Black communities, but also the Assemblies of God.472 
 American society and the church are presently presented with an historic opportunity. 
The rising generation of millennials seems committed to including minorities at all levels of their 
culture.473 This also poses a current dilemma. The danger at present is that the individuals 
passionately desiring the necessary changes are not always willing to wait until they come into 
positions of leadership and power in order to promote the change they desire so dearly. While 
this in and of itself is not a problem, the actions taken by some in that regard have reached 
extreme measures in certain circumstances, resulting in violent ends. The desire is for permanent 
 
472 Derrick R. Rosenior, “History of the National Black Fellowship of the Assemblies of God,” Assemblies 
of God Heritage s. 39 and 40. (2020): 14.  
473 Ruth Milkman, “A New Political Generation: Millennials and the Post-2008 Wave of Protest” American 
Sociological Review 82, no. 1 (2017): 25-26.  
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improvement and “policies that address the immediate suffering of Black people” and demand 
“major, systemic change.”474 
 
An Interruption in Inclusion 
 The aforementioned progression toward racial equality and inclusion provides much 
encouragement and hope for the future of Christianity. On the other side of the spectrum, 
however, lies the discouraging and devastating events of racial discord that took place in the 
summer of 2020, more specifically the killing of George Floyd. Millennials have made progress 
in minority inclusion. The established generation of leaders, on the other hand, may not have 
done as well as first thought.  
 The initial stages of the research for this project produced promising findings. Pentecostal 
organizations seemed more open to, and accepting of, minorities joining their ranks, obtaining 
ministerial credentials, and being included in leadership. America had made significant strides 
toward the improvement of opportunities for minorities in society, government, the military, 
education, and the church. Racial violence had decreased. Career opportunities and salaries for 
minorities had increased. It seemed the United States had resolved its racial differences and 
entered a new era of minority parity. “These sentiments were crystalized by the 2008 presidential 
election of Barack Obama, the nation’s first Black president. For many, Obama’s presidency 
represented the pinnacle of racial progress and definitive proof that the United States was beyond 
issues of race.”475 
 
474 Milkman, “A New Political Generation.” 25.  
475 Celeste Nichole Lee and Mark Hopson, “Disrupting Postracial Discourse: Black Millennials’ Response 
to Postracial Ideology and the Continued Impact of Racial Microaggressions on College Campuses,” Southern 
Communication Journal 84, no. 2 (2019): 127.  
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 The research findings pointed almost exclusively toward the improvement of race 
relations. And then George Floyd died beneath the knee of a White policeman. He was Black, a 
father and athlete, and former hip-hop artist. He died face-down in a street in Minneapolis 
begging for help, saying he could not breathe, while the policeman on top of him seemed to 
casually look around the area guarded by three additional officers. The event was videoed on the 
smartphone of a bystander, posted on a social media platform, and went viral around the 
world.476 Within days, according to reporter Derrick Bryson Taylor of the New York Times (July 
10, 2020) violent and destructive protests had occurred in 140 cities across the United States.477 
 The pervasiveness of the reaction to the tragedy was exemplified by the fact that a 
medical journal would consider the event a threat to the health of minority children in America. 
Previously, in 2019, following a speech at their annual conference, pediatricians founded an 
action group called PART: Pediatricians Against Racism and Trauma.478  The reaction of the 
American people revealed remaining and intense racial stress that had been lying dormant below 
the surface of American society.  
 Two revelations—beacons of light in the midst of darkness—based on the reporting of 
the incident provide reason for hope. The first concerns protests, violent and nonviolent. 
“Research on nonviolent resistance movements and protests are broadly showing their positive 
impacts in supporting the achievement of peace and inclusive democracy.”479 The research 
showed that “sustained, peaceful transitions were more likely where nonviolent strategies were 
 
476 Benard P. Dreyer, Maria Trent, Ashaunta T. Anderson et al. “The Death of George Floyd: Bending the 
Arc of History Towards Justice for Generations of Children,” Pediatrics: Official Journal of the American Academy 
of Pediatrics 146, no. 3 (2020): 1.  
477 Derrick Bryson Taylor, “George Floyd Protests: A Timeline,” The New York Times, July 10, 2020, 
Accessed November 10, 2020, https://www.nytimes.com/article/george-floyd-protests-timeline.html.  
478 Dreyer et al., “The Death of George Floyd.”  
479 Erin McCandless and Judith McKay, “George Floyd: The Eyes of the World Are Watching Now,” 
College of Arts, Humanities, and Social Sciences, NOVA Southeastern University, Faculty Articles 815 (June 8, 
2020): 1. 
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used.” The most encouraging finding is that nonviolent approaches to social and racial change 
are more likely to have “high levels of diverse participation” leading to “more inclusive 
institutions while catering to the rights of minorities and promoting human rights.”480 
 In Minneapolis, North Central University, a Pentecostal school, serves as an example of 
these findings. Located in downtown Minneapolis, the Assemblies of God school, with an 
overwhelming White majority populace, seemed an unlikely institution to offer an inclusive 
racial and minority response. However, after securing approval from the trustees, President Scott 
Hagan opened the auditorium of the university to be the location for George Floyd’s funeral. In a 
statement broadcast by television station KARE in Minneapolis, President Hagan explained that 
the chance of “a transformative moment for myself, personally, and a transformative moment for 
the nation” made hosting the funeral a significant and compelling opportunity.481 The Pentecostal 
university acted out of inclusion in the midst of a divisive moment at the epicenter of a racial 
tragedy.   
 “We all need to step up to take responsibility in righting historical wrongs—even in 
individual and everyday ways.”482 That is exactly what President Hagan did. He stepped up in a 
personal way to contribute to righting a historic wrong. The death of George Floyd revealed that 
the disastrous results of generations of injustice, racism, and prejudice still exist. The action of 
North Central University offered hope that those destructive racial and social forces might not 
remain forever.   
 
480 McCandless and McKay, “George Floyd.”  
481 Scott Hagan, interviewed by Steve Jefferson in “First Memorial Service for George Floyd in 
Minneapolis Thursday,” KARE, June 4, 2020, accessed November 2, 2020, 
https://www.kare11.com/article/news/local/george-floyd/preparations-for-celebrations-of-life-of-george-floyd-
underway/89-5e45c8e8-7734-4ecf-a306-5a937ee34d15.  
482 McCandless and McKay, “George Floyd.”  
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 The actions of NCU’s President Hagan illustrate the four main points of the formula for 
minority inclusion revealed by the research of this project: (1) A leader must see the need and 
take decisive and positive action. (2) The leader must use, or gather, a team to accomplish the 
work of inclusion. (3) It is necessary to develop a strategy that will guide the work to success. (4) 
It is imperative that the success and progress be codified in the governing documents to preserve 
it for the future.  
President Hagan recognized the need for reconciliation in the pressure and danger of the 
moment. He led the university to make the decision to open its auditorium for the Floyd funeral. 
He ensured the response of the university faculty, staff, and students was one of positivity and 
inclusion. His public statements and comments were recorded in news reports, live streams, 
printed articles, captured on video, and preserved for posterity.  
 Though the George Floyd episode only lasted a few months, it was a microcosm of 
generations of abuse and mistreatment of minorities, especially blacks, in America. As such, the 
acts of the offending law enforcement officers were interpreted as roles reminiscent of abusive 
authorities over many centuries. In like manner, the faith-filled, courageous, Christ-like, actions 
of President Hagan, and all involved on behalf of North Central University, clearly displayed a 
better hope for a future of equality, understanding, sensitivity, and inclusiveness. Though the 
events were brief, in terms of history, they were impactful in terms of possibilities. The hope of 




Including and Concluding 
The conclusion of this research suggests that strong leaders can inspire and motivate positive 
change in society and the church—and these efforts toward change are more effective when they 
include minorities in positions of leadership.  
Pastor Darrell Geddes leads Christ Church International and is executive secretary of the 
National Black Fellowship of the Assemblies of God. When the riots hit his community after the 
George Floyd tragedy, he organized other churches in the area and formed a coalition that 
distributed hundreds of boxes of food and ministered to more than 400 traumatized families. He 
stated, “We have quickly become a part of the solution to those who live in the areas devastated 
by rioting.”483 Leaders formed the National Black Fellowship. Now, the minority leaders of that 
Fellowship are providing able, visionary, and efficient, leadership for the Assemblies of God and 
Pentecost. 
 An instructive statement illustrates that point. A leader infuses vision and values into 
their team. Over time, the team understands those governance policies as a belief system, 
inclusive of all people in the church. That belief system produces change. In order to make the 
change powerful and permanent, traditional designs of bureaucracy are replaced by 
partnerships.484 The leader and team are most effective when they cease to function as 
bureaucracies and function in partnership with one another in the mission of the values and 
vision. “Churches that don’t pay attention to changing cultural norms stand in danger of being 
inhospitable, irrelevant, and fossilized in a time capsule that no longer connects with the present 
day.”485 
 
483 Darrell Geddes, “A Kairos Moment,” Influence, July-August 2020, 36.  
484 Norman Shawchuck and Roger Heuser, Managing the Congregation: Building Effective Systems to 
Serve People (Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press, 1996), 50-51.  
485 Sarah Shin, Beyond Color Blind. 188.  
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 The research presented herein suggests ways to stay connected and relevant to current 
culture in the church and the harvest field. Will Ceaser, 30-year-old nextgen pastor at Magnolia 
Springs Assembly of God in Hurley, Mississippi, and assistant director of youth ministries for 
the Mississippi District Council, states we must listen, talk, and live, racial reconciliation. “It’s in 
relationships that people begin to see all the things they have in common, rather than just the 
differences.”486 Pastor Will is biracial and has lived his life “in the middle” between being 
neither fully one race nor another. That unusual vantage point has given him hope rather than 
despair. He illustrates the research of this project by saying, “Now is the time for real leadership, 
strategy, and continued conversation. We are one generation away from abolishing racism.”487    
 We cannot wait for the next generation. The youth representatives interviewed for this 
research are proud that the Peninsular Florida District has chosen ability and talent over race and 
skin color. They expressed praise for their leaders for including minority individuals at the 
leadership level of the district. Those senior leaders dare not back down on progress. It is their 
responsibility to ensure that the successes of the hard-fought battles they have endured will 
continue.  
 The four simple steps of minority inclusion presented herein are not limited in 
effectiveness to the field of church ministry. They are applicable to corporations, the education 
system, and ministerial organizations alike. In light of recent events, this research is poised to 
propel the cause of racial inclusivity forward.  
 Henry Cloud’s necessary endings imply necessary beginnings. Speaking of life 
experience and work, he noted that progress comes as a result of before. When before ends, next 
 
486 Will Ceaser, “In the Middle,” Influence, July-August, 2020, 54-55.  
487 Will Ceaser, “In the Middle,” 55.  
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can begin. He writes, “Every time something ended, that ending led to the next thing that was 
what I needed and was looking for.”488 
 “When it is time to have the courage to take the next step, you have to do that and not be 
afraid.”489 The time for the next era of minority inclusion has come in the Pentecostal and 
Charismatic communities. We cannot return to exclusion or tokenism. The Reverend Doctor 
Martin Luther King, Jr.’s vision of his four little children one day living in a nation where they 
would not be judged by the color of their skin but by the content of their character, has come. 
The King children are now adults. The church and Pentecost have matured and included them in 
national and spiritual leadership. The journey toward racial inclusivity must continue onward.  
 
Afterword 
 The findings of this project are consistent. Minorities deserve equal opportunities to lead. 
Strong leaders are recognizing talented and anointed minority leaders and providing them 
opportunities for inclusion in the leadership ranks of Pentecostal churches and organizations. 
Supportive teams and official boards are agreeing and following the leaders guide by 
implementing their strategies. Advancement is being accomplished. Finally, that progress is 
being written into the laws, bylaws, and policies of the organizations involved. The result, as is 
evidenced throughout this research, is the intentional inclusion of minorities into Pentecostal 
leadership.  
 
488 Cloud, “Necessary Endings,” 228.  
489 Cloud, “Necessary Endings,” 230.  
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 “After this I looked, and there before me was a great multitude that no one could count, 
from every nation, tribe, people, and language, standing before the throne and before the 
Lamb.”490  
 
490 Rev. 7:9, NIV.  
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Interview Questions for Pastors 
The Intentional Inclusion of Minorities in Pentecostal Leadership  
 
(1) Where did your vision to include minorities in ministry leadership originate?  Needs of 
the congregation?  Needs of the community?  Personal vision?  Other reasons? 
(2) What was your original vision for use of minorities on your staff and leadership team?  
Specialized roles?  General ministry in the church?  Dedicated outreach to Minority 
communities?  Other reasons? 
(3) How did you seek candidates for your staff and team?  Where did you look for 
individuals?  How did you identify attractive candidates?  How did you select an 
individual?  How did you train/equip them?  How did you disciple/mentor them into your 
ministry philosophy?  How did you develop them on to your team?  Other comments? 
(4) When did you release them to lead?  Immediately?  After a process?  After ‘paying 
dues’? 
(5) When did you know they were a success in leadership at your Assembly?  
(6) What would you say to other pastors, ministry leaders, denominational leaders, about 
intentionally identifying, developing, and including minorities in Pentecostal leadership 






 Seventeen questionnaires were sent to the Peninsular Florida Youth Sectional 
Representatives in the spring of 2018. The following is comprised of the responses from those 
interviews in addition to the responses from another pastor and the District Executive Treasurer, 
interviewed following the Finance Committee meeting on October 15, 2018. Six sectional reps 
responded by email, approximately one third of the total, and two made personal comments to 
the researcher. The pastor and Treasurer both discussed their views personally with the 
researcher.  
 Most of the interviewees were surprised that the appointment was significant to senior 
PFDC leaders but not to youth leaders or the youth themselves, other than as an example or 
symbol of the district’s position on ethnicity. A female youth rep in the Zephyrhills area said: 
“To be honest I had no idea that the new District Youth Ministries Director was the first 
Hispanic to hold the position… I am glad to know that our district does not discriminate against 
ethnicities or gender…for a leadership position.” A male Hispanic rep in South Jacksonville, 
said, “With the growing number of minorities in our fellowship, it becomes significant for them 
to see someone that looks like them.” A Hispanic rep in the Sarasota/Bradenton area explained it 
best: “Significance in this matter comes from the young Hispanics who see the new DYD’s 
accomplishments, and now can see themselves doing great things as well for their future.” 
 Further, the fact of leadership seemed more important to the respondents than ethnicity.  
The rep in the North Fort Myers area, effectively summed up the group’s sentiment: “I believe 
that it is significant. He was already a role model and leader to follow as a youth pastor.” The 
youth rep in Daytona, said, “I believe there is value in multi-cultural leadership reflecting the 
community we are trying to reach.” The afore mentioned rep in Bradenton/Sarasota agreed. “It is 
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insignificant to the ministry to have a minority leader.  However, it does show progress…to find 
the best fit, not the best look.”  The rep in Orlando, stated, “I think the new DYD is doing a great 
job.  You can definitely tell he loves his job and has a passion for what he is doing.  Not a better 
person for the job.”   
 The leaders of the Peninsular Florida District acted in vision. It was the responsibility of 
the new District Youth Ministries Director to put that vision in motion. Those who labor with 
him feel his leadership is accomplishing that goal. That truth, to those young leaders, is far more 
important than a social or cultural change in the position.   
 The next key factor in this historic moment was the simple but profound issue of 
progress. “The youth department is continually growing, and therefore also continually adapting 
and changing. This is necessary in order to keep being effective to reach students and to equip 
youth pastors for success in their ministry,” wrote the female rep. “The DYD’s leadership has 
helped facilitate several changes that were necessary in order for the ministry to move forward,” 
she added.   
 The representative from the Bradenton/Sarasota area saw progress on the district level in 
the naming of a Hispanic to leadership.  “The new DYD being Hispanic does not make him 
better or worse to lead our Youth ministry.  However, it does show progress in where the future 
of our movement in Peninsular Florida is going.”  It was clear the reps who responded felt 
positive about Casey’s leadership because he was producing progress, not because he was 
Hispanic.   
 Nevertheless, all the reps felt there was some meaningfulness in the fact that the new 
DYD was the first Hispanic department head in PFDC history. The female rep said in that 
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regard, “He [is] the first Hispanic to hold the position, and I see that as a good thing.” The Anglo 
pastor commented, “I believe there is value in multi-cultural leadership.” A Hispanic said, “A 
Hispanic being named to lead the District Youth Ministries shows growth and advancement in 
our fellowship.” And another minority rep asserted, “He offers a fresh perspective in our 
trending issues and connects in a great way to our Hispanic youth and all other minority groups.”  
 Interestingly, the most frequently mentioned comments by those interviewed regarding 
the characteristics of the new DYD’s leadership and the significance of his work was not related 
to race. A White rep said: “He is just hungry to see the Holy Spirit do the miraculous.” Another 
Hispanic stated: “His intentional teaching and preaching on the power of the Holy Spirit has 
changed the landscape of our camps and conferences.”  The White female said: “I feel our 
students connect deeper and deeper with the Holy Spirit, and I genuinely appreciate his reliance 
on the leading of the Holy Spirit.” Another Hispanic remarked: “I think he is doing a 
phenomenal job! Over everything, I believe he is very sensitive to the leading of the Holy Spirit.  
That sensitivity to the Holy Spirit will be the biggest impact to the future of Youth Ministry in 
Peninsular Florida.”   
 At two-and-one-half-years into this first minority leadership experience for PFDC, it is a 
bit early for open criticism, but not for whispered criticism. At the Peninsular Florida Youth 
Convention, RISE, during the weekend of November 16 and 17, two youth leaders who had 
received the written questionnaire but failed to respond, approached the Superintendent. Each of 
them had criticisms they were unwilling to put on paper. They revolved around classic 
stereotypes of minorities by traditional White males. The criticisms were fears that the new DYD 
could not administer adequately and that he could not operate a budget of more than a million 
dollars per year. The RISE event hosts more than 2,000 teens and young adults; incorporates a 
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large ballroom for main services; hosts over 25 vendors; includes a hospitality room for VIPs, 
inclusive of meals; secures 400 hotel rooms; boasts rock concert level rigging for sound and 
lighting and video projection and demands a budget of more than $100,000.00 for the two-day 
operation. The new DYD’s operation and leadership of RISE itself proved the criticisms invalid.   
 The senior Pastor and Treasurer of the district both expressed overwhelming support for 
the new DYD but the stereotypical doubt relative to handling large sums of funds appeared 
again. The Treasurer, ignoring the unfortunate criticisms and comments from certain other 
ministerial individuals, entered a mentoring relationship with the Hispanic DYD to disciple him 
in the intricacies of budget control and financial management of a ministry department. He has 
responded well and is learning quickly. His genuine desire is to be an excellent leader, not an 
excellent Hispanic leader but, simply, an excellent leader.   
 A final item noted in the responses of the reps deserves recognition.  Hispanics are 
typically more community-oriented than Anglos. “Hispanic cultures are generally much more 
collectivist in nature than European or Anglo cultures…Collectivist cultures are community 
oriented. They are focused on how people can grow, work, worship, and develop—together.”491  
The new DYD and his wife are displaying this commitment to the youth leaders. “I think they 
are doing a phenomenal job. They are very aware of the needs of the youth and are very 
personable with every youth they came into contact with.”. The White pastor added: “Our 
current leadership has greatly impacted our district with a much more family and community 
minded approach. Maybe it comes from the culture, but I think more from the person.”  That 
comradery may have a Hispanic base, but it touches all the youth of Peninsular Florida.   
 
491 Samuel Rodriguez and Robert Crosby, When Faith Catches Fire (Colorado Springs, CO: Waterbrook, 
2017), 143.  
